LOCAL AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank

Nicolin, and mail and passengers did not
through to Ellsworth until about 1
when
the
from
o’clock,
up-train
Mfc. Desert Ferry exchanged passengers
nround the wreck with the stalled train,
and came back down the line. Engineer

EARLY MORNING FIRE.

KLL9WORTH

get

FALLS.

Mrs. Ada McCarthy is visiting rein fives
at Brooksvilie and Bluehill this we

Out—Othei
Losses in Building.
Admr notice—E*t Sarah Jane Eaton.
Miss Isabelle Flood returned to B »gor
Fire in the Phillips building on Main j
Geo G Clows—Agent wanted.
OF
street at 4 o’clock Monday morning re- | Sunday evening after several weeks spent
Cha* W Dunham—Notice of foreclosure.
J A Haynes—Market.
j at home here.
Watson and Fireman Davis were thrown sulted in losses aggregating over §3,000.
Authorized to commence business October 24. n*.**7, the pioneer National Hank
of Ellsworth, Maine.
The heaviest loss falls on the Floyd j
Miss Emma Wood and Mrs. Cla v,
from the cab when the locomotive left the
of
8CHKDOLK or MAILS
Markei, which occupied the ground floor. j Bangor, spent Sunday here, returning on
rails, and were slightly injured.
AT ELLRWoKTIl FOST-OFFIOB.
ACCOUNTS OF
It. I. Moore brought 26,000 trout fry j D. E. Hurley, whose law office was on the the evening train.
tn rfftet May H, 1UO0.
WE
loser by the
Arthur W. Salisbury has moved in
the
fr'-un the Green Lake fish hatchery yester- j second floor, was also a heavy
am» CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
Are. The building is owned by H. B.
MAILS KKCKIVF.D.
Gerry market, which has been repaired
day, and planted them in Patten’s pond.
CONSISTENT
WITH SFAE Thom West—7.16 a m. 6.M p n».
whose i>apcr bfx factory occu- and
Phillips,
The wreck at Nicolin came near costing
|
newly painted.
Kkom East— life a m, A.so and 10.17 p m.
where there was also
BANKING.
Patten’s pond its plant of fish this year. pied the third floor,
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, is
MAIL CLOSER AT rOBTOVTICK.
All were insured.
some damege to stock.
Mr. Moore, with the fish, was on the
!
the week here with her ri ighCorrespondent*. National Slinwmut Hank of Hoston ; National Com- Going Kart—7 a m and ft 80 p m
The fire evidently started in the south- spending
Mrs. A. C. Flood.
morning train which was stalled for severGoing Wert— 11.SO a m, 5 and 0 pm.
In two I ter,
corner of the Floyd market.
east
mercial Hank. Albany, New York.
al hours. Trout fry arc very tender, and
run da r».
Charles Harriman, who has been
isifcdrawers here the stock of matches was
Mall from the West arrives at 7 21 a m; leave* the water has to t>e kept at low temperaing his parents here, returned to f rockand as there was no Are in the buildfor the We»t at 6 07 p m.
ture.
Mr. Moore had no ice. as he was kept,
the only theory that can be advanced j ton, Mass., Saturday.
not prepared for tho hold-up of several ing,
Hiram Smith and wife returned to heir
MILLIONS LOST IN SAN KHANC IHCO.
is “mice and matches”.
Dr. H. W. Osgood is building a stable, hours.
a
brook was near
Fortunately
fter
IS YOUR INSURANCE POLICY ALL RIGHT?
At the point where the Are started it home in Massachusetts on Friday,
26x30, at his home on State street.
where the train was stalled, and by the
burned through the floor into the base- ; several days with relatives here.
Martin L. Adams, of Boston, is in Ells- hardest kind of work on the part of Mr.
and had a good start when the
Mrs. T. S. Tapley and son Was
of
Moore and imssengers and train crew who ment,
worth for a visit with his parents.
That the firemen
alarm was turned in.
'Fremont, are) here this week wit! Mrs.
volunteered assistance,
fish
the
were
Le Bar re’s minstrels played to a good
it where they did is greatly to
parents, E. A. Flood and w i
saved. It was 4 o’clock in the afternoon stopped
Established In 1704
I Tapley’s
house at Hancock hall Saturday evening.
their credit.
l>efore they reached Patten’s pond.
Mrs. Sarah Jones went to the extern
!
The stock in the market was ruined. : Maine
Have paid 1UJI Millions in I .oases, the largest amount of any ComHarry L. and Frank 8. Crabtree art?
general hospital at Bangor or FriThis is a true story, if it is “fishy”. Just
An* paying their California losses in full and have con- spending a week fishing at Donnell’s
James L. Floyd, manager of the market,
pany tiding business.
day of last week for surgical treat in- nt.
below
a
the
on
Union
lower
dam
ri^er,
tributed *5,000 to the sufferers.
There |
estimates the loss at over §2,000.
pond, Franklin.
small brook runs into the river from the
j The annual plant sale is being held thia
was an insurance of §1,900.
ASSETS OVER THIRTEEN MILLIONS.
Miss Elizabeth M. Osgood, who has
i afternoon by the ladies of the s
east side. It is hardly large enough to be
ing
stock in the market
of
the
The
nature
ALL
S
OVER
LIABILITIES.♦.!,«?<
1,73<!
the
winter
in
arrived
spent
81RPI.I
Miami, Fla.,
dignified by the name brook, for one can caused a greasy, sticky smoke, which circle in the vestry. Ice-cream and h *mehome
last
night.
Will have large surplus after San Francisco losses arc paid
brookmade
are
across
it
or
sold
also,
candy
step
anywhere—rivulet
being
found its way through the entire build- j
Miss Bernice Giles is home from Wash- let might fit
Qet a Policy in Olil North America.
it, though perhaps “surface ing. It was this smoke which wrought
Word has been received from Rev. Mr.
where ah'* has been attending drain” w’ould be the
ington,
F.
C.
M.
E.
E.
I..
II.
Geo.
Holmes, Ellsworth;
Burrill,
Graut,
description given by havoc in the rooms above. Mr. Hurley Prigmore, of Milton, Conn., who has been
Agent*:
|
school since last fail.
those who know it best. Mrs. H. P. HopWarren, Hucksport
engaged as pastor of the church here,
owns one of the best law libraries in the
Rev. J. P. Hi moil ton w'ill deliver the kins was crossing this brook one day rethat he will be here to begin his duti s the
of
the
he
library
having
purchased
city,
baccalaureate sermon for the Ellsworth cently, when she saw’ a fish, apparently
the late George P. Dutton, which he has first Sunday in June.
in
a
She
school
on
its
small
June
10.
last,
high
Hunday evening,
breathing
pool.
His
added to from time to time since.
Mrs. James Clough has been h- ving
INSURANCE LOSSES ENORMOUS AT SAN FRANCISCO.
Ellsworth will not get the third con- took it out, and taking it home put it in a
for
greatest loss is on these books. The serious trouble with one of her fe
of
be
a
water.
It
to
salmon, smoke seemed to penetrate the book- several
proved
gressional district convention of the dem- pan
In Chicago in 187*2 the Companies f>akl One
weeks, which proved t< be
fish
about
eleven
inches
The
relong.
ocratic party. It will be held at Fairfield
cases and even closed drawers in the desk,
Hundred Sixty-Five Millions, causing hungangreue, and on Thursday of last week
vived somewhat when placed in the water,
dreds of Companies to retire from business.
Thursday, June 28.
covering everything it reached with a she had the limb taken|off above the knee.
and after a luncheon of earthworms served
black covering which cannot be rubbed Mrs. Ciough stood the operation very well,
Rev. J. P. Himonton, of the Methodist
by Mrs. Hopkins, seemed as lively as ever. ofT. Mr. Hurley had §700 insurance, and and has been comfortable since. Drs.
church, will go to North Ellsworth Sun- The
fish was then returned to the river,
estimates his loss at fully that.
Hodgkins and McDonald.
day afternoon, where services will be
to live out its life of usefulness, and perThe loss on the building is comparaheld at the chapel at 2.30.
end
life
as
a
on
no
its
haps
ten-pounder
tively slight. From §600 to §600, it is estiMrs. Polly rrost, the oldest resident of
Republican! Caucus.
somebody’s hook.
mated, will repair the damage. Mr.
the Lakewood district of Ellsworth, died
The republican caucus to nominate releThey do the third largest business In Maine.
Phillips also had insurance, both on the
She was in the nlnety-ttrst
Have you a policy in the GRANITE STATE against the jiosaibility this morning.
gates to the county convention will be
CYCLONE AT JOYVILLK.
building and on box factory stock.
of her age.
year
San
involved
in
l>e
to
heavily
that some of your other Companies may prove
The Floyd market will resume business held Saturday evening fat 7.30 o’clock at
Francisco?
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of Passed Near Woolen Mill Yesterday as soon as possible. The work of repair- Hancock hall.
Forenoon*
Call on or address any of these Agents : Geo. If. Graut. M. E. Holmes, Columbus, entertained the ladies at its
ing the building will begin immediately
first sociable last evening. A pleasant
Ellsworth was visited by a cyclone of no after the adjustment of insurance, and it
Ellsworth ; E. L. Warren. Hucksport.
26b ertisrm cats.
is probable that the market will remain at
was
evening
enjoyed.
mean proportions about 11 o’clock yesterthe same place.
Rev. S. VV. Sutton, of the Unitarian day forenoon. In the city proper nothing
OS
9«30SaCMaOOOC8aC8»M»X»OC85Ochurch, and Rev. J. M. Adams, of the was known of it, but out in the JoyviUe
“DOWN IN MAINE”
Congregational church, will exchange district it announced its approach with a
roar and crashing which resembled thunpulpits next Sunday morning.
Will be Presented by Local Talent
The schooner Henrietta A. Whitney, der.
Next Saturday Evening.
The cyclone came from the direction
The drama, “Down in Maine,” will be
Capt. W. P. Woodward, is discharging
jEtn» Iniuranre Co. of Hartford
Liverpool and I-oodon and Globe Ins. Co.. F.ng- coal at Bar Harbor. She will sail from of the ridge back of II. Nelson Joy’s
J
We have a full carload
presented by local talent at Hancock hall 8
land
Coutiii'-utal Ina. Co. of New York
and crossed the
main
road and
there for East Machias to load staves for house
The production
next Saturday evening.
London Assurance Corporation
Comw 'ti'Mit Insurance Co.f Hartford
seed
\
For
seeo
y
Branch pond stream
oat*,
fancy
just above the is given to raise funds for the new scenery
Norwich Union Fire InturknceSociety, England Hondout, K. Y.
German American In*. Co of New York
woolen mill.
for
be
used
will
which
'»
Northern Assurance Co., of Loodon
Hancock
Home Insurance Co., of New York
at
hall,
X purpose only.
P. H. Stratton, of Boston, formerly of
The cyclone followed a very narrow
New York Underwriters* Agency
Hartford Fin? 1 naan nee Co.
the first time on the evening of the play.
was here a few hours last week,
Ellsworth,
path. As it crossed the stream it carried
Natlo at Insurance Co^ Hartford
on his way to Brooksviile on
business.
The cast of characters is as follows:
Call and see us.
2;
y
the water fifty or seventy-five feet in the
Pro vide nee-Washington Ins. Co.. R. I.
Mr. Stratton is now engaged in the real
of Hardscrable Farm,
of
in a veritable water-spout.
Liverpool
Large Zeph Cummings,
Royal Insurance Company,
air,
estate business.
Believes in the
way down in Maine.
Nun Insura in'* Co.. England
trees and heavy pieces of timber were also
Wholesale and Retail.
Golden Rule, and practices what he
Mrs. 8. J. Ayer, who has spent the win- whirled
8C Paul Fire and Marine Ins. Co.
high into the air.
believes.J A Cunningham
Western Assurant Co., of Toronto
ter in Ellsworth with her daughter, Mrs.
The cyclone travelled from southwest to
Ralph, his brother, a New York millionaire,
F\
BAILEY CO.
as- J. P. Kldridge, returned to her home in northeast. Its path through the woods
Miltou Beckwith
of this agency
The seventeen
Mrs. Kldridge accomDexter to-day.
had not been visited when this report was Neil Wentworth, a young inventor,
ELLSWORTH.
I
are
of
these
Seven
sets in the United States of
A L Witham
panied her as far as Bangor.
received, but from the crashing and roarE
Cooke
old
fisherman.;..Fred
the
assets ot many millions more.
Miss Lois May Sargent and Millard H. ing which marked its approach through Bingle.
§
man.Martin Garland
Proprietors of Brady & Oreelj
Moore, both of Ellsworth, were married the woods, it probably tore up some large j Tomps, the hired
lias sent letters to its
one of these
a “Fresh Air” Kid.Ralph Royal
i
Qrlst Mill.
at the Methodist parsonage, by
trees. It has been reported from no other Jimpsey,
Saturday
and
losses
FRANCISCO
Mose Gossin, a stuttering lover,
to pay all
its
Rev. J. P. Simonton. They left Monday section.
Charles Halpin
dl
iOOOOOODClOOQOOOOOQOO
to meet all future
still continue in business,
for Belfast, where they will reside.
Susie Cummings, Ralph’s daughter,
KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
Miss Effie Davis
of these comThe Ellsworth minstrels w ill
to Mcof the financial
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tion by this agency.
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from

our

insurance

companies

state ttiat all

losses from the conflagration at San Francisco will bB
paid in full.
The
represented by us paid out in the Haiti-

more

companies
conflagration over

six million dollars *$6,000,000;, and

may have to pay ten million

($10,000,000) In

and will keep on doing business.
Your business is perfectly safe in
Moral:

our

San Francisco,

hands.

Place your business witli the leading agency

in Hancock county.

The QEO. H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH. BAR HARBOR

and BLCKSP0RT.

INSURANCE NOTICE!.
*

'V?eVre~*i>leased

from the several
to state that we are in receipt of advices,
not 16
that their financial

Companies represented by

us,

stating

^“^XS^illCte^ylnal’ieo«ea

and still have
C.

AY.

^

F.

L.

MASON.

bv this agency; and
HAVE heard from every company rapwacnted
take care of San 1 ranchto
their
ability
to
as
no
fears
while I had
will the surplus be
co's losses, they assure me that in no case
exhausted.
business.
I solicit your business for the largest companies doing
O. w. TAPLEY.

I

SEED PEAS.
The Gradus and Thomas
f.axton Varieties.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

look-

The

post hopes

by making this fact public, that it will be
a

•p EPOBTS
^

is

supposed the Hag has
some society or organizaneglected to return it, and

if is

reminder to

someone

who knows where

Mrs

George Kastman, of Ilucksport,
Victim of Saturday’s Storm.
Mrs. George Eastman, of Bucksport, was
instantly killed by lightning during the
shower late Saturday afternoon. A threeyear-old child which was lying in her lap
at the time was uninjured.
Mrs. Eastman was sitting in the bay-

Cummings, Zeph’s wife,

Mrs.

window at her home in what is

the

known

as

watching the
the house, ran down

Wight settlement,
The bolt hit

storm.

the chimney and then in an unaccountable
Hag is, that it may be obtained before freak followed around the ceilings to the
Memorial Day.
room where Mrs. Eastman was sitting and
of the
President George E. Fellows,
passed entirely through her body. The
University of Maine, has purchased of K. house was badly damaged, butdid not take
F. Remick the Moore farm at Bnyside, and fire.
will improve it for his own occupancy as a
Mrs. Eastman was forty-three years of
summer place.
Pres. Fellows has been an
age. She leaves a husband and four children.
occasional visitor to Shady Nook for sevThe shower was particularly severe in
eral years, and his decision now to become
Bucksport. A few minutes before the
a permanent summer resident of the localfatal bolt, lightning struck the barn of
Mrs. Eastman’s fattier, Newell Bowden,
ity is a pleasure to his friends here.

Keziah,

Mrs L F Giles

“forty-three and desperate”

Miss Helen Bonsey !
W Haynes
Betsey Tomps.Mrs H
will be
During the second act there
specialties by members of the company.
The play is given under the direction of

JORDAN,
7

FURNITURE
AND

Fred E. Cooke.

M V»ur order* fWltOTOM for
HARBOR,
purpose to MOrfKH, BAR
you will 1>« pleased.
Open all the year ’round.

any
and

UNDERTAKING
I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporarj
location on Main street.

the

Rev. J. P. Simonton had

a narrow

escape

Mr. Simonton received
he lost

a

consciousness for

shock and thinks
a

few

moments.

machinery

will

be

The new' scenery for Hancock hall has
arrived, and is now being put in place.
The scenery includes a new drop curtain,
two out-door and three interior settings.
The stage is being made five feet deeper
by extending it out into the hall that distance, but will remain the same width as
at present. The new scenery is now being
set up, and will be in position by Saturday evening, when the drama “Down in
Maine” will be presented by a local cast.
The new scenery cost fc£25.

of Ellsworth
and Vicinity.

G. A. PARCH ER,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

|
|

l.

wTjordan
M line.

Ellsworth,

I Notice to Dog Owners or Imn.
or

keepers of dogs

are

notified and warned that license
OWNERS

|
X

h-reby

must

be

before the first day of June. 1906.
paid
All dogs unlicensed on said date shall be destroyed, and the owners or keepers proceeded
against as provided by law.
G. R. Caldwell, Constable.
on or

The bolt struck the spire of the church,
and

ran

down

into the church.

Fortu-

—

new

Cards

Postal

church here.

The Ellsworth creamery will be opened nately the bolt did not cause tire. The
on June 1, under the management of F. J.
damage to spire and interior of the church
is estimated at from $50 to $76.
; Gerry & Co., of Dexter. This company I
During the same shower a tree in the
has conducted several creameries successvillage was struck.
fully, and besides the main plant at
Dexter, now has branches at Corinna,
COMING EVENTS.
Buck sport and Belfast. They will open
ELLSWORTH.
the Ellsworth creamery, prepared to take
and pay cash for all the cream they can
Saturday, May 26, at Hancock hall
get. Some
installed.

Souvenir

half a mile away, and it was burned.
In the village, four bolts struck trees.

lightning during the second shower
Saturday afternoon. He was driving from
Lightning at Surry.
Waltham and was near the Morrison place
Burry, May 19 (special)—During the
when the lightning struck near him. A
heavy electric storm at midnight last
bail of Hrc passed close to the carriage,
night, lightning struck the Methodist
between Mr. Simonton and the horse.
from

abbcrtisnnmtB.

Drama “Down in

Maine”, by

Tempting “Garden Stuff”
For SATURDAY BUYERS—For SUNDAY

SPINACH,

local talent.

DANDELIONS,

hall, 7.30
Republican caucus to nominate BEET GREENS,
delegates to county convention.
Thursday, June 14, at Hancock hall— STRING BEANS,
Graduating exercises Ellsworth high
Saturday, May 26, Hancock

p.

m.

|g

APPETITES.
LETTUCE,

K

NEW BEETS

a

—

—

in afternoon; concert and ball in
the evening.
school

COUNTY.

Wednesday, June 6—Basket meeting

of

Hancock association of Woman’s home
and foreign missionary societies, at Sedg-

CUCUMBERS,
RIPE TOMATOES,
ASPARAGUS.

NEW

'*

POTATOES,

PARSLEY,

*

^

MINT,

/
i

RADISHES.

k

wick.

Saturday, June 16—At Bucksport, reconvention to nominate
Everything as luscious as if just from the garden. NOTHING HIGH
The engine of the gravel train which has publican class
ALICE M. 1100PEK,
to legislature.
PRICED ! As usual, we will give you the handsomest and most delicious
been working in this section for some representative
STATE.
Meats and Fish that Ellsworth can boast, lletter order early !
time, left the rails a mile this side of
DRESSMAKER ami
Tuesday, June 26, at Waterville, 11 a. in.
Nicolin station yesterday morning, and
convention.
The FL0YD 4 HAVNES store
blocked the track for the greater part of —Third district republican
LADIES’ TAILOR,
AVMPC
the day. The accident happened a short
Wednesday, June 27, at Portland, 10.30
IH
1 rA I In
/A*
•
34 Main Street.
Ellsworth. time before the morning train reached a. m.—Republican State convention.
8 School St.,

JA

Liu,

m

Prayer Moetinn Topic For

the

KDITKD BY "AUNT

Week

IicKlnniiiK May 27.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—John V ill fans and missions
the south seas.—Ps. xcvii, 1-12.

tc

lx. 9, contains this prophecy:
“Surely the isles snail wait for me. and
the ships of Tarsbish first to bring thy
ions from afar, tlieir silver aud their
gold with them, unto the name of the
Lord thy Cod and to the Holy One of
Israel, because he hath glorified thee
the
Psalm
the Ninety-seventh
In
Isa.

’*

psalmist declares, “The Lord reigueth;
let the earth rejoice; let the multitude
of the isles rejoice/' The Scriptural

The purpose** of thl* column are succinctly
stated la the title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, and aims t*» be helpful an«l hopefulBeing f»>r the common good. It la f*T the enmmon use—a public uervant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the inIn this capacity It solicitterchange of ideas.
communications, and its success depend* largely
Comou the support given it In this respect
munication* must bo stoned, hut the name of
writer will not t*e pitnied-except by permission
Communication.' will t»e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will he rejected without gooti reason. Address
ail communications to
Tint amerk'as,
Ellsworth. Me.

t miR'iouary work was ou
Paul's t
of Optus, aud It was sucisla:
cessful. :n later Christian history we
.ustrious illustration of this
have an
cotiversion of the British
fact hi
islands
Christianity aud their steadfast aol reuce to the Christian faith.
In the story of modern missions there
are further corroborations in Madagascar. the Philippine Islands, the New
He -rides under the ministry of the
sainted John G. l’aton and in the
a islands.
south
The missionary hero of the south sea
He was
Islands was John Williams.
At
born near London Juue 29, 1790.
the age of fourteen he was apprenticed
to an ironmonger, aud, although he
manifested great love and skill for mechanics. at the age of twenty be oCfered himself to the London Missionary
society as a missionary. He was accepted, and, after being e«i»ecially
trained, he was ordained and with his
wife sailed for the south sea islands
in November. 1810. But twenty years
the

age,

ue

«a»

wuuug

iu

lu<-

.uanin

e*

give up a calling that appealed to him and go hundreds of miles
away from home for the privilege of
preaching the gospel to the ignorant
and dangerous inhabitants of the south
eea islands. Such a consecration corJd
not but be blessed of God. His success
He visited various
was remarkable.
islands and made many converts. He
translated the Scriptures into the lanBeing in i>oor
guages of the people.
health, he returned to England in 1833,
where he remained for several years,
during which time those among whom
he had labored were still on his heart
and mind. He translated the New Tes
tament into the language of one of the
islands, raised $20,000 for a missionary
ship, prepared plans for a college and
wrote a history of his missionary labors. In 1838 he and his wife embarked again for his missionary field, taking ten other missionaries with them.
On a trip to the New Hebrides in 1839
he suffered martyrdom for the cause
of Christ. The inhabitants being cannibals only a few of the bones of his
body were found by his friends. But
his work remained as a testimonial to
himself and an inspiration to all who
know his history.
The life of John Williams iu connection with the south sea island mission
work should be a great inspiration to
all young Christians especially.
At
twenty years of age he bad faith and
zeal and courage and in a most self
denying manner gave himself and his
all to Christ. “What are we doing for
Jesus?”
Opportunities in abundance
lie about us. Are we taking advantage
of them and, above all. are we to the
extent of our ability doing all we can
to win not only the Islands of the sea.
but the world, for Christ?
cause

Isa. lii, 7; Matt v. 11, 12; xxvlh, 18
Acts xfii, 1-3, 13-33. 42-52; xv, 23.
2G; I Cor. ill. 5-10; II Cor. xi. 23-33; II
Tim. Iv, G-8; Rev. xxii, 17.

20;

New

Pastor

at

Wllllatoa Chareta.

honored speaker at many an international gathering is Rev. Smith
Baker, I). D., the
An

present pastor

or

Williston chur %i,

Portland, Me..
birthplace
of Christian Endeavor.”
Dr. Baker is a

(“the

thoroughgoing

Christian Endeaunder
his wise leader-

vorer, and
»mp

X,

^

luc

society”

ursi

still
maintains all of
its old time earnestness and zeal. T>r. Baker is prominent in the work of the movement not
only in his own. but in other states.
rev.

smith baker,
D'

D'

Jnuior Work la
are

THE BEST ADVICE IS

FREE

Of all the disease* known, with which
the female organism is atflieted. kidney
disease is the most fatal, and statistics
show that this disease is on the increase
among

them, and

ma

Something each day—a deed
Of kindness and of good.
To link in closer bonds
All human brotherhood.
Oh. thus the heavenly will
We all may do while here;
For a good deed every day
Makes blessed all the year.
—The Preebyterian Banner.
Selected by Sadie.

motto

proof

was

in

that the inter-

ping

our

of you may
sent might not

what

Some

the selections

was

needed be-

appeared in print, but
quite a collection and they
all taken care of—not one destroyed

cause

they

to the fact.

be

of its

of the incircle, the clip-

testify
have thought

sent would

spirit

thoughts

the

dividual members of

have not

there ha6 been
that I

am

looked

over

in them

is

Sawyer j

Unless early and correct treatment is
applied the parent seldom survives
when once the disease Is fastened upon
We believe Lydia E. Pinkham's
her.
Vegetable Compound is the most efficient treatment for chronic kidney
troubles of women, and is the only medicine especially prepared for this
purpose.
When a woman is troubled with pain
or weight in loins, backache, frequent,
painful or scalding urination, swelling
of limbs or feet, swelling under the
eyes, an uneasy, tired feeling in the
region of the kidneys or notices a
sediment in the urine, she should
lose no time in commencing treatment
with Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable
Compound, as it may be the means of
saving her life.
For proof, read what Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound did for Mrs.

Sawyer.

Dear M. B. Friends:
other

ship

was

decked out

soon

waiting for

\\ hilc

!

near

health

the

officer and the usual formalities, we were
entertained by the animated appearance
of the harbor. The big P. A O. liner
Orontea was at am her near us. Three-

Something each day—a thought.
Unselfish, good and true.
That aids another’s need
While we our way pursue:
That seeks to lighten hearts.
That leads to pathways clear:
For a helpful thought each day.
Makes happy all the year.

no

our

flags.

with

anchored

We

Piraeus.

the

of-and they are often
the sentiment expressed
in sympathy with hopefulnes
aware

for

I cannot express the terrible suffering I
A derangement of the female
had to endure.
organs developed nervous prostration and a
The doctor attended
serious kidney trouble
me for a year, but 1 kept getting worse, until
1 was unable to do anything, and 1 made up
I Anally decided
mv mind I could not live
to try Lydia R l*inkham’s Vegetable Com1
pound as a last reeort. and am to-day a well
I cannot praise it too highly, and 1
woman.
tell every suffering woman about my case.”
Mrs. Emma Sawyer, Conyers, Ga.
—

Mrs.
women

Mass.

Pinkham gives free advice to
; address in confidence, Lynn,

Welcome, Esther.

We

are

glad

to

hear

from you, aud also to learn that Aunt
Maria ia better.
Meb, I tried your recipe
for doughnuts with very good results.

,7
as' the

In fact

locally known

h*

the ma„..
made there by f,ir
reason

of

The

years passed and
witnessed th„
gradual ehange of Bar Harbor from
hotel colony to a cottage resort.
Somat

older guests, disliking the
noise ana
of the big hotels, bought
tracts of
land and built themselves
cottages. Others
followed suit, and slowly but
surely,
a lively, rollicking hotel
resort,
became
transformed Into an
exclusive
aristocratic cottage
colony. The two
clement* did not mi* well st all. and
the
years saw the gradual decline of th ,„>te|
business and the increasing
influence of
the cottagers. One after another
the old
hotels went to the wall. At last, in
the
early ’nineties, ihe sons of David Rodick
who had died sometime before-Fountain'
Berenuaand Edward—decided to dose ihe
the

It ha*

BarVlarbor

seen

|y»** through “boom times" and
flush of inflated prosperity, seen

sudden
the bitter effects of the bursting of the
bubble, and watched the tow*n grow

a

waa

bustle

Maine's most famous resort.
n

,

anglers.

ik!

courtahips heneath

steadily, slowly and surely, until to-day
its position in the very from front rank of vast building.
America's famous watering-places is unIt was leased a few years later for a
I
term
of year* to Albert W. Bee. s Boston merhuge English battleships were near by, questioned.
It
is without any feeling of regret, how- chant, .who ran it for two years, but
met
and boats were darting everywhere.
that the old hotel wiU lie seen no with a magnificent failure, and r tired
We came ashore in a crowded tender, ever,
from ihe venture at a tremendous
more. For, year after year, the big, empty
At one time for nearly a month the hotel
and were glad to get on land after thirteen
building has stood grim and forbidding ran in splendor, with It* full staff of cbels
days at sea. I have done the usual
on the most commanding part of the main
table
chambermaids,
girls,
bellboys’
stunts—visited Pompeii and Vesuvius,
and all th. otbi luncstreet, a relic of Bar Harbor's glory in clerks, buttons,
taken the ride from Salerno via Amalfi
with Just two guests m the
tiouanes.
with
the
hotel*
aw
armed
when
the
days
bouse, a man and his wife, w ho enjoyed
to Sorrento, and gone into the Blue
young blood*. It has always been a their stay in the vast building, conscious
Grotto at Capri.
of being monarch* of all they surv
menace to the town if tire should ever
jed,
This latter was exciting, as the sea
with an army of aervant* to execute their
break out in it* vast bulk, for with a high
was rough and many of the adventurers
slighest w iah. After that th. old bouse
wind
not all the combined fire depart- was boarded
The entrance is
up for good
were drenched.
very
ments in Eastern Maine could save the
Gradually stores have closed up around
small, and the rising wave will dash in,
it. and its stately front entrance is blocktown from destruction.
aded by a row of cobbler shops, tailor's
completely closing it. The boatman ha*
The Rodick house was Bar Harbor's
to watch his chance to rush in

the

as

sea

goes down and get in before the sea rises
again. My boatman succeeded admirably,

lie mad? me, and a lady with me, lie down
flat in the bottom of the boat, where we
could only ace the aky.
He then calculated h*s chance, and ruahed u§ in with
only a little wetting from the spray.
In many cases, however, the sea overtook the boat and soused the people thor-

oughly.

*Once

in,

spectacle

the

roost

was

beautiful, but you have seen pictures of
it. The coming out was like the going in,
exciting and wet.
Naples has not yet cleared away the

during

ashes that fell hire

eruption,

the

though thousands of small donkey carts
and
In

men

ankle

with baskets have been at
of the streets the ashes

some

deep,

and the

The appearance
here interests me
few

of you have had your outing*, and enjoyed
them. I have been shut in ail winter; have
you some interesting
been out of my own doaryard but once since
extracts from
a
personal letter from the first of last
November.
Eunice, whom you will all be glad to hear
j Did yon know that Grandma G. had been
from again. She writes from her home in ill. She is still
quite feeble. Her son write*,
Haverhill.
that she doesn't gain strength as she thinks
she
to.
I
think from what 1 hear that
The coining of spring is the most beautiful
ought
j
thing in all the year—if it could only stay. I she must have been pretty ill for a while.
Erne Stine, may I have one of those picknow it is best as it i». but I have always j
thought there are some things in nature 1 tures. or are they only for thoae who were at
the reunion? I would very much like to have
would like to change.
The weather here is
Sadis.
beautiful, the gra>« green, buds ready to one of them.
burst and the birds singing in the trees.
I can answer for one on the housecleanOnce a month for several years there have
J ing question—not quite half through. Am
been held in the surrounding towns and parto hear Grandma G. has been ill.
ishes "Neighborhood Conventions”, an all- sorry
j
day session. They are non-sectarian. Four ! Drnr Frienda
of th» Column:
ministers are chosen to speak twenty minutes !
It is Monday morning and my washing
each; after each speaker there is a discuswaits while 1 write, but I’ll take time to make
sion. Each one is limited to five minutes.
my “mark**, at least, as I see letters to the colThey are very interesting occasions. The last
umn are growing few.
1 suppose most of the
one I attended was held in the country a few
sisters are busy beautifying their homes and
miles out of the city. It was reached by troltheir law u* and flower beds tidy and
making
The
ley, leaving us almost at the door.
ready for summer. I have scarcely begun in
church was on a hill. Looking from the winthat direction yet; in fact. I am becoming aldow (not stained) one could see *o much of
most attached to my dirt, and hate to disturb
the sky. I always felt when at church that
it. 1 feel something like the little girl whose
heaven was nearer if I could look out and see
aunt was endeavoring to get her to take a
the sky. It was a pleasure after attending
bath by explaining that she had never heard
for many years a church with stained glass
her (the aunt) fussing over such a thing. “Oh
windows and one side shut in by a brick wall
well, auntie.” the child replied, “you like to
so near that by putting one's hand out he
be clean and cold; I*d rather be warm and
could touch it. aud another brick building on
dirty.”
the other side very near also.
Such cold, backward weather as we have
An old minister seventy-seven years old. a
had all the spring! Yet, a few brave blossoms
D. D. (who had come with his wife from the
have come to ua. arbutus, violet, blue, yellow
"far west” to visit relatives here once more)
and white hepatic** and trilliums I have
sang two solos; ilso the “Glory Song”, everyseen.
1 have been to see Aunt Maria. 8he ia
body joining in the chorus. I wish you could
and can now get about a little,
have seen him, he seemed so full of the spriit gaining slowly
and is anxious to get strong enough to begin
of it. Later one of our party congratulated
on her garden.
I can stop no longer this time.
him. His wife very modestly s«id, “he doesn’t
Janet, what ha* become of your good resosing as well as he used to.” He answered imlutions?
Esther.

helpfulness.
Now I will give

and

so? No one but you thinks that.”
In the midst of the earnestness of the discussion some one was sure to be called to
order for the talking over time. One old man
asked for one minute more—it was granted—
he said as he sat down he would like fifty.
He was a “character” but he knew all about
the bible.
Dinner was served to the ministers and
their wives; everyone else carried lunch
and
were
served with hot tea or coffee
by the ladies of the church. Among our
number was a young English woman whose
lunch contained what she termed little English pies; several of us got a taste of them
and liked them so much I asked for and obtained the recipe and will send it to the column; perhaps some of the sisters will like to
try them to curry to the reunion. The lady
said at Christmas time in England they bake
a lot to treat their friends who call on them at
that time. She and her husband are now there
As their home
visiting their old friends.
place was near the location where my “way
back” ancestors lived, she is going to send
me a
postal (I have nearly 600) from some
place thereabouts [a card from Eunice Just
received says, the card has been received and
is a picture of the estate of Eunice’s ances-

nial

of Maine.

the tow

office

liant catch-

Bar

royal yacht, Victoria Albert,

the

on

and

“Fish l'ond" by

It is with mingled feelings that
Friday, April 27, after a
Harbor see* the historic old structure go
disagreeable, though not temFor
into the hands of the wreckers.
a half
pestuous passage, being a day and
it has stood as % bullate. We found the harbor gay with twenty-five years
wark between the present and the past,
bunting in honor, not of our arrival, but
dow n from its high and weatherof that of King Edward and Queen Alex- looking
beaten tower upon the steady growth of
who had arrived a few hours before
from

We cannot know it* power;
It grows in fruitfulness
As grows the gentle flower.
What comfort it may bring.
Where all i* dark and drear!
For a kind word every day
Makes pleasant all the year.

I had

dustry

arrived

We

us

If

full

are

spacious

The approaching demolition of the old
Rodick house at Bar Harbor marks the
passing of a famous landmark in the hisThe
tory of Maine's summer business.
Rodick house was Maine's pioneer hotel,
and from this interesting old structure
ha* sprang the entire summer resort in-

those.

andra,

ests of the column and the

the statues, for the books

friendahipa

roof of the old Rodiclc bouse.

(From the teuton Journal.)

rough,

Sfeniething each day—a word.

are

pictures,
of

women.

It iR not too much to give.
And the little gifts of itfe
Make sweet the day* we live.
The world has weary heart*
That can bless and cheer.
And a smile for every day
Makes sunshine all the year.

Europe.
eighteen Junior societies Id
Germany. The mouthly Junior paper.
Der Kinderbund. has a circulation of
1,800 a month.
Great Britain has 1.500 Junior societies, 200 of which are in London. They
have flower services, sending the flow
tors.]
ers to the slums; egg
In winter I make many plans for summer.
sen-lees, with
texts written on the eggs, which are I thought I would surely go to the reunion
this
It would be such a pleasure to
year.
afterward distributed among the sick
and aged; toy services, harvest serv- meet so many of the M. B. C. members. The
will materialize one of these days.
pin I
ices, a coal meeting, fruit sen-ices. etc. Love hope
for yourself and the sisters of the colOne Junior society by means of a umn.
Eunice.
farthing fund provided a cot in the
Certainly you must be with us if you
Children’s Country Holiday home at
can.
Clacton. Another sends letters, toys and
Little
English
Pies—One-half pound
flowers regularly to cripples.
currants, on^-half pound
raisins, one-half
There are twenty Junior societies in pound suet, three ounces preserved orange or
lemon
chop fine; add one pound sugar,
peel,
Bpain. Switzerland has two in Gene- juice of one lemon, a little of the peel, onehalf nutmeg. After chopping fine, measure
va, and Turkey four. The Junior soand add once and half as much again chopped
ciety In connection with the Bethania apple, add salt tc taste. Line little tin pattie
pans with nice pastry, fill with the mixture,
association in Budapest, Hungary, aft- cover
with the pastry and bake.
er two years’ work became an intermeDear
Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters;
diate society, and some of the members
How are you all to-day ? I hope all are
have started a new Junior society.
well. I suppose you are about all done
Austria, Bulgaria. Denmark. Holland
now. I am not through;
house-cleaning
and Norway are tuklng steps to organ- have tried to by
clean house for a week, but
ize Juuior societies, hut at present the make rather slow
progress, for I can only
younger and older young people are to- work a little while at a time.
I have been very much interested in reading
gether In the same society of Christian
the letters from you all, and am glad so many
Kndeu vor.
There

Increasing Among Women, But
Sufferers Need Not Despair

and

Fussing of Maine’s
Hotel at liar Harbor.

Interesting Letter from Judge L. A.
Emery, Now In Italy.
N A FLED, May 4,* 1906.
To the Editor of The .American:
Leat you think me indifferent to your
request, I send you a short report of some
things I have seen in and about Naples,
but not of the scenery, the history, the

Something each day—a smile.

to

BIBLE READINGS.

I

SOMETHING EACH DAY.

Intimation seems io be that the islands
of the s a will esi><*cially rejoice in the
salvat/.-i oii'ered in Jesus Christ. All
history roiifirms this Inference. Island
missions have been most successful.

©I

“Helpful and Hopeful.1*

Its Motto:

Floneer summer

KKOJU OVER THE OCEAN.

KiONEY TROUBLES

MADOl."

life and activity.
Many 0,
proudest families of New York r
Philadelphia owe their origin

social

HOI SE.

KODICK

THE

tTortfflponDcnrf.

cUmrrtisrmnus.

fllutual Benefit Column.

KNDKAVOR.

H 1ST IAN

work.

are

now

dust is stifling.

of the streets and shops
much. Outside of the

fashionable streets where the expen-

sive

rooms, and fruit stands. Its w indues tre
broken and battered by many storms.
Year after year of wind and weather have
robbed it of Ha [mint until Ihe tare
weather-stained boards stand out boldly.
It* foundations have crumbled on one
side, and Its walls have nearly caved in

foremost hotel in the olden days. Early
in the ’forties and 'fifties, David Rodick
and hi* sons kept a board ing- house for
the accommodation of the artists and
traveller* who came to view the beauties
of the then unknown Mount Desert, and
to paint the wild scenery of the island.
In the course of years, as the number of
tourists increased as the beauties of the
island became known, and a’modesl little
frame structure arose in what is now Main

and rest tottering at an
put the leaning tower of

angle
Pis*

fiaiiroi&f anti Stfimtoai.

tide of
( oramrudnx Dec.
Maine in the ’sevenBAR HARBOR TO
ties, addition after addition was built,
until in 1S81 the mammoth Kodick house ; BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento..........
as it stands st present ws* built for the
Sullivan...
It Mi Demi Fmy.
accommodation of the summer traffic.
Hauhreg 8 Ff.
was a magnificent achievement for those
Hancock.
days, and was the largest hotel in Maine. Franklin Road.
As business

summer

that would
to shame.

prospered, and the

travel set to

4. 190,’>.
BANGOfc
am
20

10
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>

People

came

from

miles around

just

Wash'gton June.
KUSWORTff.
Ellsworth Falla.
Stcolln.
Oft* ■ lake
late llouae.

to

this marvel in hotel building. The
house contained some 500 rooms, and a ss
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shops are, the people fairly live in
for
those
days.
the streets. I have seen women sitting elaborately equipped
Holden
Other hotels followed in its train, and Bar i
flat on the flagstones nursing their babies
Brewer Juoc.
Harbor soon had a colony of hotels of Bangor. Rx 8t.
almost under the feet of the passers-by.
BANGOR, MG.
accommodations
for
size
and
AM
Girls comb one another's hair unconcern- splendid
I'K
those limes.
Hotel guests can* by the Portland.
5 S3
MO
edly, right on the narrow sidewalk, »o
5» 94
SI*
Boston.
and
were
the
the
big buildings
near that I can touch them as
! pass. thousands,
centers of life and activity such as ia
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Small children toddle and crawl about
seen at a Maine resort in these
r m
under the feet of men and donkeys, and hardly
ic to.
Boston.
days.
am
get mixed up generally.
From its position and its size the big Portland.......
I <*3
The atone sidewalk (a very narrow one)
am
house was the center of the resort's
is the favorite
for a siesta
the Kodick
6 0
10
....

place

men

and

boys.

by

1 have

seen

ifltSical.

asleep right

in iny path, though the racket
them was fearful. Shoemakers,

round

blacksmiths,

partly

work

carpenters and other trades

in small

the sidewalk.
fish

Macaroni

fried

in

partly

and

rooms

on

is

cooked and

the

and

right
street,
clothes lines hung w ith sheets, towels and
are

underwear

are

frequent sight

a

to

the

passer-by.
The carts

amusing with their
diverse propelling power. Little donkeys
are

very

Ever Watchful.
Many Ells-

A Little Care Will Save

worth Readers Future Trouble.
Watch the kidney secretions.
have the amber hue of

8k that they

health;

everywhere, and w hen several set out
The discharges
bray together the din is deafening.
Small horses, almost ponies, are also used, quent;

not excessive

or

to

white

oxen

and

cow s

are

infre- |

not

quent. All these are yoked up together in
every combination. I saw one cart draw n

by

white cow,

a

a

donkey

and

pony ill
in the middle.
a

hitched abreast, the cow
The drivers of these carts, the venders of
fish and vegetables, etc., an* cortinually
yelling. These Italians of the South seem
At the small town of La

Cava, where I

night on the way to Salerno, 1
sawfamily in one room consisting of
the mother, three small children, a goat,
the

a

a

no

lamb and two hens.

In the

room

were

“brick-dust like”

infre-

sediment.

Kidney Pills will do this for you.
They watch the kidneys and cure them
when they’re sick.
Mrs. John C. Meader, living at West Ellsworth, Me., says: “1 was so well pleased
s

BAR HARBOR.

■A

«-•

5M
*

■]
'*

f*

'*>

7

leaving Ellsworth 714 a m and * 13 p
m. ami arriving Ellsworth II 36 a ra, 10.17 p a,
connect with Washington Co Ry.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
train* on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boa
ton

and St. John.

Passenger*

are

a

testimonial

commending them.
back was weak and

at

that time

re-

For several years my
and 1 found {wins

sore

in my kidneys at times
thrusts of a knife, and the

that

pains

felt

like

often

tended up through my shoulders.

ex-

earnestly requested

to

procure

ticket# before entering the trains, and eepeclaliy
Ellsworth to Palis and Palls to Ellsworth.
P. E. BOOTH BY. G. P-AT. A.
GKO. P. EVANS.
Vice Pres, and GenM Manager

with the benefits derived from the use of
Doan's Kidney Pills in the spring of 1902
that 1 gave

IU 1U VC UUISC.
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are

and

BANGOR.
llargor. Ex SI...
Brewer June...
| Holden.
lake House.
Ureen Lake.....
Ntootta.
Ellsworth Fall#.
F. L LA WORT H.
YVa*h‘gton June..
Franklin Road
Hancock...
YVaukcag, S ry
Mt Insert Ferry.
Sullivan.

i

them sound

AM
4 to
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EASTERN

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Mix

Trips

a Week to Boston.

There

a bed, a stove and a table.
The fam- was irregular action
of the secretions
which caused much inconvenience, and
ily seemed crowded but harmonious.
I
came
a
this
same
little
At
village
upon
though 1 doctored aud used different medSteamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor da
Aunt Madge.
bare-beaded, bare-footed and bare-legged icines, nothing did much good until 1 got
except Sunday, at 1 3D p m for Seal Hart er,
and
about
of
with
Doan's Kidney Pills at E. G. Moore's drug Non< east liart*or Southwest Harbor, Brookr.n.
eight years
age
girl
Hark
Greek features but Italian eyes and com- store. It required but a short use of this Sedgwick. Deer Iale, Sargcotvllle and
111. <£. (i. U. fcolnmn.
Harbor, connecting at Rockland with steamer
plexion, and with a bright, winuing smile. remedy to free me from the pain and to tor Boston.
Steamer Mooegban leave* Bar Harbor MonI gave her a soldi (one cent of our correct the other difficulties. My daughdays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast
J The editor Invites secretaries of local union*
of me W. C. T. 17. In Hancock county, and money), and she trotted along by my side ter complained of having pains in her Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlugton aid
Portwhite rlbboners generally, to contribute to tbit
talking volubly and pointing out differ- back, and as 1 had some Doan’s Kidney Hueklaud, leaving Rocs land at 4 p in. for and
column reports of meetings or Items that will be
land.
For Prospect Harbor. Mlibrldge
of Interest to workers iu other parts of the ent things for me to see. I could not un- Pills in the house at that time, I gave her Jone#port Wednesdays and Saturdays.
county. We would like this to be a llvecoliimn, derstand a word she said, but her beauty some.
leave* Bluehlll dally, except Sunday,
She, like myself, received much atSteamer
but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T
2
for South
Stonlngton and

also

■.

U.

It Is a column of tbelx
wauten to make tt so.
not ours, and will be what they make

making,

and animation

were

enough to interest

It.

At the end of the walk I gave her
another soldi, when she kissed her hand

editor.]

to

Items and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of m<

SOUTHWEST

I

must

come

with

HARBOR.
an

apology for inad-

vertently making a misstatement last
week as to place of holding the county
convention, having since learned that the
Ellsworth union, for good and sufficient
reasons, is unable to arrange for the convention this year. Through some error

me.

me

and

ran

off with hair

streaming.

Don’t think 1 have devoted all my time
to the streets. I have done the museum,
the cathedral of Bt. Januarius, where
they say the blood of the Saint is kept
and will liquefy, but I did not see the
blood. The cathedral is magnificent. I
have also been to the courts—now held in
The police
the old castle of Capreno.
courts

were

thronged

with men,

benefit.

1

can

say

permanent,

that in my

case

the

1 have not

required
the use of any kidney remedy during the
two and a half years which have elapsed

cure was

as

I used them.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foeter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
for
the
United
States.
agents
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.
since

4Gbrrti*rn»nuft.

women

the Star in the East calendar of county
conventions gave Ellsworth as the meeting place of Hancock white-ribboners,

and children. The judges seemed conscientious and careful, asking questions
and finally giving judgment. The supeand hence my premature announcement.
rior courts, including the court of appeals,
While the date, June 7-8, remains the had fine-looking, dignified judges who
same, the annual convention will probably seemed anxious to understand, for they
be entertained by the North ttullivan kept up a running fire of questions at
til or photo ot invention lot
temobllitv.
For tree book, 4
union, an invitation having been received counsel and witnesses.
The building in which the courts are held
by the county president, who will no
doubt make a definite call not later than was formerly the residence of the Hohennext week.
J. M. Mason.
stauffen rulers of Naples. It is part palace
and part fortress.
Many of the ceiling
The next meeting of the Ys. will be at and wall paintings remain, but the rooms
the Congregational church vestry. The generally are dingy and uncomfortable.
The court of appeals is in a poorly-furprogramme of the last meeting was as
nished room, about a third as large as Hanfollows: Reading, Miss Katherine Free- cock
county court room, but it has an old
man; solo, Mrs. Louise Freeman; read- gilded ceiling and one or two old dim
a
ings, Miss Leta Freeman and Miss Inez wall frescoeB. It was cheerless, with
look of faded glory and of present indifHills.
ference.
Twelve Y almanacs have been sold by
I leave for Rome to-morrow. To my
the flower mission superintendent since surprise and disgust the weather has been
cold, as cold as with us, without any means Sate,
Christmas.
Quick, Reliable Regulator.
of
warm, as they have no fires
Superior to other remeOl.j a- lrt at hl«h prl. es
A committee was appointed to confer heregetting
1 have to I
outside of the kitchen.
with the Ws. in regard to the coming wear my overcoat and have it on as I
h A. E.
write.
fi,., 'elptile, He,
I Dr. LaFrucp,
Press Cor.
county convention.

I

\

jADyjARKS*to*<

ladies
—-Or. LaFranco's—

Compound <"rVJX^Mr*

pm,
Bluehlll,
North Haven, connecting at Rock laud *tto
steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
From Boston dally, except Sunday, at 5 p m
From Rockland at 5.30 a m, dally, except bun
dav. via way landings.
From Portland Tuesday* and Fridays a* 1
p m, Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays at*>
a m, via way landings.
From Jouesport at 5 30 a m, Mondays and
Thursdays, via Mlibrldge and Prospect Harbor.
All cargo, except live stock, vtk the steamers
of this Company, la Insured against fire ana
marine risk.
r. 8. 8BKU.M, Superintendent, Boeklen.l.
Maine.
CALTTIV AUSTIN, Prea»t A Gen’! Manager.
Boaton, Maas.

SUibrrti'snnmt*.

New Amsterdam Hotel
Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the

city,

one

block east of Broadfrom

way, two blocks south

Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnishedRates $1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard Mgr.

MOVEMENT

VIEWS

meeting I was
it didn t seem as though I had
commissioner of the town.
“‘The man they elected in

STATE.
BAROKNT

OF

RJWCLT8

on the roads in their
and at the next town
turned down so hard that

KLLSVVORTII

vicinity objected,

is GENERAL IN THE

<.,)MMIA!t[O.NEB

TE

work done

wanted

for better roads.

went

RE-

thirtl

ROAU MKHTINGB.

my place
according to the old-time idea,
re-elected, but by ‘.he time the
town meeting came around, th*
y

on

and he

COUNTY

^

been

ever

^udiv

die'aeries

road
commissioner, and have been reelected every year aince, and have followed out the same line which I
began at
that t im •.

“During

meetings

there

man, can accomplish results.
turned down at the next
soon

as

not

He may

be
so

|

an

opportunity to see the results of his good work,
he is sure to be returned to office
again
and that is a compliment sufficient for
man".
any
work planned.

more

Commissioner Sargent is now planning
to get out into the Held with the roadbuilders for some practical demonstrations in road building. He believes that
a follow-up scheme of this kind will be

appreciated

by

the

commissioners and
to the roads of Maine.

will be beneficial
OBJKfT OP MRKriSOS.
He is now making arrangements with
TV idea of holding these mectmgi|
which arc provid'd for by the legislature the different m?u as to the times when he
shall visit tb'dr localities and go over the
In th- act which creates the highway
commission, is that by them the State, roads or any particular piece of road with
them.
as a w hole, can secure mure early benefits ;
It would be a good idea, the commisfrom the office than in any other way.
Through the medium of these gatherings sioner thinks, if arrangements could be
made for some kind of a gathering of all
It ia i- .sible for Mr. Sargent to meet the
road commissioners and discuss the work these road commissioners in one place at
with th in as well as it ia possible for each the same time'for a few days, where they
in
the ideas of bis fellow- could be given practical instruction
man to get
I
worker., so that the meetings can be the work of the constructing highways.
The idea would he, of course, to let them
nothing if not beneficial.
It has been the effort of Mr. Sargent to do the actual work under the direction of
an exjwnenced engineer and road builder.
give the men in attendance a talk on
Such a thing would cost a tidy sum of
practical road building and then to have
of the subject by money, no doubt, but it would lie money
a general discussion
them. He has asked that they ail take expended in a mariner in which every
advantage of th# question-box by ex- resident of the State would be interested,
plaining to the meeting such difficult jobs and as one man says, “The State of Maine
of work as they had to do during the year, has spent a go**d many thousands of dolin this way they could secure the advice lars more than this in the past.”
of other road builder* as well as tbit of
I
the commissiouer himself.
STEAMBOAT GOSSIP.
For the most part, all the men have
taken the greatest interest in this propo- The Eastern Steamship Co.** Route
for the Year.
sition. The dissuasions have been full
Franks. Sherman, of Rockland, manof interest snd many valuable ideas have
been advanced.
ager of the Eastern Steamship Co** line*
in the eastern Maine district, talked reresult of MKsrrntoa.
cently of the company's plans for the |
of
the
results
of
the
meetings
Speaking
season.
lie said:
Mr. Sargent *»ya that it is surprising how coming
“Every i>o»sible route where people coninterest in good roads has advanced in the
in the *ummvr months l* to be
past few years throughout Maine. “More gregate
covered by steamers run on ncbedule time,
people,” says he, “are taking an active
interest in the work and endeavoring to which is evidence of the growth of the
of our Maine coast reaorts and
put the highways into a condition which importance

|

satisfy

will better

the

people

than

ever

before.
“The old idea of

throwing

in

some

cart-

dirt and rock and brush to fill a
mud-hole l.i the spring of the year is
disapjiearing. Cities and towns alike are
coming to realize that it is better to spend
a considerable amount of
money in perloads of
bad

manent
is to

use

improvement at
the

point

one

amount

as

the old idea made

at the

same

point

a

each

coast from Portland to

in

continual expense

year.”

East port.

“The intention of the company is ultimately to establish a daily line between
Portland and Rockland, and for this a new'
and tine steamer will in all probability be
built and be
“There is

than it

temporary
makeshifts each year. The permanent improvement saves money in the end, wheresame

brought to our State each
by tourists, especially along the

of the wealth
summer

land
of

where,

one

on

put

next

probably
on

the

company

Rockland will

no

season.

port in New Eng-

^ay,

same

depart

six steamers

many routes.
have that distinction be-

ginning June 1, when
and little spam boats

on as

half
of

dozen

a

big

Eastern

the

When asked where he found the moat Steamship company will depart at least
and five
practical and efficient men in charge of twice weekly to cover the coast
the roads —in the cities and larger towns or steamers leave daily on the same mission.

“By
purchase
villages—he laughed and said
Bluehill line and the Portland line, the
hard question to answer.
of these line* will cover the
four
steamers
“You can’t tell,” said he. “In the city
they have more opportunity and more coast line from Portland to Jonesport.
The Mon began makes bi-weekly trips bemoney, and sometimes, 1 suppose, more
at Rockpolitics; but on the whole, I am inclined tween these two points, touching
to say that there is little difference. All land, Bar liarbor and the more important
the people, residents of cities and large way landings, while the Mineota carries
the small

that it

last

the

winter

of

the

towns

or

coming

to

wanted

as

of

the

small

places,

are

realize that the men who are
road commissioners are those

with practical, good common-sense.
“Not loug ago 1 met a man down in

our

county w ho has been road commissioncr or
connected with the work for the roads in
his town for the past fifteen years. He is
one of the best road builders in the Htate,
as the roads of his town will show.
In
the course of our conversation he said to
me:
‘When I started in as road commissioner in this town, I thought I knew
how- to build a road. As the town went
on, I found I didn't, and to-dav 1 don’t
thmlc I kaow a great deal about road

building.'
“Now that man is a good man and knows
build roads. He does good work
because he is trying to learn all the lime
and is using his brains*
how to

PERMANENT

WORK

PAYS.

“At one of the meetings, to illustrate the
growth of the idea that it is better to
make one permanent
improvement each
year than to use the money in temporary
repairs, a young man got up in the course
of a discussion of wrhat was the best way
to fix a certain
piece of road, which one of
the men had to look after this year, and
made the following statement of how
things han worked in his own town.
44
*801116 years ago I got elected road
commissioner in our tow*n. There had
always been one piece of road which in
the spring was a frost hole. 1 had some
notions about how to fix that road. Instead of going out, as
they had always
done in the past, and putting in some

boughs

and rocks and

fixing

it

so

that

teams could get over, I put my crews on,
excavated it, put in an underdrain to take
°*reofthe water and then fixed my surface. The result was that I spent pretty
nearly all my appropriations in fixing
that one place. Borne of the people who
Deaths from Appendicitis
ratio that the use of
Life Pills increases. They
save you from
danger and bring quick and
painless release from constipation and the
ula
growing out of it. Strength and vigor
their uae.
Guaranteed by
J*wfollow
U.
Moore, Druggist. 35c. Try them.
in the same
^®cr***e
Dr.
New

King's

the

Portland

and

passengers
Rockland terminal.
“The city of Rockland and City of Bangor cover daily the Bangor and Boston
ends. The James T. Morse, leaving Rockland, touches this year at Dark Harbor,
Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklin, Southweet. Northeast and Seal Harbor
and Bar Harbor.
“The
of

Juliette covers me newest creations

summer

resorts which have

sprung up

to satisfy the demand for the simon-pure
simple life on the coast. Dirigo, a little

fashionable Islesboro,
have an important colony; picturesque Kggemoggin, once the active
camp of the Maine gold and silver miners;
Herrick’s landing, an Utopian colony,
where the resorters get right down close
to nature; West Tremont and McKinley.
McKinley is down Bass Harbor way, you
know', and has one of the finest sardine
factories on the coast. The Catherine w ill
touch North Haven, Stonington, South
Bluehill and Bluehill.
where Bos-

gem off
tonians

“Stonington is the busiest town on the
Atlantic coast line of its size. Its granite
business, developed within a few years,
exceeds all calculations, and is expanding
enormously this year. The Benvenue
company, owned mostly by a Mr. Ingraham, a prominent race track owner of New'
York, is installing on Crotch island the
largest quarry plant in New England. A
brick chimney 135 feet high for its power

plant

is

shed 500

nearly completed,
x

80 feet

a

stone-cutting

700-foot electric rail-

traveling cranes
compressed-air plant are
way for

a

and

a

some

monster
of

the

things under way there for the emyloyment of

1,500

men.

“The town has nearly ready a $25,000
schoolhouse, and the only thing lacking
is houses enough for the employes. Contracts amounting to millions, largely for
New York, are held by the big concerns
there. A truce has been signed by Jthe
labor men and the capitalists, and ^Stoningtonisthe wonder town of the Maine
coast, with a pay roll which will soon rise
near the million mark annually.
“On July 1 our company will have ready
the Governor Cobb, tne first turbine passenger steamer to be built in this country,
larger than the Calvin Austin, for the International route.”

!

egg market
ent.

man

announced

that

he

was

to

leave

i

the

THE

DIRECT

LINE

FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

has been reached for the pres-

Tourist Sleepers Boston to Chicago.

In early green stuffs there are a few
Strawberries have
changes in prices.
fluctuated greatly in price and quality.
Fifteen cents is perbaps the standard.
The fish market has been curtailed by

VERY

LOW

RATES

IN EFFECT

passing of oysters, scallops and smelts.
come down in price
very
opportunely, however, and are now 20
cents a pound.

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS.

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce,

Boston,

the

Lobsters have

For

write to 170

particulars,
the New

England

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

Hatter.

Creamery per a... 2.1 g

:8

KIHEO BHIIGtS

Dairy.idtt.2

Clwe.
Best factory (new) per ft.ICfllr
Beat dairy (new).
lb
Dutch (Imported)..

Neufchatel..

are

Kara*.
Fresh

Fowl

if,

straw.

8$|i

Baled.

i5

Potatoes, bo
01
6-37ft Onion*, lb
4ft
Celery, bunch
Beets, lb
:i
)<> Ne* cthimge, lb
Lettuce,
05
oft Carrots, lb
Radishes, bunch
0J
Squash, lb
Oft
Parsnips, lb
turnips, lb
2<’«J5
1* Spinach, pK
Beet greens, pk
30
I
r.
Tomatoes, ft>
Bunch beets,
)ft Asparagus, bnch 237*30
0
Rhubarb, lb
String beans, qt i4 5
t urumiierrt.esch
sweet potatoes, fb

08gl0
t5

Beans— perqi

12 gift
Yellow-eye
Pea.
10
Fruit.
Strawberries,bx 15 318 Apples,(cookl»g)pk
45*50
Oranges, do*
g.n)
Lemons do*
20®4* Apple*, (tabl.)pk 35gift
15 Piucapples, each
Grspeirult, each
1ft
Groceries.
Coflee—per 3
Rice, per Q>
.063.08
Rio,
.163.25 Vinegar, g*1
20 325
35
Cracked wheat,
.uft
Mpcha,
35 Oatmeal, per lb
Java,
.04

Tea—per lb—
-45 3-65
Japan,
Oolong,
.8036ft
Sugar—per lb—
Granulitel, 05g0ft}%
Coffee—A 2k L,
i*»
Yellow, C
.05^
O83I0
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.50
.60
Syrup.

Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,
Rye meal,

.ay
.04
.04

F. B.

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
No.vrs & \nttrr Mfg. Co.,
Hnngor, Me.
KITTKKY TO CAKII501’.
The mills of the

.lSf JO
.12 4.4ft
.163.10
IS

Steak,
Roasts,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

.Oft g

06
06

Pork,

lb.

Steak,

lb

Chop,
Ham, per
Shoulder,
Bacon,

lb

16

18
1ft
fl.22
b

1; 3 20

Salt

il

Lard,

Kish.

Lobsters, ih
Flounders, doz
Shrimps, qt

20
25

(rounds;

Couldn't Let <io.
Two Irishmen were on a long walk
through a lonely wood’s road, when they

suddenly on a wild cat which snarled
fiercely from the tree wherein it crouched.
’tis a good
“Holy smoke,” cried Pat,
chance to catch the craytur.”
Mike agreed, and it was finally decided
came

wildcat,

catch the creature

the tree, shake
that Mike should

climb
and
as

Friday

plan

thrown

against

killed.

The head

it fell.

first,

At

Pat

the

climbed the

Postmaster Robbed.

a

large

saw

was

severed

from the

Merzis Potter, aged twenty-two,

pri-

a

arwras

accidentally shot and killed while on
guard duty Thursday by another soldier
w’ho was handling a revolver which he
did not know

Harry

was

loaded.

Burleigh

R.

has

purchased

ing, plant
merly of the Caribou Republican, will be
editor, and Charles W. Lyons, of Houlton,
associate editor. The price paid for the
block and plant was $10,000.
Stephen Leavitt, forty years old, and
James Curran,
jr., twenty-five years,
eldest son of Alderman James Curran, of
Calais, were drowned at Meddybemps lake
Thursday, while they were taking a boat
and

load of

brick and other material to the

summer

cottage of S. H. Phelan, situated

island in the lake.

loaded,

and sank in

Leavitt had

a

Curran

single.

was

The boat

Macaroni with Tomato Sauce.
A nice way to cook macaroni is to put
one pound into three pints of clear beef
stock, salt, and boil fifteen minutes. It
absorb nearly all the liquid;
cheese

shallow' dish and
over

it

thickly.

then

sprinkle

B

Pour

pure mountain air, are
preparing for their annual

rest.
an

ton & Maine

easy way to do it! The Bosrailroad has carefully made a

selection of resorts and complied the information in a beautiful booklet of eighty
pages, containing over thirty half-tone
reproductions of typical vacation scenes,
enclosed in an artistic cover.
On the inside of the cover is a delightful half-tone reproduction of the resi-

over

A Mountain of Gold
could not bring as much happiness to Mrs.
Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis., as did one
25c box of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, w’hen

A Guarfc.utee<t Cure for Plies.
Itching. Blind, Bleeding Protruding Plies,
Druggie'* are authorized to refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT Tails to cure lu 6 to 14 days.
f»c.

it

a

sauce

made

minutes.

f

tw’enty feet of water.

of strained tomatoes,
seasoned with salt and pepper. This it
delicious.
this

Drop steel forging for connecting rod.
Interchangeable bronze bearings can be replaced in five

wife and six small children.

and

There is

NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED

3

the

or

1906

on

grand chapter of the Order of the
Eastern Star, at its annual meeting in
Houlton last week, elected the following
officers: Grand worthy
matron, Mrs.
Helen N.
H.
Sleeper, Sabattus; grand
Albert
II.
worthy patron,
Newbert, Rockland; associate grand matron, Mrs. N.
Elizabeth Leach, Bar Harbor; associate
grand patron, Arthur H. Totman, Fairfield; grand secretary, Mrs. Annette H.
Hooper, Biddeford; grand treasurer, Mrs.
Rose B. Emery, Augusta; grand conductress, Mrs. E. Estelle Crashaw, Auburn;
assistant grand conductress, Mrs. Cora L.
Putnam, Houlton; grand chaplain, Mrs.
Marion
O. McLellan,
Caribou; grand
marshal, Mrs. Lola E. Atwood, Sabattus.

planning

MIANUS MOTORS

was over-

The

seashore

Sit) rrtisrntcntB.

the

Pionee together with buildgood will A. W. Hall, for-

Aroostook

an

“For 20 years I had chronic liver
which led to such a severe case
of jaundice that even my finger nails
turned yellow; when my doctor prescribed
Electric Bitters; which cured me and have
kept me well for eleven years.” Sure cure
for Biliousness, Neuralgia, Weakness and
all Stomach, Kidney and Bladder derangements.
A wonderful Tonic.
At E. G.
Moore’s Drug store. 50 cents.
says:

complaint,

the baste!” roared a voice from
midst of the confusion beneath. “For
the love of heaven, come down and help
me let go of him!”
“Hould

grated

tour-

or

G. W. Fonts, Postmaster at Riverton. Ia..
by a log
lost his life and was robbed of all
and instantly nearly
comfort, according to his letter, which

body.

baste?”

a

ist

saw-mill at

a

some

will

Maine railroad and connections.
This book is indispensable to the

struck

was

tree in

skim out in

at

Aug. 28, 29,

right.
agile fashion, secured his cat after
and
bustled it down to the THE BOSTON A MAINE GUIDE.
trouble,
waiting Mike. Then he rested, awaiting
To the Seashore, River ami Mountain
developments.
There was a wild meeting of cat and
Resorts of New England.
AlVacation days are close at hand!
man, a vision of flying fur, torn garments,
snarls and yells of rage, and for a time ready those sportsmen who seek solace
the bedlam was so great that Pat had no and enjoyment in the pleasure of angling
chance for a word. When he could make ! have journeyed to their rendezvous, while
himself heard, he cried anxiously:
the thousands of other vacationists who
“Shall I come down and help ye hold the find delight in the fresh breezes of the
worked all

all

some 2,000
resorts,
boarding houses

vacationist who is planning a summer outing.
It will be mailed free by the
general passenger department, Boston &
Maine railroad, Boston, to any address.

vate in the 37th company, U. S. coast
tillery, at Fort McKinley, Portland,

A bushel of Liverpool
salt sKall weigh 61'
pounds, and u bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 7G pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an t tit foe shipping, is 60 pounds,
of apples, it pou nda.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds;
of wheat, troets, ruta baga turnips and peas, Hi
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, Kngl'sh turnips, rye and
ndlan meal, ftc pounds; of parsnips, 4ft pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pouuds, or even measure as oy agreement.

company and go as farmer’s hired
man at $10 per month and washing
and mending the manager stood up be-

Sprague’s Mills,

10§!2

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Pat should

on

J. D. Fuller, employed in

—

that

list of

and

told, the hotels
the principal
northern resorts, their accommodations,
The excelsior mill of M. Currier & Sons
rates per day, per week, etc.; also some
at Abbot was burned last
Wednesday choice descriptive reading regarding the
night. Loss, $20,000.
mountains, seashore and inland resorts,
Burglars entered the postofficj at Kenne- and a large folded map of the Boston &
burned

wore

fair will be held this year

12 318
30
Halibut,
Clsm*. qt
Fresh alewlvea, each JO
01
Fuel.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton
7 fto
5
00
Broken,
Dry bard,
§6 50
3 0095 00
7 50
Dry soft,
Stove,
7 .*
Roundings per load
Egg,
7 fth
1009I 35
Nut,
5M)
Blacksmith's
7 0*
Buttings, hard
Flour, Grain and Feed.
bbl—
fto
Flour—per
Oats, bu
4 75 36 0ft
Snorts—bag— 1 30«jl 3ft
130 Mixed feed, bav,
Corn,looib bag
1 35 9 4
Coro meal,bag
13> Middlings.bag 1 40 <ji ftO
130 Cotton seed meal,
Cracked corn,
16ft

down the

deuce of Denman Thompson, of Old
Homestead fame.
The book contains a

30 and 31.

oh

Fresh

Lumber

bunk last week and got away with $900
Granulated meal,lb 02*
in stamps and $10 in cash. The safe was
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.6ft3 7*) blown.
12 I
Kerosene,
The
premium list for the Eastern
Maine State fair at Bangor is out. The

Veal:
20 g 22
Sn*nk,
Roasts,
.IO9.I4
Umb
C5
Tongues, each
12A25
Lamb,

Cod,
Haddock,

Mattawamkcag

Co. at Island Falls
night. Loss, f 10,(K)0.

ftleMts and Provisions.

Beef, lb:

by experifor they

[depend

Hay.
Beat loose, per ton.. It a;‘2

Lo< »s«.

cooks,

upon sure results,
and sure results are obtained from these ranges.
The dampers and admirable flue arrangements in a
Kineo make cooking
easy. They burn equally
well wood or coal.

18*20

Baled.

endorsed

enced

laid, per do*.18«20
Poultry.
Chlckena.IS $21

me

fore him and exclaimed:
“Depart, thou truculent varlet—depart e’er the rising sun has climbed
high enough to shed his lustrous rays
'Tis
on
thy ungrateful anatomy.
Thespians of thine ilk who have degenerated the grand profession. Salary? Daresrt thou to si>eak to me of
shekels at a time like this?
Begone
and Ik* a dog!”
When Degree had disappeared there
A week
was more doubling of parts.
later, when George Harris gave up the
ghost, I had three parts' on my hands
at once and read them ail from the
hook. None of the oast had less than
three parts, and there was serious talk
l>f putting Little Eva In breeches and
making her play Uncle Tom as well.
She would not have grumbled at the
transformation, but the trouble was to
find the breeches.
At length, when my engagement had
lasted four weeks, the cast was reduced to the manager and myself. I
hinted to him that we should have hard
Work getting through before a critical
audience, but he gave me a glance of
mingled pity and scorn and the two of
us walked on for a performance at
Hawsonville.
There was an audience of 100. The
price of admission had been reduced to
10 cents. I think we should have got
through all right if given a fair show,
When the audience
but we weren’t.
saw the size of the cast a number of
young men came upon the stage and
carried us off and threw us in a goose
pond, and when I finally got out it was
to find the management gone with the
receipts of the evening In his bodragM. QUAD.
gled pocket.

The Wabash Railroad Co.

prevailing price range,
only a few “special makes" going above
that. Eggs are a little firmer, and with
summer demand already
beginning to be
felt, it is probable that the bottom of the

'*

was a

between

to 22 cents is

with:
“Stranger, didst ever attempt a part
behind the footlights?”
“I never did.”
He was advance man. manager aud
leading man iu an “Unde Tom's Cabin” troupe that had started out to do
the country towns. They were to play
in I lavishing that night—withiu two
hours, and the east was short by three
people. They could double up on two
of the parts, bat it was necessary to
have a Marks, the lawyer. Within teu
minutes I had contracted for the season at the munificent salary of $5 a
week and found.
As soon as I could get a bite to eat
I began studying the part, but bad not
learned one-tenth of it when I was
rushed on the stage.
There was an audience of sixty people. 'Hie first comers were charged an
admission fee of 23 cents. Those who
arrived later got in for 20, 13 and 10.
To my great amazement I was not
seized with stage fright, hut was told
that I had acquitted myself in a creditable manner.
I had a cold In my
head at the time, but the stage director
declared that this was a decided point
In my furor.
It gave me the voice and
intonation of a real lawyer.
When ready to leave the town next
morning there was an hour’s wrangle
with the landlord of the hotel before
he could be satisfied that the bill
would ultimately be sent on, and then
came the parting with Aunt Ophelia.
She had been out with the company
for ten days and walked eighty miles.
She had drawn no salary and received
no curtain
She had a fellow
calls.
feeling for the manager, but she also
felt that she owed a duty to her husband and seven children.
While the
When her
manager swore she wept.
tears ceased to fall slie kissed every
one in the east and turned her back
on us ami set out for the depot to hit
a
freight train. We never saw her
again.
At the next town we hail to riug in
She had
the Cook from the tavern.
just arrived from Ireland anil brought
her brogue along, but that made no
difference to the audience of thirtylive.
If it did It was all in her favor.
She was told that she might say any
old thing Instead of committing her
lines, and she took advantage of the
occasion to announce that she was not
satisfied with her pluee and that tin*
tavern keeper and his red haired wife
could go to. She offerisl to go with the
company for a dollar a week and
found, but as she wanted 2o cents of
her salary In advnuce she hail to be
left behind.
As a tramp workman I had been
afraid of landlords, but our manager
had a way that taught me a great
moral lesson. When the company had
breakfasted and was ready to set out
for the next town he would go down
and face the landlord with swelling
chest and the manner of a millionaire
and say:
He kind
Sir. I owe you dross.
enough to name the amount
The landlord would givp the figures,
and the actor would grandly wave him
aside and say:
’Tls the veriest trifle. Draw on me
through the First National bank of
New York.”
On rare occasions a landlord would
protest and argue and talk of the law,
but bluff generally carried the day.
It was the same with owners of halls.
The next to leave after Aunt Ophelia
was Simon Legree.
His toc*s were out
of his l>oots, his coat ripped up the
back, and he looked a forlorn specimen
generally, but his theatrical ambition
kept him with the cast until he had
blisters all over his soles and soft
When he
between every toe.
corns
young

a

election, but

people have had

the

was

—

making for an old shed in which to
pass tilt* night when I was bulled by a

j
session but what three or four men told of I
simil. occurrences. It simply shows that :
the man with practical
knowledge who
will investigate and seek to do as did this
the

j

[Copyright, 1905. by R. B. McClure.]
had g >ne wrong for tu© for
the past six inoutlis before reaching
I>avisi irg. I bad been bounced out of
a Job here and a job there and was

had a chance to see the result of
rny piece of work at that
point. The
repair was a permanent one, and what had
l>oeu one of the worst
pieces of road in
town in mud tlms, was now one of
the
beat. The people
appreciated this, at
least I think they did, for I wag
elected

auumiBemcniB.

—

Things

was

had all

of the selectmen
wuh the meeting
commissioners of Kennebec
d road
recently held. l*aul D. Sargent,
commiaaloner, concluded
gtat* highway
of seventeen such meetings
sixteen counties of
biob have covered
dr. Sargent ia feeling well aatiaMain
sncoaaa of these meetinga
Jed with the
that the coming year will
<nd |, cunlident
have been of great value
,h„» that they
of Maine.
tethc road builders
With ibeexeeption of Aroostook county,
were held, but one
whef two meetings
held In each county.
meeting has been
there have been two sessions,
A, a rule,
but in one caae it
morning and afternoon,
to have more than an
„„ impossible
this because of the
afternoon session;
while in two or three
(min arrangements,
have lapsed over
places the meetings
until well into the evening before all tha
interested persons were ready to go home.
the attendance was nearly
Atone meeting
while forty was the lowest
one hundred,
recorded, the average being about sixty.
and
In ail. Mr. Sargent met between eight
who are to-day
nine hundred of the men
in charge of road construction and repair
throughout the State.

ONE OF THE CAST

MARKETS.

Butter Is Cheap aud Market Dull
Eggs Firmer Few Changes.
There are few changes to record in the
Ellsworth markets this w*eek. Butter is
very dull, and price away down. From 18

cured a running
leg, which had tortured her 23
Greatest
antiseptic healer
Wounds and Sores. 25c at E.
Drug store.

completely

long

her
years.

of

Piles,

sore on

G. Moore’s

Irridium
better.

spark points—nothing

We can deliver engines, marine or stationary, 2 to 1500
H. P.—nothing better trade.

Agents for Maine for Scbebler carburetor
our engines with the same.

and fit

We carry

price

is

everything for Gas Engines and
Tel, 1817-11.
right.

our

G. D. THORNDIKE GeT«SI£e.
Portland Pier, Portland, fie.

Nasal

CATARRH
In all its stages.

Cream Balm*

Ely’s

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils,spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.

over

ELY

BROTHERS,

FOR

5«

Warren Street. New York.

sale:

At HANCOCK HOU8B STABLE,
Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Moyer’s Flue Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F. H. OOCLD.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

PAY,

NO

WASH KB.”

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called for and delivered
N. B. ESTEY & CO.,
WEST END BRIDGE,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ell*
worth to support
for those,who
HAVING
need assistance
the next live
and care

during
year*
legal residents of Ellsworth. I forbid
all persons trusting them on my account, a*
there is plenty ot room and accommodation* to
care tor them at the City harm house.
M. -I Dhumvxt.
may

and are

£tjrrtigemcnt*.

j

ETo
i

Cure

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Tablets,
Quinine
This

Million boxes sold in post 13 months.

Signature,

jr

Day

t> Two Days,

wk
/»•

every
l>OX. 25c.

^UsiuortbAmerican.
t-

-~

L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
KY WEDNESDAY AfTURXJN
MAINE,

Bi THE

«HJK COUNTY PUBLISHING COW. KoLLlMS. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

a

.|>uoD price—#2 Oo a year; $1 00 for sU
its; 5o cents for three months; If paid
>tr'. Iv In advance, $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
All arrearages are reckoned
re^. ,•»*.‘lively
tte of $2 per year.
th<
A(inm»iiic tt*t*s—Are reasonable, and will
oe made known on application.
9(1

■.

county

A Loch Leven trout weighing ten and
one-half pour ds was taken at Craig's pond
recently by Dr. W. H. Farnham, of Bucksjx>rt. This is believed to be the largest

exasperating errors
even the best
regulated

which

1906

week’s

last

in

printed

Sn. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr. Sa.

The shore towns

have not

was

paper

Maine

taken in

ever

__

of Hancock county
gotten over listening for the
familiar whistle of the Cimbria. There are
rumors that Capt. Arey, of the steamer
Tremont, will put a boat on the BangorSeal Harbor route.

of Eden chosen to the republican
The correct list
was printed in the issue of May 9, and
is reprinted in this issue. The list
town

MAY

of this species

fish

waters.

i county convention.

1306

humming.

hear them

can

wholly wrong.

JTj

From

AJL
jnojm
13 J4J5 J6 J7_[8j9
20 2[ 22 23 24 25 26

Make No Mistake.
As the time for holding the county
convention draws near, intensity of
interest in the event increases, and
while the nominations for all the of-

fifteen
Green

some

j

years ago, the fish hatchery at
Lake ha* grown to be the largest

hatchery in the United States.
people of Hancock county
hatchery was there, and that it

fresh-water
Of

the

course

knew the

May 21,1906.

by

IVfOON’3 PH3SES.

Saturday

showers

of

1

2:07

I

Third

gr

1 p.m. i \£ Quarter

2:0.

10

I realize that this is a late hour to
announcement, but have been

this

and

make

urged

At

a.m

at the meet

slightly

Republican State Convention

Wednesday,

June 27,

ance

and

given

has

He has

party.
office.

valuable
neve-

He has

board of

asked for

been
of

assessors

served several years

service

a

an

member

Ellsworth,

on

to

the
has

In his letter of announcement

J

is

f

Hodgkins.
Capt. Henry

kins states

clearly

his

one

in real

is

need of

F. G. Kinsman.

Dated

Saturday. May

12. 1906.

fllsworth Republican Caucus
the city of EllsThe republican
voters

of

worth are requested to meet in caucus at Hancock hall, Ellsworth. Me., on SATURDAY,
M aY 26, 1906, at 7.3k) p- in., to choose sixteeu
delegates to attend the republican county
convention to be held at Ellsworth on Tuesday, June 5, 1906. Per order
Rkim bl.Ii an City Committee.
Ellsworth, Me., May 15. 1906.
CLA8S CONVENTION.
class convention
of the
classed towns of Amherst. Bucks port.
and
Deaham, Mariaville, Otis, Penobscot
Verona will be held at Bucksport on Saturday June 16, 1906, at 1.30 p. m., for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for representative
to legislature to be supported at the September election.
A

—

of the

republican

prohibitory

STATE

Sowle,
Day
D. L. Fields, of Ellsworth, F. A. Eddy
and John Suminsby, of iiar Harbor.

Eden,

B.

and

UNION

MEMORIAL SERVICES.

—

by

Sunday. May
Rev. J.

exchange
at 11.45

pastor
Morning service at

U

27
M.

with the

Adams will

pastor.

preach

in

Sunday school

a.in.

Sermon

Morning

by the pastor.

service

at

Sunday

school at 11.45.

Bible study and prayer service at 7.3C
To about twenty-five officers and Friday evening.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
men of the Merchant Marine league of
Per I. /' Simonfnn, pastor.
the United States who called upon him
Friday, May 26 Prayer service at 7.30.
last week, President Roosevelt exSunday, May 27— Morning service al
as heartily in favor of
himself
pressed
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
the ship subsidy bill now pending in
at 11.45.
the House. The measure has passed
North Ellsworth
Preaching Sunday al
the Senate. He was confident, he said, 2.30 p. m. Mr. Simonton.
that the legislation now before the
CONGREGATIONAL.
Uev J. M. Adams, pastor.
House would go far toward beginning
Sunday, May 27— Morning service al
the proper building up of a merchant
10.30. Sermon by Rev. S. W. Sutton, ii
marine.
exchange with pastor. Sunday school al
For a time, at least, the Senate is 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on FriThe final
done with the rate bill.
day evening at 7.30.
vote on the bill has not yet been
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
taken, out the Allison amendment has
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor.
been incorporated in it, and the susmass and ser
—

words “in their judgment”,
which alluded to the Interstate combeen
have
commission,
merce
stricken out by a large majority. So

picious

It looks as though there would be no
cloud on the conatitntionallty of the
bill as it will ultimately be passed.
The

questionable

words

were

con-

Sunday, May 27—High
at 10.30.
Sunday school after

mon

Benediction at 7.30 p.

mass

m.

the roll of distant thunder tha
caused little Margie to observe. “The]
It

and all the

place

is

adjuncts of

j

“Well,

to have luxurious

see,”

you

paupers

in

was

the

hain’t got but one, ’n’ she’s an old
woman, ’n’ the overseers they board her
out with one o’ the neighbors ’n’ let the
to

some

of

One

Kerosena,
another Verbena, the third Soapina—light,
sweetness and cleanliness in one family!
W hat

more

could be asked?

A little colored child

was

playing

in

moving the furniture around,” explain©! l
Margie.

more

good by

our

sympathy

than by our labors, and render to the
world a more lasting service by absence of
jealousy and recognition of merit than w e
could ever render by the straining efforts
of personal ambition.—Dean Farrar.

years and eight months ago.
member of
the
M-thodist
which he

Bay.
CHIROPODY
Hygienic Facial and Scalp Treatment
Manicuring. Mngeing, Shampooing.
Appointment work. I-eave orders with Mrs.
14

Franklin

was

sexton for many

Mr. Higgins was taken ill last November, and w as taken to the hospital to be j
operated upon, but the physicians decided
that an operation would be useless. He:
was confined to his bed about all w inter,
and suffered greatly. He is survived by
one
an
ton Fred,
adopted daughter
Miss Evelyn. of New York, and one
brother— Edwin.
—

The following police appointments have j
been made by the board of selectmen:
Granville Hamor, chief; Thomas Guthrie.
Lawrence Rooney, Charles Murray, Pearl
Pond, Wellington Pendleton.
How's This.*
We offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward for
any ease of Catarrh that cannot hr cured by
Hall’s C atarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 1& yean*, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business trmnsaclions, and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by hi* firm.
Walbino, Kinnan A Marvin.
Wholesale Druggtrts. Toledo. O.
Halt's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mwcouN surface* of the bottle. Hold by all Druggist*.
Take Hail's Family Pill* for constipation.

Boston.

Street.

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FORi GIRLS
63 State Street,

( Miss Caholink M. Cbisfisld,
rincipals. ^ Ml„ AoMKB Lowell.

IADY

ADRIFT-^Oa'^the

UP
northeast
part of George* Bank by Capl. Lemuel
Goodwin, sch Cosmos, one can buoy painted
red with ten fathom chaiu attacked.
Gov-

May

7.

by paying charge*,
(signed) Cast. Lbmubl Goodwin,
l#0ft.Southwest Harbor. Me.

If sold this month. Estate on
Ellsworth, one-half acre
and good stable; well located for a boarding-house. Full particulars
of P. H. feTBATToN, 7M Old South Bldg., Boston. Mass.
a

rooms

tor batching—Barred Plymouth Hock
from Orono strain. Rhode Island Red
and Rose Comb Brown Leghorn, all good
layers.
Always ready to receive callers at my
hennery M. L>. Chatto, East 8urry, Me.
vanes

the

(horses) braud
manufacturer

p#

f

...

May

simon

PHYSICIAN

d.

(J. M. Hale bouse\
No. 60 MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH. ME
TKLXPHOWB.

T>Um?o,ANiT
Mears

SURGEON.

Office and Residence

’

Oistbict, I
Pobtiand, May 1, 1906.
j

tonTm.

AND

°^r1T^«yi,hM***

^.t,,S.H,rb0r

NOTICE.
U. 8. CiacciT Con ay. Mains

Me.

••Aspinwall"

°* the Circuit Court
,or »*»• Dlatrictol

?U<f*
hereby
given, that Edward B.
of Bar Harbor, in said
District, has

applied for admission

ax an attorney and
counsellor of ..id Circuit Court
James E. Httwar, Clerk.

NPECIAL

am

plants

Potato Planter.

This machiae ipreads dreasing and
operation. .Wrf «m <«i*y fera*.
1

»

cau save

an

one

plants

a

«pnt for the

QASOLE.M: n.MilM-S.

Srav

2 to lOO

G.

W.

ltor**»-power.
YOUNG,

Ellsworth.

Maine.

THE

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion", it is
sure to meet every requirement.

liangor.

Sold

by

ELDKIDGE,

J. I*.
\

Ellsworth

Main Street,

Porcelain Inlays.
Crown and Bridge

work.

Work.

Gas,

Ether

and

Cocaine for Bainless Ex-

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

rxSHE lubKrtbfr utreoy fmi nolle* Oil
he has been duly appointed adminX
istrator with the will annexed of the es
late of Borah Jane
Eaton. late of Berwick, in the county of Hancock, deceased,
and given bonds as the law direct*
Ana
being a non-resideot of the State of Maine,
be baa appointed Elmer P. ^pofford. of Deer
Isle, in the coauty of Hancock, his agent In
said State of Maine. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to
the
same
for settlement,
present
and all indebted
thereto are requested to makr
payment immediately.
April 3, a. d. 1906.
Jam k* E a TO IT
NOTICK or

FOKKCLOUt'KK.
Frances A. Moore, of EllsHancock county, ritate of
by
mortgage deed dated the first
day of April, a. d. 1908. and recorded In the
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 888.
463. conveyed to Cora D. haunders. a cerpsge
tain lot or parcel of land situated in Ellsworth. at Ellsworth Falls, county and State
aforesaid, and bounded and described to wit:
Reginning at a certain rock on the road leading from Ellsworth to Baugor, at a point
where the old Reed's Brook road, so called,
comes out into said
county road; thence southerly in a line of eaid road eleven rods and
twenty links; thence north thirty-two and
one-half degrees east one hundred and twenty-eight and one-half rods to a stake; tnence
in a
northwesterly direction twenty-seven
rods to a poplar tree aud to the south line of
land owned by Charlea
Dunham; thence west°"
of said Charles Dunham to place
of beginning,
containing thirteeu acres and
fifteen and three-fourths rods, and whereas
the said Cora D. Saunders as Cora D. Lowell,
assigned and
transferred
said mortgage
o*e<1 and the note
thereby secured, to me.
Charles W. Dunham, the
undersigned; and
whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have
been broken, now, therefore,
by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Chsulks W. Durham.
By his attorney, Lvnwood F. Giles.

WHEREAS
worth,
her
Maine,

CAKD OK THANKS.
WISH to express to the friendx and
neighbors ray sincere thinks snd
appreciation
or the assistance snd
sympathy shown by
them In so many way. during tbs illness and
at the death of mv wife; alto for
the many

MT'r"0'*1

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Elliwortb,

Koda

I

G B THRILL,

by purchasing

1 rgal 2Cottus-

bargain
Pine street,
At
laLd bouse 15

weather
\TANES—Two
new, direct from

adrea of potatoes

7 nr s

JFor ibau.

Spttfal TEouus.

Ijitoftasional Catba.

**

money

ernment can have same

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Bugs made from old
Woolen. Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets.

I, L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AW, ME,

Ever^' farmer In Hancock county wh
as many
time and

traction.

Oriental Rug Works.
Send for circular.

SEEDS' •FIELD and GARDEN.

The most up-to-date dental

and. fixtures complete. Will be sold
cheap. Inquire at Ambbicaw office.

clean.

And then

*

EZla ttU.

EGGS

PORTLAND, MAINE.

p

that will toon be needed.
will com*- the mlccUou of

Made by the Wood Hl*lio|> Co.,

gentleman of fair education to I
J travel for firm of #250,000 capital. Salary
*1.072 per year, payable weekly. Esponies advanced. Address Quo. O. Clows, Ellsworth.
Me.
or

;

Carpets cleaned

man and

FARMING TOOLS

!

years.

PICKED

B. BAKER

George Porter South,
Ellsworth.

a

j

jFounti.

a

New York park, when a visitor heard an
old “mammy” call her “Exy.” She remarked on the curious abbreviation.
“Oh, yes’m. Dat chile’s got a mighty
high-soun’in’ name,” said the old colored
woman.
“My daughter foun’ it in a
medical book. It’s Eczema.”
We often do

why

wonders

Graduate o1 Beacon Toilet School. Back

was

was

must be cleaning honse in heaven to-dav
mamma.” “Why do you think so, dear?’
asked her mother. “I hear
the angel

ANNIE

I

names.

man

keep.”

Naming the Girls.
Young people who have, or think they
havt, reason to regret the names which
their parents bestowed upon them, should
take heart from the case of three little
girls in a backwoods hamlet in the Alleghenies and a colored child in New York.
The little girls in the mountains attracted the attention of a traveler, who

children and many

the

Lewis II. Higgins died of cancer Thursday morning, after a long illness. Prayers
were held at his late
residence Friday
morning, the services being conducted by
Her. 8. L. flanscom, of the Methodist
church, snd Rev. Stephen II. Green, of the
Episcopal church. The remains were
taken to Addison Friday afternoon for
interment by the side of Mr. Higgins' j
wife, who died several years ago. !
Mr. Higgins was a life-long resident of j
Eden, having been born in Bar Harbor )

itUjfemisnnnuB.

them Boston folks

for the summer, ’n’ that pays her

asked their

a

explanation,

“we

poorhouse

After it is all over
he was worried.

profusion.

the boy of twelve who accompanied him
as guide and adviser in general.
“That there?” said the boy. “Oh, that
there's the poorhouse.”
“The poorhouse!
the man exclaimed.
seem

roads.
The relief corpa and ladies of the G. A.
R. w ill hold their annual conventions in
Portland on the same date.

this?” be demanded of

nervous

second

>

Capt. A. B. Fulfhhing in Capt. Ray's

C. Rav and

Department headquarters will be at the
New Falmouth hotel. Special rates have
been made by hotels, and also by the rail-

summer

this tow n.”

A! Kill am. pastor.
27

pillows

You

BAPTIST.

Per. P. A

group of fine shade trees and
hammocks, piazza chairs, brilliant sofa
a

“Whose

UNITARIAN.

Per

front,

comfort in luxurious

Rev. J. M. Adams.
w

way from one town on Cape Cod
another a newspaper correspondent
came upon a charming house by the roadside which immediately claimed his attention. It bore a fresh coat of white
On the

to

in

Hancock hall, Sunday. May 27, at 7
o’clock
Union memorial service. Sermon

Thrift.

paint, which was well set off by green
blinds. There was a smooth piece of lawn

At

10.30.

G. Raymond Joy, B»r Harbor.

P.

CHURCH NOTES.

Sunday, May

REPRESENTATIVES.
From

T.

Ben).

are

ELECTION, SEPT. 10, 1906.
FOB

Municipal

The other candidates for the nomination

10.30.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

law.

Joyce got

A.

to Uilnk iitMMjt those
1

Hates to State Convention.
the republican State convention to

i

some

Shirley

—

is not

room, unless

the

mar

OBITUARY.

R. F. Kemick has sold his farm to Mr.
Fellows, of Orono. Mr. Kemick has not
yet decided where he will go.

ter,

structure.

the shot

j

position as in favor certain article, are places to be avoided, j For
of the enforcement of the prohibitory Ninety percent, of their patrons ar< vie- j be held at Portland Wednesday, June 27,
the Maine Central will run special trains
DISTRICT CONVENTION.
law.
| Urns of the Toodles habit, buying things tmd make a one-fare rate |for the round
The Third District Republican Convention
do not need because they are cheap.
they
wii. he b* Id in City hall. Watenrille, Tuesday.
(.'apt. Treworgy was bom in Ellsworth
trip from all points on its lines.
June 26, M)6. at 11 o’clock a. m., for the pur- *
I And only less pathetic than this is the
in 1849. His family moved to Surry when
a candidate- for Congress
The special trains will be as follows:
pose of nominating
habit of buying things one does need on
to be voted for at the State election. Monday,
From Leeds Junct; >n to Farmington,
he was three years of age, and his home the installment
St (fnu> 10, 19.*.
willingly
coming
plau,
j under the bane of debt and
w ith the train leaving PortThe basis of representation wi 1 be as fol- has l>een
there ever since. He has been a
paying two connecting
lows: Each city, town and plantation will be
land at 5.15 p. m., and from Waterville to
for
an article which is fre- j
or
three
entitled to one delegate: and for each sevprices
sea-faring man nearly all his life, and has 1
enth-live votes cast for the republican can- !
Bangor, connecting with the train leaving
worn out before it is settled for.
dictate fc- governor in 18W. an additional dele- been master since he was twenty-one, in quently
Portland at 5.10 p. m., Wednesday,
and for a fraction of forty votes inex“The wise householder, profiting by
g
and steamboats.
©t -sof seventy-live votes, a further additional ] sailing vessels, yachts
how to stop the leaks, will June 27.
hints
these
d
:gate. Vacancies in the delegation of any
The Washington County railroad will
be tilled by
He is now captain of a towboat] for the soon have an accumulating surplus on his
cit- town or plantation can on
re- dents of the county in which the vacaucv
1 allow one unlimited fare for round trip to
and
behands
for
prudent
investment,
of
He
was
istern
Boston.
Dredging Co.,
es: -ts.
Portland and return fromtail points on its
The district committee will be in »e*si-~
fore he realir.es it will be the recipient of
He
a selectman of Surry for one term.
of
tht reception room of the hall at 9.30 a.
line.
thus
his
dividends,
salary
supplementing
tL- clay of the convention, for the purpose of
his class tow ns in the State
receiving credentials of delegate*-. In order represented
j or regular earnings, followed by a content
State Encampment, G. A. It.
tv be eligible to participate in the convenat its last session.fand was a
and peace of mind which no man knows
legislature
tion, delegates must be elected subsequent to
The thirty-ninth annual encampment of
date of the call for this convention.
member of the committees on sea and who, sluggard-like, approaches old age the
department of Maine, Q. A. K., will
John Scmissby.
no provision made for dark hours
J. W. HUAI K.
shore fisheries and on salaries. He is cut with
beheld in the city hall, Portland, June
w. H. Wildes.
and non-productive years.”
13 and 14.
and out in favor of the strict enforcement
•_

treating!

Birth-marks which mark ami

is waste in buying that
1
A small company met Wednesday even*
actually needed. ‘To buy j
to serenade James K. Garland and
ing
even at a low price a thing you cannot use
bride. The visitors were invited in and sixty-nine
with profit is paying a dear price for your l
He was a
entertained.
whistle’, said Franklin. A bargain court- j hospitably
church, of
second-hand store and an auction •
“And there

Mr. Hop-

1

owes an
Irritable and despondent temueradiscus, second in j merit to those day s of dread when th? tr iher
watted the hoar of her maternity. T
uar of
the hammer throw*, and third in putting
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription strengthen*
the shot.
Capt. John Evans won third the mother for her trial. With strength ,.>ine«
a buoyancy of spirits and •(uictut-** of nm.d.
place in the 105-yard dash, and Walters G. which Is one of the happiest gift* a rather
Hill second in the half-mile run. V. A. can bewtowr on her offspring. By giving vigor
and elasticity to the delicate woman!} <'rg*n*.
Gilley took third place in the high jump, j ••Favorite
Prescription'* practically doc*
All told the boys won twenty-two points. with the pain of maternitv and makes tt,«
advent as natural and as simple as the
baby's
During their stay in Orono they were en- blossoming of a (tower. There is no opium,
tertained at the Phi Gamma ffelta frater- cocaine or other narcotic contained in Ksvorite Prescription.*'
nity bouse, and are loud in their praise of
tbeir treatment during the trip.
The j
StrtjrrtiscnjtntB,
point winners will go to the Bowdoin alh- j
letic meet at Brunswick Haturday, May 26. !
It la none too early

j lerton have gone
j new boat, the 8eabright.

‘Gather up the fragments,
nothing be lost,’ and they gathered

which

1

trat ion.

than

over as

l«sketsful.

regis-

the board of

more

tude, He said,
that

elective
of

cooks

much left

as

eaten, and it goes to the garbage pile,
When the Great Teacher fed the multi-

his

and

Everybody

There is

is needed.

however, and he needs no introduction to
the people of the county. He has been a
staunch and active republican all bis life,
1

of food.

and

extends far beyond the shire town,

putting

year ago.
33 feet.

place in throwing

1906,

fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
Vacancies in
a further additional delegate.
the
legation of any city, town or plantation
can
y t»e tilled by residents of tne county
in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in
tb- reception room of the hall at 9AO a. m. of
the day of the convention, for the purpose of
In order
receiving credentials of delegates
to be eligible to participate in the convention.
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of the cail for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their polities affiliations may have been, who believe in
tht general principles and policy of the repub can party ana desire its success at the
poiis in the coming election in this State, are
cordially invited to unite under this call in
ek tine delegates to the convention.
Per order. Republican State Committee,
Sjsth M. Caiteb, Chairman.
By no ft Born. Secretary.
Lewiston. April 20. 1906.

j.

■

_

.•

a

over

5 minutes.

—

in-

Spring

directly responsible for the

prevalence
j
of catarrhal troubles in
j
Ellsworth at
the present time.
j
As a result, (i. A. Parcher
had a
j larger sale for Hyomei the
past week
than ever before in the years that h.
has handled this reliable
lent
j for the cure of catarrh.
j in Ifthethere is a single catarrhal e-rm
system, Hyomei will st arch it
out anti absolutely destroy it com|
the trouble.
The
j pletely eradicating
remedy has made so mauv cures
among G. A. Pa roller’s customers that
he offers to nay for it himself if
does not benefit even the worst case
of catarrh.
The complete outfit costs onlv si
consisting of an inhaler, medicine
dropper, and bottle of Hyomei, white
extra bottles of Hyomei can be oh.
tatned for 50 cents. There will not be
even this small expense if
Hyomei
does not cure, as G. A. Parcher
will
return your money.

nutFree Ion O. Richards, son of Superintend- ! side of the body are a grief to
every mother
ent-of-Scboola Clinton J. Richards, broke whose children may bear them. But f..r every
child who bears a birth-mark .»> the «klu
tho record for the one-mile run, going the j there are many who bear an Indelible
birthNervous mother* have
distance in 4.52 1*5. The old record was mark on the mind.

j

A

A. Parcher Sell, Hyomei
(iusrantec to Cure.
The changeable weather of

«i.

Hermitage Burned.
Frank C. Naah, of Cbertyfleld, when he
went to the Hermitage at Spring
River
Sunday morning, where they won third lake last week, wag surprised to And the
annual
interscholaatic
in
the
fifth
place
camp burned to the ground with all its
meet of the University of Maine athletic contents. The
Hermitage wag one of the
association on Haturday. The boys made beat known
camps in the Cherryfleld
a Hnc showing and established two new
section and was always open to all for
William P. ; their use. Hundreds have
records for the Orono meet.
enjoyed its
8.
and
Newman
Newman, aon of Arthur
hospitality. For several years the buildin
made
a
of
inches
record
35 feet, 7
wife,
ing has been misused more or less hv evil
the shot-put, the former record being 31 :
disposed persons, and now the evil work
ha> been completed by
feet 10 inches. Newman won this event
burning the

vention.

was not elected because he was
ocrat, but in epite of it; because 1
law. and that the voters have the right to
struck a tree in the village. At East Bluevoted for him believed he
New
where a
would-be candidate
Full
nij 3:0( those who
q 900
! hill a house was struck, and at Eden sev- demand
1*0 a.m
0 a.m.
VM ton
Vr Moon
law.
would enforce the prohibitory
stands on this question. In regard to this
trees.
eral
bolts
struck
> First
I wish to say that if elected I will use my
_> Quartet
31
There is no reason to suppose they
will not vote this year for the re
The initial thunder storms of the year best endeavor to execute the law as toj.tbc
sale of intoxicating liquor.
Tliis week’s edition of The publican nominee if he is a man in have dulled the anticipations of lightningI w ill appreciate any support which my
| timid ones as to the coming summer.
whom they have like confidence.
American is 2.250 copies.
friends throughout the county see fit to
There is no mistaking the sentiment And here we have an infallible prophet
Edward K. Hopkins.
give me.
2,313 throughout the county on the ques- predicting more serious earthquakes for
Average for the year of 1905,
this section of the country, a cyclone has i
tion of enforcement; it is overwhelmFor Sheriff.
struck Ellsworth, and a man out
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, 1906.
Who the demo- already
Si'ERY. Mr., May 23, 1906.
ingly in its favor.
West says the end of the world is due. I
To the Editor of The American:
cratic candidate will be is well known. But it's
just as well to get your garden j
I wish to announce to the citizens of
He can be defeated by any republican
•
planted.
| Hancock county that I shall be acandidatc
in whom the party has confidence
WILL BE HELD IN
for the nomination for sheriff of said
Household Leaks.
on the enforcement question.
A young Irish woman, raised in a con- j county in the convention to be held in
City Hall, Portland,
; vent in England, was by reverse's thrown Ellsworth, June 5, 1906.
Two New Candidates for Sheriff.
ifl
^WIK FIELD 8. TWCWOROY.
upon her own resources, and after tome
Two more aspirants for the republican
years of domestic service there, came to
AT 10.30 O’CLOCK A. M..
Domination for sheriff of Hancock county America. She now occupies a place of reMOFTH OF THE RIVER.
for thejpurpose of nominating a candidate
for Governor to be supported at the Septem- make their announcements In this issue
sponsibility as a housekeeper and manaber election, and transacting any other busiChaney Sadler has gone to the fishCapt.
She is a woman of unusual observaynn tl at may properly come before it.
Capt. Winfield 3. Treworgy, of Surry, and ger.
Mr. Pinkham has gone
basis of representation will be as foltion and intelligence. When asked what ing grounds.
| Ti.
Each city, town and plantation will ; Edward K. Hopkins, of Ellsworth.
with him.
lows.
her most forcefully in this country,
struck
for
each
75
and
to
one
entitled
be
delegate:
| Mrs. Carrie Hall, with her three children,
Mr. Hopkins is a native of Ellsworth she at once
votes cast for the republican candidate for
replied:
gov ernor .n 190*. an additional delegate: and and a
His acquaint“The awful waste, both of land untilled boarding with her sister, Mrs. Mamie
life-long resident.

TFhst
Quarter

SPRING CATARRH.

Orono.

PRAY- HANBOOM.

were

cock

L.

Mio Ms belie Pray, dangler of Mr. and
lira. Franklin P. Pray, of Bar Harbor, and
Frank I. Hanscora, son of Rev. 8. L. Hanacom, pastor of the Methodist church, were
married at the Methodist church Tuesday
morning at 9 o'clock.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. 8.
L, Hanscom, assisted by hia son. Rev.
Warren Hanscora, who was appointed by
liminary work. I will cite one instance: the recent Methodist conference to assist
voted
who
voters
In one small district two
his falher in the pastorate of the church at
for the Doyle delegates would have voted Bar Harbor.
did
he
but
asked
for him had he
them,
Miss Lid* Pray, a sister of the bride,
not and Mr. Doyle did. In thi» same dis- was maid of honor. The other attendants
him
for
have
voted
would
trict two other*
were III— Carrie Robinson, of Rock port,
if he only had furnished them convey- and Mias Callie Emery, of Bangor. George
alone
instance
In this
ance to the polls.
Logan, of the Bangor theological seminary,
Mr. Bragdon lost four votes that would was best man. The groom is a theological
vote*
have given his delegates sixty-four
student at Union college, New York, from
to sixty for Doyle.
which institution he will be graduated
the
fair
to
I think that it is only
place
next month. The bride and groom left on
E.
BrTLKR.
blame where it belongs. C.
the 10.30 train boat Tuesday morning for a
two-weeks' wedding trip to Beaton and
E UNWORTH, May 23, 1906.
vicinity. They will reside in Bar Harbor
The
American:
Editor
of
To the
during the summer.
announce
to
I desire through your paper
of Hancock
to the republican voter*
ATHLRTKS AT ORONO.
county, that I will be a candidate for the
The members of the Bar Harbor high
confor
sheriff
at
the
nomination
county
team returned from Orono

Friday
to do so by friends who think the situaunusually severe for Hantion justifies it.
a
woman
was
Buoksport
county.
I appreciate the fact that the issue in
killed, a barn struck and burned, and four
the shrievalty contest this year will be on
the
Methowere
struck.
At
trees
Surry
|
a demthe question of enforcing the prohibitory
dist church was struck, and another bolt1
thunder

The

Athletes at

lllgglns

II.

The American:

of

school track

was growing year by year, but few realized
the importance it had attained.

fices to be filled are of vital conto
sequence, special interest attaches
the action that may be taken in the
nomination for sheriff.
The present sheriff holds his office
reason of republican
votes; he

27 28 29 30 31

plant established

small

a

Pray-Hansrom WcdtHnn-IVnlli

of
In your issue of May 16, my attention
called
to the notice of Mr. Braghas been
don’s withdrawal from the contest of legislative nominee, and the charge of overconfidence of his supporters, who failed
to attend the caucus.
It seems to me that the over-confidence
was on his part, for 1 know that he failed
to secure his delegates from lack of pre-

and

It’s getting clone to county convention
time, and candidates for nominations are
busier than bees in a bottle. The whole

newspapers is liable, The American
printed in its last issue a list of names
purporting to be tl\6 delegates of the

Business communications should be addressed
o aioiiev oniers made payable to The
t\ *
Ells,
Publishing Co.,
ouhty
Babcock
worth Maine.

West Franklin,
7o the Editor

a grateful people will pay deserved tribute
to heroes, living and dead.

of those hard-to-ex*
to
ol

one

Wednesday;

Memorial Day next

tolerably sweeping.
Through
plain and

May may be “good for hay”, but
mighty poor weather for farming.

SttoL'amtnfs,

BAB HARBOR.

Franklin Caiietn,

The

A wet
it's

There is still some queseliminated.
tion among the various authorities af
Allisor
to how wide a review the
amendment will really amount to
The chances are that it will prove

AT

KLLSWOKTH,

(T omaponBmtt.

COt’NTY GOSSIP.

tained in the original Hepburn bill,
but it was agreed that while they
might possibly vitiato its constitutionality, they could add nothing to its
effectiveness. They were, therefore,

NOTICE.

is®? 3

Mabt C. Fbbtx Austin.

lllje

Ellsworth, May 50,19u«.

<w*W* Already
I*

“j!

( onvent

Various

to the

UtOM W VNHINUTOS.

\n i 8K».

<

tons

hosen.

<

ll"‘"

lowing •«
.nd the coming republican
which
the county convention
Ellsworth on June 5; the
,d
Waterville on June
„,nuntion at
convention at Portland
Stale

‘17

'““'..‘ time
been

of goiniC »<> P""“ d*>®chosen as follows:
from

last

county (corrected
Portrand K.
Atisci B.
F. Paine; Fred 0. Lynam,
r r-barle.
\g naru, a. Kaymond8.Joy. HarvtNewman,
Wakefield. Arthur
y
Oeorge P. Billings,
nam H. l)avia,
Clarence Madden, Ellhu
« L Lord,
D-« O. IUU. William I..
K. law re nee, Charles E.

o,„m

i’

Z

Abbott
Fdsard Kirk-18.

Alternates:

Higgins. Frank 8. Walls, 11.
Mai
Q»rk, iawrence Emery,
.Albert H. Lynam.
!jn vv. E. Brann,
Joseph W. Wood, Vernon E.
K. Dolliver,
got Hamer, Clifton
Orlnndo Woscott, May■Fin P. Pr»v,
p,ine, Isaac M. Tripp, Albion P.
g.

‘

"

^jWeft,
Z

jff

Irving Mitchell.
county: W. H. Whitmore,
W. Some*, Cbanncey
t dement, J.
tod Frank Sporling-ft.
J. E. Young, F. L.
it

s.'Desert

aaeou-county:

Igkins. J. T. Grant—*,

C.
Bragdoti,
gatlin-county:
C. J. Murch, II. P
P \v. geooiston,
Mril—4.
mld*bofo-<«'unty: J. A. Hill, E. K.
Arthur B. Holt,
pa, Charles Blum-**,
U. Uuptill—6. To
W. Cleaves, IL
8. O. Moore, Charles
»: Frrd Bartlett,
1^, J. B. Clark.
fourHarbor -county: F. R. Bunker,
0. smallidg*1, Frank Western WatL.

j ociti

in-county
H.

tTtadua. A. C.
tesotacot-county: N. L. Urindle, Hey.Si*o'* man, A. E.
* F. Wardacll, L. A.
Ion-4. To State: R. A. Friend, 8. B.
flee. J. H. Littlefield.
bUiMwill h "iii it* raucua for the eleclefdelegates ».i tli- '.arena republU an
wnona next Monday afternoon.
inherit, Buck a port,

«»f \

|uu. Mariavil lc. Otis, Penobacot and
net sill meet at Buckaport June Id to
134v

candidate

u

f>*r

representative

b legislature.
Keith’* Theatre.

&.• IU.tv.-<
ne at Keith
I Barry sill tof

Bsy

Huston.
heads the

!>■ uric,

the week of

s

pru-

May

2M.

remembered from her

the

entertainers

in

the

Boding show will he making their
appearance in Boston, while other*
RBoiappeared herein years. Included
Ibe Il« arc W. ('. Fields, juggler, the

Fords,

brother* and

sisters, in their
acborran »pe<ialty; Williard Bimm*.
■cter comedian, in ‘ThlOff 1 have
the Stage
Synder and Buckley,
iSiSusi *j«. ;»ity. Jules and Elia liar■. .n “Roman Travesty’1;
Ed Gray,
» Till Til*' Teller:" the
Tenji troupe
■ienial magicians; St. John and Le** tigers and
dancers, and the
,n an aerr.n*t<-..mrdy *;*•« tally
r

hidigs will

special

the

,-x-

**k

juveniles.
b customary new
N** *ili be shown.
IS»Dee

i»

>

•.

■

of

list

Bumf*!

lie
A.

Saar brand.
F**»

i» ih*
the K.<nd
to

1^'
wwney.

1247

733

JJr'^'
h*»wa.

|!rt

Winifred Doyle.
Lida True,
1 iara Ahorcy,

which is only a step away, and which is
regarded as the proper place for senators
who want to talk.
Mr. Frye made no

during

speeches

whatever

the rate

bill, but he

clamation that

will

did

be

the debate
utter

on

one ex-

remembered.

It

the day when an agreement to vote
on amendments was reached.
“Thank the Lord,” exclaimed the junior
Maine senator, in a voice that could b©
heard above the confusion.
But during the debate Mr. Frye occa-

Bresnahan,
Burriil, C C.
Burriil, Chas K.

119 56

Dutton, George

(heirs).
hardwood factory-

13178

Ellin, AW.
Emery, LA.
Eppes, Daniel II.
First Nat Bank Bldg Co.
Foster, Curtis It.
Gallert, Myer.

302 19

Ellsworth

180

hand to

a

trick

in the Senate

and kink

rules.

It

lot of time to learn all those
things, and therefore it is no surprise' that
Mr. Fairbanks could not always rut the
parliamentary knots, which senators
better than any other men in the world

takes

a

know how to tic

securely.

14394
11955
231 90

Hale, Wiswell, Giles and Hagerthy,
Hall, Henry M.

313 95

Hagerthy,

AC.

814 44

225 60

Hancock Co

158 40
182 41

Meal, will Semi You to U.
*rchpr for Mlou* Stomach
Tablet*.
UaSte and
relwut at leisure”
Mjiug brought up to date.
St breakfast

jlil'
a bad
11 tke day, andmeans
if you hurry
iaUi
meals, you will soon
„‘7®tlier
°** °f

appetite, sleeplessl
furred tongue,
t, *'T°uaneas,
r* ttle
e>'®8. headaches,
it 1 «•
weakness and debility, inr
or other
ills that are caused
te-i

stomach.
'*^d
Ellsworth,

as

in thousands

Waces over the
country, hurry
.V(,tC7a5,'s ti|e druggist's busi-

er doM„.y Pa*8®* that G. A.
lid., IJJJl 8®H sereral packages
itre n'^I“ach tablets to those
thelr digestion by not
“fit.
W

ha*

seen

80

many
be sells it
'as
guarantee that it
ln,everycaae where
t
that i. ai,'ordance wtih direci and
before each
64 whom Jef“nd 11,8 money to
does not
lh0J0f Uu. tabl«ts help. A
tts if [,
costs but
‘cures; nothing if it fails.

lbLMionatbat
irT*u
»i’n°B8,tat,let

during at least two sinking spells, her
life was despaired of. Her condition was
so alarming that all their children were
summoned from Maine, and, until a few
dayaago, were all staying at the Rich-

The family has been gratified at the
of
many kindly inquiries and expressions
interest that have come to them daily.
and
Scores of friends here in W ashmgton
have demonstrated
many more in Maine
of Mrs.
their anxietv over the termination
Burleigh’s illness.

L/ I

I

•

If not

f—\ I—-)
\

I

SjI

May

18,

months,

Manley

closing

out at

So

Low.

job work.
satisfactory,

|
I

v

no

pay.

TWELFTH

/

IN

YEAR

BUSINESS.

Bar Harbor, May 17.
aged 69 years, 8 months.

27
R

Young

Lewis II

j

days.
At Deer Isle. May 17, Samuel
Pickering, aged 69 years, 11 months.
POMROY—Ar Hancock, Mav 15, Earl Austin
son of
Mr and Mrs W B Pomroy, aged
months. 2 days.
SALISBURY At Otis. May 17, infant son o!
M
and Mri Willis Salisbury, aged 4 days.
WEBSTER
At Castine, May 20. infant son ol
Mr and Mrs .1 W Webster, aged 16 days.
WEST- At Bucksport. May 18, James K West
aged

73

Men Wanted

FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE.
WAGES—The highest paid by any company.
PERMANENCY—No

discharge except for misconduct or iuetllciency.
PAY—Salary increases with length of service.
PROMOTIONS—Competent men promoted to otilcial positions.
For further information apply or write to
KARL S. BARNES, 82 Water St, Boston. Mass.

INCREASING

Mention this paper.

years.

gggjaBMMBMBBBMBPMKBKMWBBWWBMWBMMMBMM——I——————Millll

BEFORE

Hi

li

and
USING

*thxaZl

“93”

136 50
243 97

Hair
Tonic

126 00
154 35
105 00
357 02

THOS. J. BROOKS

1,699 84
136 87
127 57

Louisville, Ky.,

May 24, 1905.

135 83

Whiting Bros.

309 75

Wiswell, A P.
Wiswell, Emma G.

689 49
154 35

NON-HESI DENT.

f388

40

160 27
176 40
126 00
105 00
183 75

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Ar May 17, acha Minnie Chase, Bar
Hattie Lewis, Northeaat^Harbor.

I am

Before

First-class order or

251 86

departments,

these tasks.

terms on my 40 jobs.

Never

Tires set for 25 cents.

350 76

danger. She has been In
weeks, but Dr. Johnson thinks before
LA KK WOOD.
long she will be able to get around a little
and soon, perhaps, to leave for Maine,
Simon Garland has been ill for a few
sultry
thus escaping the depressing
weather of the Washington summer, now days.
just setting in.
May French went to Orono Monday on
Clarence Burleigh and Mrs. Martin, of
business.
Augusta, still remain here with their
Mrs. Byron Boyd,
mother and father.
Mrs. Elvira F. Rollins and sister, Miss
wife of the secretary of state, who herself
visited relatives at Mariavllle SunFrost,
has
has been ill here for several weeks,
are
All
day.
naturally
Maine.
to
returned
much relieved to know that the crisis in
Mary Garland, who is teaching at Moose
their mother's illness has passed.
Hill, was home over Sunday. She was
Gov Burleigh, of course, dropped all his
Miss Richardson.
work at the capitol, and has done but accompanied by
little during recent weeks except to watch
Ivory Frazier, of Bayside, and Vernal
all In
do
and
bedside
at Mrs. Burleigh’s
He Frazier, who is employed on the Maine
his power to make her comfortable.
arranged a pair with a House democrat Central railroad, visited their mother,
the party lost
Mrs. Hattie Frazier, Sunday.
during bis absence, so that
be able

congressional

or

prices and

Prices

137 02

for six

He expects verv soon to
no vote.
As
duties.
to resume hie
he has
the close of the session approaches,
in
and
the
at
do
capitol
a deal of work to
and is anxious to get to
the

(let

461 07

Black, George N.
mond hotel, where Gov. and Mrs. Burleigh Eddy, Fred A.
make their home when in Washington.
Jordan, Horace W (heirs).
Dr. H. L. E. Johnson, the physician who Peters, John A andF A Wilson..
now
expresses Talley, Mrs Badie Burriil.
has had charge of the case,
his belief that Mrs. Burleigh is out of Whiting, 8 K (heirs).
bed

Wagon,

Wagon, Express
Surrey, Light or Heavy.

138 97

unknown.

Treworgy, C J.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.
Whitcomb, John F.
Whitmore, Mr and Mrs Charles,
Whitney, J 0.

Secondhand Punt, Road

153 30

203 66

serious illness here
During the long
of Mrs. Burleigh, Representative Burleigh
and their children have had an exhaustive
and anxious watch. Some two weeks ago
Mrs. Burleigh seemed on the high road to
recovery. Then she suffered a relapse and,

SnilT around South street if you are in need of a good

157 71

Itcdman, John B.
Reliable Clothing Co.
Stuart, Mrs Ann.
Bherwin A Burriil 8oap Co, or

and

BARGAINS ON WHEELS.

126 00

115 50

__

WHITING BROTHERS.

124 70

416 39

was.

j

169 95

Phillips, HB.

the

j

178 40

connection with the passage of the rate
bill, how Mr. Frye dispatched business so
that the vote was secured as soon as it

1U

Oil Cloths.

and

Red Top, Red and Alsike Clover.
Seed Peas and Small Seeds for Vegetable and Flower
Cardens.

166 27

you

long-winded senator was talking. It
of the things to be remembered

!

tine line of

SEEDS.

228 90

Maude Ulaisdell,
F.iiz th Morrison,

some

exceptionally

735 00

trustee.

while

and handsome

Timothy, Hungarian,

23

106 06

is

was

Carpets

PICKERING

288 50

in

minute, unless it

Also an

JOYCE—At “swan's Island, May 14. Mrs
Amanda MJ.loyce, aged 68 years, 10 months.

241 35

one

a

Higgins,

448 35

C.

Mrs

is
Fairbanks
Vice-President
very
punctual in attending the sessions of the
Senate. He does not like to be away from

new

May 17, Mrs Mary

years,'11

Gilpatric
days.
GRAY—At Bucksport.
Gray, aged ;ttt years.
HIGGINS—At

140 55

21

We have a large line of wall papers in
at very low prh es.

days.

I

1

121 96

1,709

Papers

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.

At Lumoiue,
j GILPATRICK
H
k, aged 89

420 00

Grows, Frank T.
Hale, Eugene.

Mary

j

531 71

....

Wall

designs

died]
RIM MIN—At Eastbrook, May 17, John D
Criinmin. aged 71 years.
EASTMAN
At
Bucksport, May 19. Mrs
George Eastman, aged 43 years.
FROST—At Mariaville, May 22. Mrs Louisa
Frost, aged 79 years. 9 mouths. 26 days.
FROST At Ellsworth rl.akewood), May 23.
Mrs Polly Frost, aged 90 years, 8 mouths, 3

1518 50

help Vice-President Fairbanks out of a parliamentary Giles, J T.
tangle. Mr. Frye is probably the beat Gould, F H.
parliamentarian in the Senate. He has Greely, Mrs. Ann F.
EH.
presided in the Senate so long, some six or
seven years in all, that he knows every
Grant, Geo H..
sionally took

97

and

Our entire stock of Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and
Painters’ Materials is being cleared out at cost. A reauymixod pamt which we have been selling at *1.65 a gallon,
is now fgl ,;iO.

C

113 25

P

Paints

in

—

109 93

Clark, A W.
Davis, Henry E.
Dorr, Charles P.

Bargains

>1A RItIKD.

598 18
117 98

d

FOSS—DAVIS—At Gouldaboro, Mav 19, bv
Aaron S Rolf, esq, Maud M Fom to James \v'
Davis, both of Gouidsboro.
GATCOMB—MOON At Hancock. May 16, by
A B Crabtree, esq. Miss Eva M Gatcomb to
Alvin T Moon, both of Hancock.
MILAN—HAMBLEN At Southwest Harbor.
May 12, by Rev (> G Barnard. Miss Hattie L
Milan to Clinton 1 Hamblen, bbth of Southweat'Harbor.
PRAY—HANSCOM
At Bar Harbor, May 22.
by Rev S L Hanscom, assisted bv Rev
Warren Hanscon.. Miss Mabelle Pray to
Frank I Hanscom. both of Bar Harbor.
SARGENT—MOORE-At Ellsworth, May 19.
by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Lois May surgent to Millard H Moore, both of Ellsworth.
SPRAGUE— WHITEHOUSE— At Penobscot,
lfi, by Rev James C Gavin. Miss Helen
May
M Sprague, of
Penobscot, to George E
Whitehouse, of Booth bay.

207 96

Patrick.

4K4

*t

li

When he

cloak-room,

M2

WE TIME TO EAT.

1

is in session.

’rou*

KKI.LEY—At Castine. Mav 3, to Mr and Mrs
James Kelley, a daughter!
MAYO—At Hancock, May 17, to Mr and Mrs
Howard Mayo, a son.
PARSONS—At Castine, May l, to Dr and Mrs
George K Parsons, a daughter.
RALPH—At Northeast Harbor, May 16, to Mr
and Mrs Isaac E Ralph, a son.
8AUNDER8—At Rrooksville, May 16, to Mr
and Mrs James L .Saunders, Jr. a son.
SAWYER—At Castine, May 1, to Mr and Mrs
Charles F Sawyer, a son.
THOMAS—At West Eden, May 19, to Mr and
Mrs Edward Thomas, a son.’
WA LLACE—At < 'astine. May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Joseph D Wallace, a son.
WEBSTER—At Castine, May 5, to Mr and Mrs
J M Webster, twin sons.

115 60

Marg't Harrigan,
May Wilson,

174

ktiq^t^d
4,

the Senate

wants to talk, he retires to the

ymr

is at hand, and painting and papering are in order. There are
several rooms you have beeu thinking of “doing over”, but
you have put it off from year to year on account of the cost.
You have no such excuse this year ; here is the golden opportunity you have been looking for. Whiting Bros, offer

DUKE—At Htonington. May 17. to Mr and Mrs
John Edward Duke, a daughter. (Mildred
Blanche.)
EATON—At Deer Isle. May 20, to Mr and Mrs
Nathau 8 Eaton, a daughter.
ETTORE—At Stonington, May 14. to Mr and
Mrs Corsalettl Ettore, a son.
HIGGINS—At West Eden. May 19, to Mr and
Mrs Jesse Higgins, a son.
HUTCHINS—At Penobscot, May 20. to Mr and
Mt» Albert H Hutchins, a daughter.

168 16

Parcher, George A.
Peters, John A.

which

111

when

the

j HOUSE CLEANING TIME

COLSON—At Castine. May 19, to Mr and Mrs
Levi Colson, a son.
DONOVAN—At Ellsworth,-May 20, to Mr and
Mrs Daniel K Donovan, a son.

209 22

for

abocrUanrunU.

i

that

MO

1412

market will
destroyed
‘^^n/ionin this contest.
be renamed when business is
^
contestants
will
pre®«!-'
standing »„ al present. It may
Possible to give credit for tickets
yobtained before the fire, as many
scattered about during the Are
i«i off
by boys. Ju*t how this dlffhe met |a
yet undecided.

v.

in the Senate, except on topics
fully warrant conversation.
Mr. Frye is another of the silent men,

converse

all

asbrrtftMmnts.

BORN.

895 86

834

MAKKVT.

Asturday night:

977

»«0ros,,

Open

388 50

110 56

of the contestMarket watch contest, as

*®a

nnrrvBi-

does not

228 80

Washington while the Senate is in session, Higgins, Joseph M.
Andrew J.
but he promised a long time ago to attend
a
Methodist
general conference in Hopkins, AM.
Alabama. The date w a« at a time w hen Jordan, Dyer P (heirs).
Mr. Fairbanks supposed the rate bill Jones, Harry 8 (heirs).
would be out of the way, But the debate King, A. W.
dragged on so long that the vote had not Lejok lodge.
been reached, and so Mr. Fairbanks had
Malone, John.
to go away, leaving Mr. Frye to take up
Maloney, M E.
Maine Central Railroad.
the gavel.
And so it w as that Mr. Frye presided
Moore, A E.
for the last two days of the rate bill’s
Moore, Howard B & Co.
consideration, and he verily made things Morang, C L.
Morrison, Joy A Co.
hum. He made the dilatory senators sit
w as no lagging
Parker, W It Clothing Co.
up and take notice. There

‘lau.ling

>»-

he

J118 50

I- reel

126 00

Girt a.

T**11*

hut

B.

Bank, First Nat.
Bank, Hancock Co Savings.
Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co.
Black, Alex B.
Brady, Edward E.
Branch Pond Lumber Co.
Burnham, A F.

Aiken,

374 32

k

•a*
W

MOSKS, FI.OKI T, It A K UAK'lOK.
KsImMIkIihI for many years.

$100

Pub Co.
Hastam, Wellington.

otters.
the Inltarian vestry
...
v etl was
Herr)-Hnil Co., Burlington,
M
H-.j.klas. It was their

MOTH

uaic mii«» hii

k

over

264 08
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CONTEST AT

1*1

ing conversationalist,

payers who this year will pay
into the muuicip>al treasury:

Phronia.

<*l

ha bT

himself, and little that goes on
in the Senate escape* his attention. More
than once he has denounced the conversation habit ill the Senate. It makes great
confusion when the attendance of senators
watchful

Hamlin, HE.

motion

contagious

more

n

attraction

PfMtr.

'll;.

Assessment for 'car Will Soon hr in
Hands of Collector.
The tax list for 1906 has been completed
It lia* deemed at time* In the Senate, durby Assessors Patten, Royal and Foster,
ing the last two week*, as though Maine with
City Clerk Hale as clerk, and will lx*
were running that
There
was
Mr. committed to Collector J. H. Rresnahan
body.
Hale on the floor, watching the
progress on or before Jane 1, for collection.
of the railroad rate bill,
There is a slight decrease in the taxable
giving suggestions and shaping the programme. There
valuation of Ells worth from that of last
was Mr. Frye in the chair
wielding the year—to be accurate, $5,067. The followgavel and literally making the Senate ing table shows the valuation of this
year,
"hnmp itaelf”.
with the figures of last year for compariNeither took a hand openly until late in son :
the proceedings, when the
1905
1906
prolonged
talking had become wearisome. Mr. Hale Resident real estate, f1.275,913 $1,288,596
reserved bis most caustic remarks on the Non-resident real estate, 121,355
109,117
dilly-dallying till the last tew days. As Resident personal,
582,406
576,164
aoon as the lawyers had discussed the conNon-resident personal,
24,000
23,360
stitutional points involved in court review
$2,003,034 $1,997,967
he reminded the Senate that almost as ImPoll",
1,244
1,214
portant as proper court review, which he
The above shows an increase in resident
heartily favored, was the authorization real
estate of $12,683; a decrease in nonof a strong commission to administer the
resident real estate of $12,238; a decrease
laws.
in resident personal estate of $6,242, and
That struck a responsive chord, and he
an increase in non-resident
personal estate
and Mr. Ixidge started out to secure the
of $730; net decrease, $5,087. The decrease
best possible provisions for an interstate
in number of polls is due to the new law
commerce commission.
They made a hard exempting from poll tax soldiers and sailfight for it, but were thwarted, when the ors not taxable for
$500 of property. This
was
raised that it was a New
cry
England took off the list of polls last year seventyfight. There is still some hope of improv- one
names, while the discovery of others
ing the organisation of the commission,
during the past year similarly exempt,
•s the Senate amended the House
paratakes off fourteen more this year.
graph on that aubfect, and It will have to
The assessment for the year, with the
he disrnased in conference.
figures of last year for comparison, is as
Time and again when the Senate chamfollows:
ber waa filled with the noise of conversa1905
1906
tion, because senators were weary of the State
tax. $4,910 10 $ 4,940 10
debate, Mr. Hale caught the drift of someCounty tax.
2,312 68
2,312 68
thing important that was being said.
City appropriations, 36,24100
37,249 00
Then he would rise and call the atten12297 41
Overlayings
1,097 52
tion of the presiding officer, Mr. FairTotal tax. $11,794 19 $45,599 30
banks, to the lack of order, and announce
The rate this year is .021, which is onethat the senator speaking was saying

was on

Honeymoon”.

“The Chinese

rk in

Mr*.

Itiirtetgh Recovering.
WashIltoron, D.C., May 21 (special)-

something that the Senate ought to hear. half a mill or 50 cents on $1,000 higher
is rarely disorder when Mr. Hale than last year.
No discount is allowed
ML. Dodge, Gipt. There
rises to sjs’ak, ami the Senate generally this year, and interest at one-half of 1 per
St«nley-3.
his request for attention to any cent, will be charged after Aug. 1, 1906.
Mill*, Fred Torrey, respocta
other senator s remarks.
Following is the list of Ellsworth taxHe is most
Hamblin- 4.

|.Herrick. T. C.

fca:i»irton-B.

Nominate*! by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Cobb recently announced are the following in
Hancock county: Agent for prevention
of cruelty to animals, Joseph J. Roberts,
Winter Harbor. Justice of tuo peace and
quorum, William R. Roix, Buckaport.

KliUtWORTII TAXES.

Maine’s Senators I'ush Thing*

Gentlemen
Allow

:

me

to say

a

word

endorsing

the remarkable merits of your Rexall
“93” Hair Tonic.
My attention was called to this remedy by one of your clerks, who guaranteed beyond question it would stop
my hair falling out, and also put my

scalp in healthy condition for new
hair.
I hand you photograph before starting to use it, which shows me to be
nearly bald. After using two bottles
1 saw decided improvement, so conI have used seven 50tinued its use.

bottles, and have a heavier suit
of hair than 1 ever had in my life.
I also enclose photograph taken a
few weeks ago, showing the wonderful results in a short time.
I take great pleasure in making
this statement to you, gentlemen, endorsing your great Rexall “93’' Hair
Tonic, and will answer promptly all
inquiries regarding it.
I am at present special agent of the
Western and Southern Insurance
Company, 21-22 Courier-Journal Office Building, this city.
cent

Very respectfully,

This is a remarkable case—an exception to the rule. We do not promise that "93’'
will grow hair on every bald head—but we do guarantee, because we know, that it will stop
falling hair, cure dandruff, and give satisfaction to anyone needing a hair dressing. If it
doesn’t, bring back the bottle, and we’ll refund the 50 cents you pay for it.

E. C.

MOORE,' Druggist

Harbor;

You will want Flowers sometime!
HAR HARBOR
MOSES, FLORIST,
Open alJ the year ’round.

The

Store

j

fm American has subscribers al 107
of the 1H post-offices in Hancock county.

were

papers In the County comreach so many. The Amerinot the only paper printed in
can
Hancock county, ar.d has never claimed to
be, bu 11 is the onlv paper that can prop
crly ^ called a COUNTY paper; all the
rest are sr.erely local papers. The circulafi .* at The American, barring the Bar
blarbo> Record’* summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.
All t

bi

Mrs.

itier

For additional

other pages

see

'.vent

Bailey

F

parsonage has received

LIBERALITY

of

Mrs. Annie Coombs will build

paint.

turns to bis work

That

station

Saturday night. She was accompanied by
her son, W. S. Stratton, of Portland, with

spending

been

months.

There is

R.

jurisdiction,
tribes of Hancock,

M. in this

prises the

Candage

com-

Prospect Harbor.
At the meeting of Pamola grange Saturday evening three candidates were instructed in the third and fourth degrees,
by

harvest

a

The proThe end

supper.

gramme consisted of minstrels.
men were Percy Walker and Leroy

Harry Johnston

tree.
There

usual

the

were

deserves
with

special

mention.
The

an encore.

by

violin solo

responded
each

social event of the

Leonard
by

that

!
!

j

L.

Dodge,

one

of the

Mark

chosen

by

re- ,

of

republican county
worth. Mr. Dodge
to

this

place,

was

delegates to attend the
convention
was

Ells-

at

also chosen dele-

the State convention at Portland,

27.

belonging

The horse

casioned

a

supposed

behind the

hall.

dashing

ran

out,

to W. A. Hale

oc-

little excitement at the

night.

The horse

securely

tied to

All at
into

a

once

a

be

was

post
came

wagon, in which

greatest
cleared himself
were seated two ladies,
took place last Thursday evening, when, from his own
wagon by breaking crossOran ha tribe opened its wigwam to the J
bar, whiflle-tree and harness, and struck
members of Elinee council and a few in- j
off for home. George Herrick soon caught
Sachem Henry W. John- j
vited friends.
the horse, and brought him back to the
son, in a few words, welcomed the guests scene of the disaster.
Fortunately the laand announced that games were then in
dies who were in the other carriage were
and flinch were
Drive whist
order.
unhurt.
played until 11 o’clock, when all were in8UB.
May 21.
The

vited to the

banquet hall,

season

where

COUNTY NEWS.

house owned

the

cold

for

additional Omtnty .V*mh

wee

other

pace•

KASTBROOK.
OBITUARY.

I

j caucus quite
Saturday
“My Dusky j
to be

and dance

Young, were
great applause.

Galen

ceived with

s

He

speech

Henry Johnson and song,
Rose.'’

j

gate
jokes, witticisms \ June

Herbert Hall

and local hits.

man.

buy

steamer.

Crab-

middle

was

afloat

rumor

John Allen, and will move in soon.
i
Wellington C. Redman and Eugene
Cole have gone to Portland, where they
will occupy positions on a Casco bay

Sullivan,

Franklin and

followed

a

will

_

He

was

a

member

of

Pamola

SEAL COVE.
meats, pastry and fruit were served in
West Sullivan, under the rites of which
Dancing was then enjoyed 1
Mrs. R. W. Bickford, of Rockland, is m he was buried.
Funeral services were held at the church,
old
and
music
furboth
j town.
being
young,
by
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, officiatnished by the tribe orchestra consisting
Mrs. Lucinda Dodge, of Southwest Har- ing.
of
Galen Young,
Augustus
piano;
is visiting relatives in town.
Herbert
Hall
and
Herbert ] bor,
Carter,
Herve.v Scammon and wife, of Hancock,
Bordeaux and w ife, of Ml. Desert, were in town one
Harry
a
late
hour
ail
violins.
At
day last week.
Young,
retired to their homes feeling well paid | spent Sunday with relatives here.
Mrs. John DeMeyer visited her sister,
for the hours spent with Omaha tribe, and i
Mrs. Josie King and little son, of Mrs. Lizzie Bragdon, in Lamoine, last
wishing the order a long and prosperous Mauset, are visiting relatives here.
week.
life with ever-increasing number.
The
Mrs. Jared Reed, of Oak Hill, Mt. DeMiss Vida Wilbur, who has been at
abundance.

_

entertaining

members of the

committee

John R. Stratton, William H. Ball j
and Herbert Young, and to them belongs
were

the credit of
decided

May

making

the sociable such

a

success.

21._C.

sert, visited relatives in town last week.

work

Southwest HarSawyer,
bor, spent a few days with her grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer, recently.

turned home.

Miss Marie

of

in

Bangor the past
Googins,

Mrs. Belle
ment at West

year,

has

re-

employspending a few

who has

Sullivan, is

Ashley, days at her old home here.
Harbor, passed
Daniel and Nason Crirnmin,

Misses Lulu Pierce and Bernice

matron of

will return with her
sister for a visit.
who

new

mother

and

and

thoroughly

alive with the

Mrs. Lena

spend a

mer.

stock of books has been added to

W. 1>.

Walls, returning Monday morning.
G. W. Davis has finished his work in the
clam factory and gone to bis home in Milbridge, where he works in the sardine

factory.

Cole.
Mrs. Almira Higgins spent Sunday with
sister, Mrs. Frank Huckina, of Bunker's Harbor.
her

Miss Carrie Robertson spent Saturday
and Sunday in Birch Harbor, a guest of
the Winslow’s.
The Pythian sisterhood had a large attendance Tuesday evening,
when
it
worked the degree of charity on a candidate.
Miss Dorcas M. Allen arrived home Saturday from Somerville, Mass., where she
has been spending the winter with relatives.
Schoodic

Schooner Commerce, (’apt. Rich, came
from Bangor Sunday with lumber for
Lew is Springer, of this place, and Frank
in

McMullin,

Mrs.

Mildred Moore, of Ellsworlh, has

visiting relatives here.
Melvin Milliken and wife, of Bar Harbor, are in town for a few days.

message

be bears. He is winning his way
among
the people. The choir is doing good work.
Mrs. L. T. Bunker's obligato solo and the
ladies’ trio, Mrs. Bunker and the Misses
Chandler and Springer, were fine.
May 21.
B.

May

WEKT EDEN.
t D. Romm Onset] and wife 0f
were in town
Sunday.
Mrs. Oila Tripp has been
at

Two little boys arrived
Saturday
to gladden the homes of
Mr
Je.«. Higg n. and Mr. and
Mr..
Thomas.
<

Mrs. Della I.urvey .Dd
um, ^
Haiel, who have been
visit,,,g
Somesviile the past

Mrs. Lizzie Cole

Sunday.
E. H. Bridges,

came

Bos-

home from

ton

of

Sedgwick, spent

day in town.

Sun»

Mrs. Annie Blake, who has
is improving.

been

Mrs. Grover, of Otter Creek, is visiting
brother, Herman Braey.

her

Henry Allen,

of the steamer

Catherine,

•pent two days this week with his family.
Stephen and Lucius Cousins leave to-day
for Massachusetts where they will be em-

ployed.
Mrs. Augusta Staples and Charles Staples are in Rockland, the guests of Mrs.
Frank Jones.
Roland Radeliffe, of Rockland, is visit-

ing

his

wife,

who is

spending

the summer

mother, Mrs. Henry Allen.
Cap*. Enos Wasgate returned to East
Boston Friday for a few weeks.
He will
with her

attend the

great masonic meeting to be
held in June.

Republican
ing at the town hall;
caucus

held
the

Saturday evendelegates chosen

Tor Vour Protection
we place this lal>el on every
package of Scott's Emulsion.

The man with a fish on his back
Is our trade-mark, aud it is a
guarantee that Scott’s Emulsion will do all that 1~ claimed
for it. Nothing better for lung,
throat or bronchial troubles In
infant or adult. Scott’s Emulsion is one of the greatest fleshbuilders known to the medical
world.

of

K.

ing school at Cast1 ne, came home Fr (lay.
She will go to Duck Island this week to
get ready to go to work at Northeast Har-

bor the first of Jure.

GOTT'S

Fishermen

ISLAND.

to

19.

y

EAST BLI'EHILL.
Edwin

soon.

Thklma.

21.

will be preached
address will be
A. Killam, of Ells-

sermon

Tbe

worth.

May 21.

Ch’e'kk.
AMHERST.

Conary

has

gone to W«

bury, Vt.
Mrs.

for

Reed, who has been at work for
B. B. Reed, left the past week for bis vacation. Hr we u to ihe home of his parents, Capt. N. A. Reed and wife, on Duck
Island. His sister, Mrs. Eunice Lopau*,
and Miss R-na Lunt went with him for a
abort visit. All hope to see Charlie back

by Rev. Harry Hill.
nothing, given by Rev. P. A.

here
are
doing
scarcity of bait.
Charles H. Harding went to Atlantic on
a business trip last Saturday.
Messrs. Ames and Harding, with their
families, have moved into the Woodbine

owing

May

Charlie

May

of

Mr*. Walter Grots w ill beard with fa
Amos and wife during th. summer itu
Mr. Groat will work in the brick-yird.

McKinley.

We* I I send you

a

sample free,

scons,BowHE,4o,^ri„8r*;#“

RALPH,

son

was

born to Freeman Harriman

wife, May 17.
Seth Joy and wife have moved
house owned by J. W. Hardison.

and

Edward Johnson and wife

were

into the

home

Saturday.
Lamoine grange w ill confer the fourth
degree and enjoy the harvest feast tomorrow

in town

h
a0B

The young aon of Fred
Partridgu Is
been very ill with membranous
croup.
The schooner Flora Griffin.
(apt ffj
liam Anderson, sailed Thursday sfteraw
for the Grand Hanks.

a

John Cbaruley lias gene
days.

to

May

Architect and Builder.

evening.

21.

George Duffy

and Re*.

Black Island yesterday
Kiehard Grindlr, si,
past week, is improving

Green wot

breitiUl

h-s

Miss Ethel White returned Iron3k
Miioi-vu
ington Sunday. Mi** ir

[wuied her.
Lightning struck th- h
Hoy Cousins Fruity i:c',:
an amount of damage.
May 21.

,*n*d

,;*•■

<:i-<

did<]■
Ju

SOUND.
Mr*. Lindon Dorr
Indian Point.

i*

visiting

relative*

Miss Mildred Waagatt s;-mU Satur
Sunday here, *t her borne.
J. .Murray Higgins and family, of!

and

Harbor,

visited their

pla<

»aod*]

r<

Mrs. Annie Butler is at V rtbmt E
eot for
bor, where *he has emj
aummer.

H. H. Young and wif-, / liar Harl
visited their daughter. Mrs. "idney I

gins, Sunday.
M ] SL

|

NORTH HAST HARBOR
Mr*. Small, o( Milbridgv,

visiting

is

Joaeph Small.
W. W. Frasier, of Philadelphia,
town one day last week.
son,

A

aon

was

born to Mr. and Mrs !

Wednesday, May 16.
The primary school taught by 1®
«t- t?y6j
Spurhng and the 1 ntCrockett, cloaed Friday. M-iy !>•
Ralph

on

Mrs.

Fred Foster aud Mr.-. Jcbn P*
n of thei
>•

attended the annual

chapter, O.
May 21.

K.

S..

at

••-.

11

•i':

'*'r

_

TRENTON.
Min Iconic Moore has gone to *
Harbor for the summer.

cut

in

Mrs. Benjamin Jordan i* visiting^
1
Holden, Brewer and Bangor thi*

Miss Maude Jordan visited
*«kEUaworth Falla a lew day s last
!
Mr*. Clara Batch, ol Ellsworth
who haa been visiting her
“
Kidder Moore, the [*st week.
turned home.

4

!SK /JuMtcn^r-

HO&
OWN YOUR OWN
of
s
For particulars Inquire
Hkxbv

H.

Northeast Harbor, Maine.

Best

few

_

A

°

week,

6%.

quite

ill,

u

Service, were held
Sunday o(teraoo,
the Town Hill
schoolhouM-, conducted
Miw Margaret Koch. A
Sunday
ww also
organiaed, with the foll«£
offlcera: Superintendent, Mr„.
beliij
Tripp; aa*l»Unt-superintend. nt. Mr. I*
M. Rich; secretary, Mildred
Mayo
urer, Kieanor Kittredge;
org.nin. Vo
I.uella M. Sargent;
aMUtant-orntj* 1
Mm. C. \V. Kittrudge.

—

BROOKUX.

n„„.

Harbor -he pas, week, the
guest of
Jfro=»
and wife.
D. W. McKay and wife
went to u_,.
ea»t Harbor Sunday to see
Mr. Mck
“ri
sfater, Mrs. Augusta

May 23.
George Rodick is st home from Bar Harbor, where he has been at work.
Doan's Ointment cured roe of
cottage.
and Sunday.
The *
had annoyed me a long tinir
W. Eddy and W. Warren, of
Mrs. Clara G. Hodgkins, who has been
Eddington,
Sherman and Irving McFarland, who
Hon.
were in town
permanent..”
Sunday, the guests of Sewall
here since March 23, left for Seal Harbor
are employed at Orono, and Melvin and
miaaioner Labor Statistic.*. '“f0*
Nickerson.
last Friday.
A del.
Tilden Smith, who are employed at NewSchool in district 2, which has been
Capt. Edwin M. Joyce, of Atlantic, who
port, spent Sunday at home.
closed on account of the illness of the
has
been
for
working
Philip Moore, has
I May, 21.
Sumac.
Banking.
teacher, Mrs. Leo Jordan, begins to-day.
gone home to do his farming.
May 21._
5
NORTH LAMOINE.
Presiding Elder H. B. Haskell and Rev.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
George H. Coggins made a business trip A. B. Carter, of the West Tremont charge,
to Bar Harbor Saturday.
held services here last Thursday evening.
Rev. P. A. A.
KUlam, of Ellsworth, will
11
Mrs. Nellie H. Joyce, who has been with speak in the Ferry schoolhouse ThursIs what your money wi
Harvey Bragdon has returned home from
New Haven to spend the summer.
Invested in shares of the
her daughter, Jennie Grindle, for a few
day evening.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon, who has been visit- weeks, at Stonington, has returned home.
Miss Ethel W'ilaon, of Bass
Harbor,
Frank A. Babbidge, who has been at the spent Sunday night with her
ing relatives in Franklin, has returned
sister, Mrs.
home.
Maine general hospital for treatment, re- Zeltna Johnston.
Mrs. Adella Berry and her father, Wil- turned home last week somewhat imMrs. George A. Foss, who has been
A NEW 8i:«lE8
liam Young, have gone to Meltiah Salis- proved.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Maria Haynes, It dow open. Short*, SI torh;
Chips.
May 21.
in Trenton, returned home last
short,
bury’s to live.
week.
menu, SI per
Mina and Maud Brooks, of Ellsworth,
Mrs. Georgia Grant, who has been emLAMOINE.
are visiting their grandparents, Charles
WHY PAY RENT
Brown and wife.
Miss Laura Linscott is at home from
when you can borrow^'^i
atomtarmntUk
21.
Y.
May
Bangor.
reduce ileverv wjjl'uwx
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins, who has been
payment* andto bu>
I. E.
EAST FRANKLIN.
Wifi amount
““'M W
spending the winter in the West, returned
Daniel Criinmin, of Hallowell, was the
guest of Mrs. Maria Durgain Saturday

J.**
J»fal.

21.

Miss Rena Reed, who has been attend-

The memorial

McFarland has gone to Orono

few weeks.

been

restaurant, which will open
.bout
ut

public library in two lots, something
over twodor.cn being a recent gift from
Rev. C. F. Dole and wife-good literature,
as Mrs. Dole’s frequent gifts to the
library
last week, the guests of J. H. Pst ten and are sure to be—and a box of
fifty or more
wife.
recently purchased-* varied assortment
Mrs. E. H. Donnell spent a few days which will no doubt be appreciated by
with her daughter, Mrs. O. II. Welch, last library readers.
week.
Mrs. Evelyn Neal left Houthwest Harbor
May
F. O. Hardison, formerly of this
M
21.__
place, a week ago to join her son Wilder in
has returned to town not in the best of southern Nebraska, his new home being
LEACH'S POINT.
health. It is hoped the change will be a
ready for the reception of his mother.
MIm Alice Crosby has gon- to
benefit.
Mrs. Neal was escorted to Boston by her
Kumioj
Pftlll.
son, I)r. George, and will visit her sister in
The entertainment to have been held at
Mrs.
Alvah
has
Bridges
returned
the schoolhouse by the school league Fall River before going West. Her many
fkxrtbbay.
.Saturday evening, was postponed on ac- friends here, by whoni she will be greatly
Frank
missed, unite in wishing her a safe jourWoolens, of Snrrv, is vrork.n* u
count of the shower to Monday
evening.
Isaac Snowman,
ney and happy future in the new home.
May 21.
K.
SPRAY.
MUs Clara Churehill It
May 21.
working !(
Mrs, Fred Partridge.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
WEST Till:MONT.
Mr*.
Harvey Kipley and Miss Mill
Capt. John Stinsou and family were in
Bernard lodge, K. of P., is to remain at
Kipley were in Bangor Saturday.
Corea on Sunday.
Seal Cove.
Llewellyn Ames, of Bsngor, sp-n' Sn
Mrs. Kate Peters has returned and
Miss Muriel Lunt went to Seal Cove
day with his brother. Jam-* p, Ames,
opened her house for the summer.
Friday after school to visit hi*’' aunt, Mrs.
the

__

to

"*'■

Opt. Edward Tmo T
doing the pinmbin* tn £ *'•

Saturdey.

--

Methodist pastor, Rev. Harry Lee. His
■light build and youthful appearance
readily suggest the “boy preacher”. His
utterance is rapid, and his manner earnest

ICaton is

„■

.t

Jephthah IB,

chapter, O. K. 8., Mrs. Grace Carroll
Clark, assistant matron, and Mrs. Rebecca
Carroll, went to floulton last week as
delegates to the grand chapter. They
were the guests of Mrs. Nellie Thornton,

STABILITY

CI

H.rbor"

tlilpatriok.

Clark,

who are employed at Bass
lodge,
P., exemplified
of HallowEDEN.
Sunday at their homes. Miss Pierce w as ell, were in town last week, called here the first rank on a candidal* at its meetMillard Richardson begins work (or 1).
Burleigh Swan left Monday for Bucks- accompanied by a cousin, Miss Una Rob- by the death of their brother, John D. ing Saturday evening, and accepted a
name
to
membership.
Crirnmin.
G. Hail Monday.
port to resume his studies, after a visit of a bins, of McKinley.
Rev. H. B. Haskell, presiding elder of
lew days with his parents, Leslie Swan ^Sabbath school was reorganized Sunday,
moved to West Franklin
Georg" Richards bas employment at
Henry
Billings
■ and wife.
May 20. Officers were chosen as follows: last week to a place recently purchased of the Bucksport district, held quarterly carpentering in Bar Harbor.
here
and
Miss
meeting
Saturday
night
Superintendent,
preached
Mrs. Lucre!ia Downing, of East SulliEmily Sawyer; his brother Willia, who has moved his
A crew in charge ol George King is at
secretary, family back to whai was tb* old home, Sunday morning to a large congregation.1 work on the roads near
van, and Mrs. Ida Wilson are guests of! assistant-superintendent and
Salisbury Cove.
C.
May 21.
their sisters, Mrs. Jennie Dyer and Mrs. 1 Mrs. Caroline Ashley; treasurer, Mrs. but which was sold to the firm of WhitThe boys of the neighborhood have
Viola
Mrs.
R.
H.
Murphy;
teachers,
Eunice Blaisdell.
Grace, comb, Haynes & Co., of Ellsworth Falls,
been quite successful smelting tbe past
Mrs. A. S. Powers, Mrs. Caroline Ashley,
BASS HARBOR.
last year.
Mrs. Flora Perkins accompanied her
week.
Mrs. Viola Murphy.
Miss Hattie Savage, of Manset, is clerkG.
May 21.
granddaughter, little Edna Gates, to Cas|
There was a large attendance and an
N.
May 21.
tine Monday, where the child joins her
ing for Parker Bros.
EGYPT.
interesting meeting at Bay View grange
mother. Mrs. Perkins returns in a few
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Lew is Albee, who is scalloping in Rock- j
Wednesday evening.
E. G. Burnham has recently loaded a land
days.
Frank R. Marks, who has spent the
bay, was at home Sunday.
vessel with slaves for Kondout.
Friday afternoon, as Mrs. Will I.iscornb,
Members of the masonic order here at- winter in Boston, returned home WednesL. J. Nor wool took a party of eight to I
of
Bar Harbor, was getting from her
Willis Billings has sold his farm to bis
tended the funeral of John Crimmin at day.
the dance at Manset Friday night.
wagon at Mr. f*aine's she fell and broke
brother Henry, of East brook.
Eastbrook, Saturday. Mr. Crimmin was a
Albert Heald left here for Athol, Mass.,
Capt. Francis Me Mull in, who has been both bones in tbe forearm.
citizen who will be much missed by KBlanch Clarke, Norris Savage and AdelTuesday. He will visit Boston and vivery ill the past week, is slightly imj The ninth grade of tbe Central school,
bert Grover have gone to Bar Harbor for
townspeople and also by those outsi :
cinity before returning.
proved.
with the teachers, enjoyed a backboard
home town.
the summer.
Miss Abbie El well was called home sudFrank Benson, who 1 as been spending a
ride and picnic to Schooner Head on SatMr. and Mrs. Nickerson were called
The
Butler
W.
R.
has
been
cottage
to
see
her
short vacation here, returned to his home
denly Friday
father, M. L. Elj urday. The day was an ideal one.
home Friday by the sudden death of her
and Is nearly ready for
newly
plastered
who
is
ill.
in Somerville, Mass., Saturday.
well,
dangerously
During tbe heavy thunder ahower of
tbe finish. F. W. West is doing the work.
father, Eli Cook West, of Frankfort.
Mrs. G. A. Grindle, who has spent the
Schooner Marion Turner, Capt. Clarence
The grammar school will resume sessions
early Saturday morning, lightning struck
Mrs.
Blanch
Kffle
Misses
Jordan,
Clarke, Turner, was in last week with a
winter here with her twin sister, Mrs. R.
of
several times in a short radius. A treetrip
Tuesday. The high school closed for the A.
Elweli, returned to Brooklin last week. Estella and Helen West have recently ftsb, about 70,000 pounds. Parker Bros, near Everett Dela.nd’s and another near
season Thursday.
coort Sunlight, of
them.
Mrs. Bucannan and Mias Bucannan, of joined Companion
bought
Wash. Leland's were struck.
Franklin.
Friday evening H. H. Bryant, of Boston,
May 21.
8.
Mrs. Ma«-Donald has rented her house
Lynn, Mass., mother and sister of Mrs.
salesman for Ginn A Co., gave an informal
Nelson Pomroy and wife entertained
Lottie Thompson, are the guests of Rev.
for the summer to Mrs. Fanning and
educational talk at schoolroom in district
WEST FRANKLIN.
frnnds Thursday evening, it being th. ir
and Mrs. Thompson for a week or two.
family, of Astoria, N. Y. They will ar2 for the benefit of the teachers employed
first anniversary. A very pleasant evenFrank Bradbury is getting ready to berive early in June.
Arthur Sargent, Hawley Dow, Henry
in tow n, including the school committee.
ing was enjoyed.
gin work on the bridges.
Montelle Dorr and w ife have sold their
It was an evening pleasantly and profit- Grindle and Edward Had are working on
Mrs. Mary West and daughters EstelU
Planting will begin this week, if weather
Allen's house.
It is finished inside
bouse and will move to Bucksport.
Mr.
ably spent. It is hoped Mr. Bryant may Roy
and Helen will go to Southwest Harbor and
conditions arc favorable.
with cypress.
The house is nearly finMrs. Dorr have made many friends
give a public address later.
Tuesday for the summer, where they will during their short residence here, who reished.
Mrs. Earl Bracy arrived home from
The thunder shower of Saturday cleared
be joined later by Miss Abbie, who is now
a.Rae.
May
gret their departure. Albert Moore, of Hampden Saturday nigbt.
the atmosphere and gave us a cool, clear
at Castine.
Boston, has purchased the house, and will
The June session of the Ellsworth Free
Sunday. The weather the two past SunW.
May 21.
avUtrtisnunUfi.
move here soon.
Baptist quarterly meeting will be held at
days has been favorable for the good conX. Y. Z.
May 21.
West Franklin.
WEST HANCOCK.
gregations that have greeted the new

FRANKLIN.

the family of \v p
her home in Bar
Raton .nd
wife, of
in

ior Knowles

now

13.

M rs. Ida

Hancock, and a member of the
Miss Iona Nichols, primary teacher at
Hooper lodge, F. and A. M., at Corea, was a week-end guest of Mrs. L. P.

grange at
David A.

May

ried

John D. Crirnmin, one of the oldest residents of this place, died at his home May
He
: 17, after an illness of only a few days.
leaves a wife and seven children, besides a
host of friends and neighbors who extend
their heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved
j family. Five of bis children were able to
! get home to attend the funeral, vix.:
George Crirnmin, of Winterport; Lester
Crirnmin, of Haverhill, Mass.; Will;
Crirnmin, of Northfleld, Vt.; Lucy Ball, of
Eagle Island, and the .youngest daughter,
Kosie, who has always been at home with
her father and mother. Two sons, John,
jr., of Seattle, Wash., and Harry N., of
Ashland, N. 11., were unable to get home.
Mrs. John 8. Coombs has been visiting
The deceased was over
seventy-one
relatives in Franklin for the past week.
years old. and had served as deacon of the
Thomas F. Martin, of West Gouldsboro,
Free Baptist church in this place for many
years. He had also held various town has moved his family here for the sumoffices.

order

more young people who have decided
travel life’s journey together. Clinton
Hamblin and Miss Hattie Milan were mar-

A

'908

ACCURACY

in

to

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

are

two

THE

returned home.

E. Bowden has been appointed district deputy great sachem of the I. O. of
J.

which

Congratulations

accounts.

THE FIRST NATIONAL

factory.
Mrs. Mary Bracy, who has been visiting
Mrs. Byron Roberts for a few days, ha«

few

a

new

increase

SAVINGS HABIT BEFORE OUR NEXT
INTEREST QUARTER, WHICH BEGINS JULY I, I BOO.

ACQUIRE

T. Hale has returned from a
days' fishing down the bay.
Byron H. Roberts has gone to Prospect
Harbor, where he will work in the sardine

J. Stratton returned home

whom she has

opening of

Mrs. Will Holden, of Gloucester, with
her child, is visiting friends at Bass Harbor, and spent Friday with Mrs. William
ijtwton at Southwest Harbor.

WE SAY—
That is partially true, out the main reason is that our oldest
depositors have acquired the Savings Habit and make regular
dejwsits regardless of the season of the year.

fewr

to-day.
Emma

Mrs.

ployed

turn, to

tvwrding

Henry Tracy.

FACT

Savings Department has shown a gradual
during the winter months.

our

YOU SAYThat it must be due to the

ad-

an

BELIEVE

BUT IT IS A

William

agent at Waukeag

as

oiStr |M{ii

The bids for the building of the new
schoolbouse have be*n received by the
town fathers, end the contract given to

dition to her house.

C. P. Cook and wife are at home after a
few weeks’ visit at H« Men. Mr. Cook re-

.Yew*.

M«

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

COURTESY

1837.

HARD TO

NORTH BROOKLIN.

fresh coat

a

ndiUtionat County

Mr.

Maine

HANCOCK.
The

-9

Wed-

Bangor

to

the

COUNTY NEWS.
County .V«wa

COUNTY NEWS.

Herrick

W.

general
nesday to enter
hospital. She was accompanied ny hei
husband, Rev. A. W. Bailey.
The teachers of Bluehill, Brooksville
it
Brookl in and Sedgwick will meet
A speaker will lx
convention May 29.
sent by the State to deliver the address ir
the evening.
G. R. Allen presented to the Brookl ir
library association thirty-two volumes o
Such gifts are bighlj
Abbot's history.
The association purchasec
appreciated.
thirty volumes of fiction last week.
Une Femme.
May 21.

»<« not

uv*

M. L. Dodge, Capt. G
Stanley.

and T. C.

A. W.

KiXti, President.

j
j

THE OLD HOME.

news.
SjoDNTY
«—s•“-.re:

Maine

bukhill.
0

?

r»'-t

«.

*

i» be

"undar.

Jan.

of

I.. OIC.E
will
germon. This
all an- cordially invited.
will be observed
Day services
are invited
The achool children
the soldiers’
-r» to decorate
woman's relief corps will
in the observance of the

H

*1',

*

high-water mark; and when we have had
enough of this, we stroll along the shore
road, back and forth, wearing away the
held in the Baptiet
time waiting for Joe, and trying to guess
Finn paper.
May 27, at 10JO a.
We leave the playground of schooldays, out the cause of his delay, without imagwill deliver the
and our nag trots on dow n the road toward ining for a moment that be and his party
be a union

service*
o-edav memorial

add
i (i‘

^Memorial
w

*Th.

is

level

roadway.

long

a

stretch of

It is

if

as

On either side

pet.

a

a

over

sweet

are

the

on

families
Lm o’clock.
In front of the
V parade will form
to Seaside eemLt'al! at 1 p- m., march

carpet—and

we

we

you like,

places,

in

green, half-ripe, and ripe blueberries.
We remember how we used to pick burrs
from the ferns, dig out the seeds with our

jackknive* and eat them, and occasionally the juniper would supply us
from its ripest fruit, and give branch and

ten-cent

the grave*, will

and after d.-corating
the soldiers’ monument, and
Mired duties of this service,
the poet, woman’s retorth afterward,
am* the children will march in
halt, there to listen to
faon tf, tbc town
of the d*y.
■adcaing exercise*
B. Butler, of Rockland,
Bna. Gnilford
address. All arc
MUdeiiwr the roi morual
invited to attend these services,

Lm'areund

^.„,hc
ycTrp.

having

too many

captains

on

board.
We give up ail hope and go back to the
main road where we And a stable, kept by
one Hmith (one of the red schoolhouse
boys) and here I engage a team to take us
back home. But as there is some delay in
getting the team out, I go to take one more
look over the bay for Joe. And, as good
lack will have it, 1 see, coming out of
Jordan’s river, standing in toward Eden,
probably for better wind which may be
expected to come rolling down from the
top of Green mountain, a sloop-rigged
boat, which I feel sure is the yacht Hazen.
And then, coming direct across the bay,
from Meadow point, beading for Cape

green carfern and

it

aee

bar-bound in Jordan’s river, which
afterward learn is the case; probably

the result of

comparatively
piece of pretty

juniper bushes-embossments,

and
ill be served to all soldier*
at the G. A. K. dining-room

„r w

here

yellow ribbon lay along

the post

%

are

the “Point.”
Maine has a great deal of uphill and
downhill road in it, as you all know', but

■"“land
I

to

(Paper read at a State of Maine meeting In
Pasadena, Ca|„ by P. G Wooster ]

ESBYtCBS.

E.

a.

Folk In California Like
Hear of It.

under our feet. And we watch the wavelets as they play upon the beach, listening
to their gentle swish swash tune, as, with
the flood tide, they slowly crawl up.toward

for brew age; and blueberries we always welcomed in sauce, cake and pie.
Don’t you wish you had some now?
I notice, as we ride along, that the ugly
bush

'Sftbcrttermmt*.

brought up smoking hot; and the
coffee, too.
There is a very large ant hill, near the
roots of a tree, at one end of the table,
and the question arises: “What shall we
do with it; how shall we utilize it?” It is
suggested that we set the coffee-pot
thereon, and so keep the coffee hot—by
and

The soda cracker is an
ideal food. Urseeda
Biscuit are the ideal
soda crackers.
Indeed,
the

friction.

Now the plates ate being filled from the
big kettle of haddock smother, mine with
the rest. Haddock smother is a
New
England dish, in which Maine leads, I
believe; but of course it is confined to the
coast. In that other day (the period of

youth) when I sat down to this dish,
thing that occupied my mind most
was that in the plate before me; and may
I say now, here at this picnic of Joe’s
getting-up, I am sitting down on the soft,
green grass, before a dish that is the finest,
i believe, in all the land; fit for king or
my
the

queen or any other potentate, however
great and good, and good enough, too, for
the common people, the bone and sinew

soda crackers rightly
made in the first place,

of every country. No grafter should ever
be allowed to even smell its sweet savor.
I have been so long a stranger to had-

rightly protected first,

dock smother, this day is sufficiently inEphraitn, is a motor boat making her best teresting to me. There lies a portion of
of the read, have been removed, and so time; and I can plainly hear her impatient this delicate fish on my plate, in rich
there is a broader, freer and better view of “chew, chew,” as she plows through the gravy made of milk and butter, seasoned
w ater.
This boat, I believe, contains Joe’s as only a good smother-maker knows how.
Jrtallv and municipal officer* are in- thing* in general by the roadside, and 1 advance
Here, assembled with my friends, are all
guard; and so it proves.
think to myself that there are other unftrclrrxy
the orator.
Because the “Point” is covered w ith a the days of iny minority. There arise beto a scat with
comely looking fences that'obstruct the
that this, the
fore me visions of boats, companion**, nets,
view and impede the progress of men and growth of spruce, I am unable to get a
B u earnestly desired
of Memorial
view of the water near shore; and as I am cod lines, hake, haddock and porgies; but
women that it would be well to have pulled
forty-eighth anniversary
that which is so satisfying to ine at this
as the most sacred day
down and
carted away as these have anxious to know whether the boat goes by i
fcy, be observed
the point or stops at a landing short of it, moment is the feeling I get in my gullet
been.
|t the yrar.
^_
I unload a spoonful of this
On the way we come to rand jas* several a young man whose name isalsoHmith, every time
haddock smother.
SOUTH DEER IB1JC.
little patches of woods which break the volunteers to “hike” it to the point on his |
fences that

haa goue to Kockjin i harlis Haskell
iod.
returned from a
gm Charles Eaton baa
teI ia Brewer.
i* viaitfwwlt Powers, of New York,
Joel Power* and w if*.
ixia
Hr* Albert Haskell it seriously
Mr*.
fo home el her daughter,

| To-morrow a party of us will go
Decenary, however, for although I cannot } the bay to Uncle Oliver’s.
see the boat, I can still hear her engine’s
LITTLE DEER ISLE.
“chew, chew,” and know that she is going

monotony of the scene, but I do not see in
squirrel ss I wish. One of
the happy pastimes of my boyhood was
watching the frolics of this cunning little
rodent. Did you ever see him handle a
nut or bud? 1 can see him now, and no
doubt you can, as he sits on the spruce
bough just out of reach, squat on his little
hams, his tiny forepaws holding a burr to
his lips, and turning it to fit his sharp
teeth as he picks it in pieces and gets at
the sweet kernel.
“Isn’t he cute?” This is the expression
of the delighted, enthusiastic little boy or
girl. You and I remember when we were
there. This little fellow of the woods did
well then, and is doing well now down
there, his little part in giving seat to crealie is a profitable little teacher to
tion
him who will receive ms instruction.

ill at

E.

the side*

them the tree

parent*,

Bg

along

stretched

once

T.

■alkali.
Ova* Brown and wtfe, of Camden, were
came in their
lasing here ."enday. They
Buck. the Coon.

gn. Nathan Lowe haa returned from
hUoweil, where her husband haa Iwen
Etlv ichooner Ellen Baxter.
Mr». Melville Thompson taa closed her
hue and gone to Castine with her
fagjler. Mrs. Joseph Morey,
Thompson, who ia employed on the
jar.; prey Fox, owned by low is tiering,
«j horns trom North Haven last week.
tier

Looking

the forest

at

puts

in

me

by. We make haste and return to the
shore, none too soon to meet the party
landing. Joe is not a member of this
on

coming on the Hazen as fast
party
as a light wind will bring her along.
A fire is kindled among some rocks on
the beach, at the base of a ledge bluff that
is from ten to fifteen feet in height ; and
here we expect to spread our feast, consisting of a haddock smother and such
other eatables as properly belong to a picnic dinner. Joe will be here soon with
bat is

procured

the haddock which he has
a

time when I swung the ax in them
many a day, and enjoyed seeing chips fly
from gaping wound* in the sides of pine,

of the

We

feet of lumber from John
button, uf North Sedgwick. Capt.
ChL-l« Scott lowed the raft across the
lark with hts launch.
E.
May 3.
thotuand

party

did those of the launch

as we

a

On the old farm I had worked in haying
Uncle always led but hired men

time.

i«i»e Csndsgv has slow fever.
Mm. E. M. Do we arrived home from
WlUnd Ssturday.

the scythe,
tired when night
with

and

hither he often

Koxbury, and

are

acquaintances,

their children snd grandchildren whom I

__CRUMBS.

J!*48

her brother

in

have

a

few

P.

■woaoduring

visiting

r.

on

so

the

that before

eat

we

ino.-ning of each

good, hearty

break-

our

new

day,

handshake between

that haven’t met for

we

over

friends

thirty years?

shake. It seems to open up at once a
broad highway from heart to heart; and
so electrifies the eye that it sparkles from

SlM*

HA1X QUARRY.
JI“r,on w- Rlaiadell, of Franklin,
Itsii 10*
fiends here for a few daya.
jl
fiurn* »nd son Donald, of
01riaston, are viaiting in town.
U ,;>pi
E. Sturk
represented Barnard
ol p > »* the
grand lodge in
ini’

a

smiling

face

as

dewdrops sparkle

lull has arrived at the
spending the winter with
e
lj.„ “SAtcr, Mrs. Burton Van Galder,
Mass.

^""efleld,
the Methodist pastor
1®0utf*r" ii*rnan*'
^ar^°r’ will hold

services in

thi9 Vl“*e* every
Thursday
every fourth Sunday during

‘U

26.

Pebble.

message.

ktd

ksuS*

I

I
|

But

we

are

willing

to

spend another

with hope. So we walk the pier
from end to end several times, and quit
only after having counted every plank
hour

of the aides, says that the
native town is at stake in
And, later, when I see Wat-

one

the matter.

!

forth every endeavor to obtain the milk, and will not let go until
his efforts are crowned with success, I

son

putting

realize that he feels the great responsibility that rests upon his shoulders. Jie
also borrowed a larger kettle than w e had,

and

needed it.

vre

By this time everything
every

party with

of the

one

tite. We
dock, but

ready

are

is at

hand and

good appe-

a

to smother the

had-

it becomes evident that the
tide coming in will drive us off the beach.
All our baskets containing tableware and
now

eatables, and ourselves, must be moved to
the grass land above the said bluff.
it seems to be too much of a journey
round by the way of the pier, carrying
the heavy baskets, so two or three of us

men-boys—if

you don’t

object—got

foot-

hold, one above the other, on the side of
the bluff, and pass the things and the
children up.
This proves to be great fun for the small
boys and girls w hile they are in it, and
before

we can

finish the

job

find

we

that

of the larger and older of the chilentered into the spirit of the
occasion, and there is nothing that we can
do but allow them the use of,our elevator;
some

dren have

but the

prefer to walk round, and
they arrive, 'busy themselves

women

as soon

as

table cloths on the tall
spreading
grass and setting on the dishes, each one,
by the force of the attraction of gravitation, settling the table cloth beneath it, so
there are hollows here and humps there
all through the spread, which might well
white

give

one

idea of

the

being

in

a

land of

snow, among mountain peaks, among the
Alps in winter, for instance, having the
privilege of looking down upon the green

fields below.
The smother is

made

on

the beach below

To Core a Cold In On® Day
Take LAXATIVE BROVfO Outnine Tablets
Druggists refund money if It falls to cure. E. W,
Gaovfc'S signature Is ou each box. 2'c.

366trtisrm nits.

Bluehill History.

under

fields, which are spiders’ fishing traps;
and I have made many a lobster trap after
their pattern, and they proved tube excellent catchers when tended as closely as
the spider tends his.
Well, we have teen waiting for Joe’s
coming at least for an hour, and until
we begin to think that there has been
some misunderstanding about our place of
meeting, for there are several well-known
picnic grounds on the shores of this neck
of land. And yet we do not understand
how we could have misunderstood the

J.
j-tyrus
**ter

y°“ down—makes yoa an
,or or»»Aie diseases. Burdock
Ki,.
porifi'* the blood-cures the
"»Uda jo* up—AdtL

Watson,

j

before dinner is served.

brought

honor of his

_

the smiles of a lovely summer’s morning.
You have seen these dewdrop gems as
glittering pendants from countless threads
of little nets spread over New England

i»« week.

nat

must be

As I hope to meet old friends here today, I am feeling that there is something
wonderfully mysterious about a hand-

returned home

^nuner, commencing May

press,

fast

a

_____

to

the

may know what has happened the world
over, during the bourn of our sleeping;
but what is all of this in comparison with

this village.
Joe Babaon, of
Eggemoggin, Is
^ * *tw weeks with his
grandpar**«
Starboard Watch.
>■
Arthur Sargent and little ton
P. who have
been visiting Mrs. Sar^

*0lJ,
A

to

sake.

what great utility
the postal service, telegraph and telephone. How they shorten distances,
keeping us in touch w'ith our friends; and

>n

^And

delighted

What wonders and of

■

21

acquaintance

are

!i“n8t'om> o! North SedgStth*11*'*
lus been
visiting her mother, Mrs.

I^P»renis

new

separatee.

With Allen it spending a few
»ith her »unt, Mr». Charles L. Bab-

Bangor,

for

reuniting the links which for msny years
have been scattered through the several
states; some of them thousands of miles

friends

junior week of the U. of

in

seen, but shall be

And 1
long to take the hand again of old friends.
It will be like bringing together broken
parts of of an old chain of fellowship and

Bluehill.

is

never

meet

B. Billings
spent Wednesday
*** daughter at BiuehUl.

Martha Curriar

no

pecting to see boats round the point at
any moment; and we are very anxious to
meet them, for, no doubt, there will be in
the party many of my old friends and
and, perhaps, some of

there.

hakuentville.
Jennie Clough la spending

yachting

with his

1 are on time; bat there
signs of Joe and hi-* party. We
wonder at this, but of course are ex-

a

will return

comes

parties, I believe.
My niece and

one

|P*r

m

More than once,

came.

a good deal of liniment aud rubbing to get me limbered up for the day.
As we ride on we come to a road on the
left, leading from the main highway to
the shore. This we take, and it brings us
to a steamboat wharf. Near this is the
Joe thinks this
common picnic ground.
is an ideal place for the purpose, and

little over
»go. 8he was a devoted mother,
kfunenl service* were held at the home,
by Kev. E. Bean, of Bluehill.
.***• B. H. Caudage arrived home May
*,jr s short visit. She has
spent the

*5?*

you

we were

it took

has

teWmg, nearly completed.
Mm. Briggs and daughter left foe Fall
Saturday.
Mn. Lucy
Csndage died at her home
sons

assure

me,

the Point to take charge of John
hfSt 4 ground*.
Bden T. Conary has the ell which he is

She leaves two

and I

because my ankles and knees had failed
1 crawled upstairs to my bed on “all
fours,” snd when I got up in the morning

Mm. Angie Bray and (laughter Grace
P*®* Saturday with her sister, Mr*. EuWsCsod***, of South Bluehill.

■itoer. Her husband died

the house of the farmer that stands over
there, beyond “salt pond”. And the milk

|

for the

NOW OUT
IN PAMPHLET FORM.

50 CENTS.
1

SENT

POSTPAID

OX

RECEIPT

OF PRICE.

Address:

i Hancock County Publishing Co.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

dust

across

Orange Shortcake.
Sift together two cups of floor, half a
level teaspoon of salt, one-quarter cup of
sugar and four level teaspoons of baking
powder. Rub in one-quarter cup of butter and mix with one cup of milk. Bake
in two layer tins. Split each cake with a
hot knife and spread with orange pulp
free from white skin and cut fine; then

has been very ill with

yachting business.

Hardy is keeping house spread the top of one cake with the same
George Blastow, a relative, at Deer Isle. filling and set the other cake on it. Sift
over the top.
Miss Gladys Holderness has returned powdered sugar
from Deer Isle, where she has been living
Mrs. Jaw back—I’m sur? I’ve suffered
Mrs. William

for

srith Mrs. Charles

May

Haskell.

misfortune a woman can. Mr. Jawback—Oh, no; you’ve never been a widow.
Mrs. Jaw back—I believe I said misfortune,

every

E.

21.

BL’CKSPORT.

didn’t I ?

Manley R. Gray died last Wednesday,
ifter a long illness, aged thirty-six years.
He leaves

Fortunate Missourians.

wife and four children.

a

Arey

Charles A.

Bucksport
Harbor, who
it

I was a druggist, at Livonia,
Mo.,” writes T. J. Dwyer, now of Graysville, Mo., “three of my customers were
permanently cured of consumption by Dr.
King’s New Discovery, and are well and
strong to-day. One was trying to sell his
“When

has sold the Curtis farm

Center to G.

M. Dorr, of Bass

will occupy it at

once.

James E. West died at his home in the
Pond district Friday, at the age

seventy-three years.
»nd one son.

He leaves

wife

a

M’KIN LEY.
bor

for iht

Mrs.

days

in

Wilson is spending

a

and friends

on

state:

visiting relatives

Swan's Island.

Dodge, of Mt. Desert
town, called here by the illness
of her father, Francis McMulllin.
Axon.
May 21.
Rock,

William

is in

_

Justice may be blind, but she has

a

good

memory.
Many rr«|UMt* from Catarrh sufferers who
atomizers have resulted in Liquid Cream
Balm, a new and convenient form of Ely s
Cream Halm, the only remedv for Catarrh
which can always be depended on. in power
to allay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged
air-passage, to promote free, natural breathing, the two forma of Cream Balm are alike.
Liquid Cream Balm is sold by all druggists
for 75 cents, including spraying tube. Mailed
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street. New York,
use

all persons interested in cither of the estates hereinafter named.
probate court held at Eden, In and
the county of
Hancock, on the first
day of May, a. d. 1906.
following matters having been pre-

To

At a
for

for the action thereupon hereinTHEsented
indicated, it is hereby ordered that
after

A

of

bonds as the law directs.
Not being residents of the State of Maine,
the subscribers have appointed Edward B.
Mears, of Eden, Hancock county. State of
Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Maine, their agent and attorney for the
purposes specified in the revised statutes
All persons
ol Maine, Chapter 66. Section 43
naving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
Thomas Biddle.
Richard M. Cadaw alder.
Wm. M. Meigs.
May 14. 19.6.

fUgal Notices.

few

Bar Harbor.

Mrs. D. F. Norwood is

Mrs.

pHE subscribers, Thomas Biddle, Richard
M. Cadwalader, and William M Meigs, all
Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania,
hereby give notice that they have been duly
appointed executors of the last will and »cstament and codicils of Emily Meigs Biddle, late
of said Philadelphia, deceased, and given

f

summer.

Leslie

no-

tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
be pubby causing a copy of this orderin tothe
Elislished three weeks successively
worth American, a newspaper published ai
Ellsworth, in aaid county, that they mav apbe he’d at Elispear at a probate court to
worth. in said county, on the fifth daj of
June. a. d. 19u6, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they ae*

Hoyt, late of Biuehill, In said
C*Ceyion
certain instrument’purportdeceased'
coun-

A
ty,
of said
ing to be the last will and testament
deceased, together with petition for probate
of same, presented by Sears B. Condit, Junior,
the executor named therein.
Otis H. Small, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the laat will and testament of
aaid deceased, together witn petition for probate of same, presented by William L. Small,
the executor uamed therein
Frances E. Hall, late o* Ellsworth, In aaid
county. deeeMtd. A certain instrument purof
porting to be the laat will and testament
said deceased, together witn petition for probate of same, presented by Henry M. Hall,the
executor named therein.
Oti-*. Uintnx.1, late of Sullivan, in aaid county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of aaid
deceased, together with petition for probate
of aame, presented by Marriannetta Hinman,
the executrix named therein.
Abby H. Buck, late of Orland, in *ald county, deceased. A certain instrument purportof said
ing to be the last will and testament
deceased, together with petition for probate
of aame. presented by A. K. Buck, one of the
executors named therein.
Albion K. P. Blodgett, late of Brooksville,
in said county, deceased. Petition that Ira J.
Cousins or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Nancy E. Blodgett,
widow of said deceased.
Thomas Nickerson, ]r., and Elizabeth Hardy
Nickerson, minora, of Wellesley, CommonPetition filed by
wealth of Massachusetts.
Frederick J. Ranlett, guardian of said minors,
for license to sell certain real estate of said
said
minora, situated in the town of Eden, in
county of Hancock, and described in aaid petition.
Thomas Milan, late of Southwest Harbor, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Ellen
Maria Milan, widow, for an allowance out ol
the personal estate of said deceased.
gerenus H. Rodick, late of Eden, in said
Phebe g
county, deceased. Petition filed byout
of the
Rodick. widow, for an allowance
personal estate of said deceased.
Elwell L. Gross, late of BloehiU, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Maria T
Gross, widow, for an aiiowanee out of the personal estate of aaid deceased.
Henry W. Gray, late of Orland, in aaid coun
ty, deceased. First account of Mary E. Gray
executrix, filed for settlement.
Joshua P. sawyer, late of Castine, in ra
First account of R h
county, deceased.
Brown, administrator, filed for settlement.
unaount
Henrietta Sawyer, a person of
mind, of Castine, in said county. First ac
count of Rowland B. Brown, guaidian, file<
for settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge off aaid court
A true copy. Attest:—T. F. Mahonsy, Register
■

ofSiaink.

! To the Honorable, tbe Judge of the Probate
j Court in and for tbe county of Hancock:
ESFKCTFULLY represents Ralph Hamor,
V of Mt. Desert, in said county of tian
E’.ihu T. Hamor. minor
! cock, guardian of
cqi:d uf Cora L. Hamor,
late of said Mt.
Desert, deceases
That said minor is the owner of certain real
estate situated in said town of Mt. Desert, and
described as follows, to wit:
First lot: Two forty fifths parts in common
undivided of a certain lot or parcel of
I au
! land si'uated at Northeast Harbor, in said
town of Mt
Desert, and bounded and described ?.» foiiows, to wit:
Beginning at a rock in the brook, it being
; H. L .Savage’s southwest corner, and follow*
1 ing said brook southerly about one rod to tbe
town road near the head of C»iJPatrick's Cove,
• so called; then
following said road southerly
and easterly to said H. L. Savage's southeast
i corner; then by said H. L. Savage’s south line
j westerly to place of beginning, the whole lot
| containing one-fourth ot one acre more or less.
; lying between said town road and the south
line of H. L. Savage, and being the same
:
premises described »s conveyed by Samuel N.
Gil Patrick to Julia T Savage by deed dated
Miy 14. 1*87, and recoided in the registry of
deed for said county of Hancock, in vol. 214.
page hd). to which deed and said record thereof express reference is hereby made.
Second lot: Four forty-fifths parts in comor parcel
mon and undivided of a certain lot
of land situated at Northeast Harbor, in said
Mt. Desert, and bounded and detown of
scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the shore of Gilpatrick’s Cove
at an iron bolt in the line of h gh water mark
and in the northwesterly side line of a lot of
1 «nd conveyed by Abram Gilpatrick to Margarets. Hubb«rd by deed dated October 25,
d. 1905. and recorded in the registry of
a.
deeds for said county of Hancock, in vol. 428.
page 200; theuce about south 62 degrees 40
minutes west following a production of said
lot so connorthwesterly side line ofS. said
Hub. ard to low
veyed to said Margaret
water mark in said Gilpatrick’s Cove; thence
in a g- nerally southerly direction, following
said line of'low water mark in its various
turning* and windings, until intersection is
made with the northerly line of land of William W. Frazier; thence easterly following
said northerly line of said land of William W.
Frazier to th* line of high water mark on the
shore of said Gilpatrick’n Cove; thence in a
generally northerly direction following said
line of high water mark in its various turnings and windings to the place of be£innit:g.
That it would be for the benefit of said minor
that said real estate should be so'd and tbe
proceeds placed at interest.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he
may be licensed to sell said real estate at nubile or private sale for the purpose aforesaid.
I
Dated at Mt. Desert this twenty-fifth day of
Ralph Hamor.
I April, a. d. 1906.
STATE OF MAINE.

hereby gives notice that
A
duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Bchuyler
A. Cobb, late of
Bucksport, in the county
reof Hancock, deceased, no bonds being
quired by the terms of said will. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desireo to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Mary L. Cobb.
May 1.1*06.
rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A he has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of Rubie A. Buckman. late of
Bucksport, in the county of
no
bonds being redeceased,
Hancock,
quired by the term of said will. All persons
the
estate of said dedemands
against
having
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thert to are requested to make payment immediately.
Henry C. Bcckman.
May 1, 19C6.
subscriber
rpHE
she has been

j

Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
Eden, in and for said couuty of Hancock,
the first day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and six.
That
On the foregoing petition ordered:
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
Mtid county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
the fifth day of June,
said county, on
a. d. 1906, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original petition and order of coart.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

on

subscriber George W. W. Dove, residing out of the State of Maine, to wit at
Andover. Essex county. Commonwealth ol
Massachusetts, hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of Isabella Dove, late of said
Andover, deceased, no bonds being required
bv the terms of said will. And that he hai
appointed Henry M. Hall, of Ellsworth, in
State
ol
and
Hancock,
the county of
Maine, his agent in said State of Maine. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

mediately.
May 15. 1906

_Georg bW

I rpHE subscriber hereby giveo
he has been duly appointed
L

J

^V. Dove.
notice that
executor ol

the last will and testament of Alphonsine C
Madison, late of Franklin, in the count]
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as th«
All persons having demandi
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, anc
all indebted thereto are requested to maki
paymeft immediately.
George VS Maoison.
May 12,1906.

Notices.

STATK OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Eden, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day
of May, in the year of
hundred and
our Lord one thousand nine
six.
A CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
^V. a copy of the last will ana testament of
Kate Forrest Gray, late of the county and
state of New York, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said state of New York, duly
authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellf worth, in said county of Hanfifth day of
cock, prior to the
June,
a.
d.
1906, that they
may
appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

wonderful medicine in existence.” Surest
Cough and Cold cure and Throat and Lung
healer.
Guaranteed by E. G. Moore,
Druggist. 50c and fl. “trial bottle free.

Smith has gone to Prospect Har-

Leman

iLcgal

property and move to Arizona, but after
using New Discovery a short time be
found it unnecessary to do so. I regard
Dr. King’s New Discovery as the most

Hancock
M

tight,
proof package.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

better.

is

^onn.,

few

distant;

the Point now, where
aunt of mine, and w here 1

near

»r»

good time, eating apples,
an orchard on the place,
the trees of which, 1 have no doubt, were
planted before my aunt was born, at any
rate, before she went there to live on the
day she was married.

is at the

George Velvick, of Cleveland, O.,

very

had had many a
gathered from

BLCEUILL FALLB.
fchooner Waldron Holmes
fctrl leading lumber.

are

lived

once

who

a

moisture

Mrs. Stillman Eaton, of Rockland, has
^een visiting here the past week.
Ernest Parker has gone to New London,

from

minutes ago.
Bn. Clara Thompson and Mis* Nor*
S’ow we are all here; but Joe looks
Ikmpeon were m Rockland last week, spruce, fir, poplar and maple, on cold,
for the
needed
|anl. ofCkpl. and Mrs. Everett Thomp- frosty mornings a* I brought them crash- troubled. The milk
smother has been forgotten. He gathers
na on the yacht commanded by him.
them
into
snd
then
chopped
up
ing down,
his aides and makes a run to a hotel a
Mai, o’. Whitmore and w ife, of Camden, cordwood lengths or logs as they lay
can buy no
her opened their cottage. Spring lodge, prostrate in me snow ai my iw, w n*cn quarter of a mile aw ay. Hg
but he can borrow it; that is, he
to the summer. Mr*. Albert Achorn and were encased in cowhide boots, which milk,
will
Kiss Nina Whitmore have been visiting “Uncle Billy” made for me from hide can have the amount needed if he
as much from the same cow or cows
ttere.
“Old Whiteface” furnished, tanned by bring
of a certain farm half a mile or more
.- t v
Tic
recently pur. based “Uncle Peter” at halves.
and the good landlady points out
ui

{Tip,

Eaton,

In

fish stand at Bar Harbor.

Ah, there she comes! The Hazen is
rounding the cape. Soon she is at the
floating-pier; and we have the very great
pleasure of meeting each member of the

mind

Grant

last and all the time.

gives notice that
appointed executrix

subscriber bereDy

she has been duly
THE
of the last will

of Edwin L.
Jordan, late of Orland, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Abbie C. Jordan.
May 1,1906.
and lestameut

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives

has been duly appointed executrix of
THE
of
G.
the last will and
she

testament

Aaron

Page, late of Orland, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are aesired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make pavmcnt Immediately.
Melissa J. Page.
May 1. 1906.
subscriber bereDy gives notice that
has been duly appointed executor of
will and testament of James
last
in the county of
, Lord, late of Ellsworth,
Hancock, deceased, aDd given bonds as the

he
The
the

All persons having demands
law directs.
estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Arno W.
May i, 1*06.

! against the
■

King.^

notice tnai
subscriber nereoy gives
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Charles A. Hunnewell,
late of Lamoine, in the county ot Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as tne law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to prt sent
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Electa Hunnewell.
May 1, 1906.

rpHK

X

notice that
administrathe estate of Rebecca R. Phillips, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imsubscriber hereby gives
rpiiE
X he has been duly appointed
tor of

mediately.
Flay 1, 1906.

George

A.

Joy.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Lorenzo Jordan, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

mediately.
May 1, 1906.

subscriber

America

hereby

gives

A. Jordan.
notice

that

THEhe has been duly
appointed administraof Francis F.
tor of the
late

Phillips,
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the esestate

tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement., and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
George A. Joy.
May 1. 19C6.
rriHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of the estate of Charles H. Brewster .late
of Dedham, in the county of Hancock, deceased. and given bonds as the law directs.
A11 persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
tbe same for settlement, and ali indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
George W. Beewste*.
May 1, 1906.

front brook trout, wild steel (Wtl
females, a* above).
‘•Total number of eggs acquired
front laud-locked salmon, wild

ago, »n which a
prominent member of the Bangor cottage
colony at Green lake was quoted as saying the hatchery there was ruining the
fishing at the lake, through the practice
of “taking trout and salmon from the
Commercial

some

weeks

“Grand total.
“A trifle lc*» than five per cent, of
tbe total collection were incapable
of fertilization—naturally or arti-

tanks, and then shipping the young
fry to other waters in the State and even
to points outside the State”.
Superii ndent E. E. Race, of the fish
Jhatcher.v, has seen fit to reply to this article, ant: his reply was printed in Tke

“Total number of fertile eggs collected
“Total number of trout and salmon
fry, and fiugerliug* planted in
Green lake water*.

ficially—to be

ery

f of Saturdav.
In reply to a statement made by the
Bangor cottager which implied that the

Commr

cottages at that beautiful resort
built, w ith the possible excepIn the meantime
tion of three or four.
the government fish hatchery has been
enlarged, and valuable improvements

out to Green lake with me next summer
and I will show yon where the employes

gravel

is

warm

deep

off into

water

from the

sun

the brooks

If

to hatch it.

have to go

at Green

2.MU7S

!

|

NEWS7

COUNTY
O

-iftlifiOMi

2,174.441

otkrr papt$

ottw.’fr

|

WALTHAM.

and

w

ife have gone to

la out

again.

Blanche Riw* is spending a few
of her mother.

days at borne, the guest

That is M. Gallert’s

K. W. Hutchins and wife, of Boston, are
at their cottage Fir Cone for several days.
Miss Amy Perkins, who is teaching at
the E. M. C. seminary, spent Sunday at

store lu Maine.
Our store is

racers are

fish

w

unhealthy

fish

differs

where

they

have

them.”

]

from the

Mrs. McClin&ock and
with
Pa.,

twenty-five per cent, of the fry result ing from eggs collecting therein. At
Green lake. Boggy brook, Mann's brook

wherever

and tine.”

|

has

man

dropped

hook

»

“The writer has seen them among the
menhaden tBrevoortia tyrmnnus) in the

Harbor.

j

on

water

in town

over

Sunday,

Oliver,

lodge

their sister

and

a

boy

SURRY.

Gasper and wife are visiting Mrs.
Gasper's relatives at West Surry.
H. A.

!

called

Thursday evening

Osgood has painted his house given at N<
and stable.making a decided improvement, j Washington.

-nal

a

free

lecture

Prof.

hall.

;

they

are

and that

j

The

fact that Mr.

■

years been in
has developed

the State fish commissioners in
relat ion to operations there.
"The information the gentleman has

given

to his

Regarding

rat at

bureau.

Race has for eleven
charge of this hatchery, and
it

to its

qualifications.

VALUE

OF

the statement that

“not

one

l.ft)0 of the fry hatched is pat back in
the waters in which they rightfully belong", Supt- Race quotes at some length

figures

from the accurate records
station. He says;

at the
"This charge is so absurd that it is believed the gentleman was imposed upon
by
his friends—however from data made day
after day and year after year for the
past

eleven years—not in
reply—the total fish

anticipation

of this

captured and eggs
collected therefrom in Green lake waters,
•re as follows;
"Brook trout— Males, 58;
Total. 154.

HATCHKHY

TO

MAINE.
Race says:

story which seems of such vital
importance that the State fish commis-

were

sioners have been called

upon to pass judgment, would seem to warrant me in saying that there are two important questions for their consideration. The first ia,
when viewed from

shipped

for

ex-

It is believed that
purposes.
twelve salmon covers the number taken

perimental

during this time by the Stale.
shipments of adult fish have

other
been the
property of the government. All fish captured except those reported loaf snd
shipped have been returned to Green lake
All

waters.

"In addition to returning to Green lake
waters the adult fish captured therein.
•

a

commercial stand-

point, what benefit is the Green lake
hatchery to this State? In answer it can
be said without doing an injustice to any
other hatchery, that it is the largest and
best equipped heavy weight (fresh water)
hatchery in the United States. It is believed that the cost of this plant, including operating expenses, has exceeded by
$50,000, the total cost of every
cottage and farm building w ithin
one-half mile of Green lake waters. The
more

females, 102.

••Salmon—Males, MG, females, 806. Total, 1JGX
"The leases on above fish while held lor
■pawning were as follow*: Seven brook
trout and six salmon.
Ten brook trout
and twelve salmon

j

than

summer

money used m constructing and operating
this plant has practically all been expended in this Slate, and the product of
the

hatchery largely

distributed in State

waters-

‘'Laws which gave this State
over

all

inland

waters

control

containing

more

executed for a
select few. No legitimate industry which
gives employment to the laboring class,
than

ten

produces

acres

were

food for the

under his horse and caused him
to stumble; that of Saufoius. who was
poisoned by the albumen In a soft boiled egg. and tbat of Zeuxis, who died
from laughter at sight of a hag he had
ran

painted.

in town.

Constable A. C.

I

owners

lating

of

Osgood requests

dogs shall attend

to

that

the law

re-

to licenses.

A ten-cent

supper

will be

served in the

Congregational vestry by the ladies’ circle
Thursday, May 34.
“That new saleslady." said the blood
The academy glee club is to give conat tbe ribbon counter, “has false hair certs
Friday and Saturday at Stomngton

not

needy

and

pleasure
crippled

for the coupon cutter, should be
without good and
sufficient reasons.
Green lake hatchery h an industry that
Maine should be proud of. As heretofore,
the station employees will probably be

and teeth.”
“Yea." replied the brunette, who coo
descended to sell handkerchiefs occasionally. "and it seems that’s not the
1 heard her complaining
only thing
that she hadn't had a chance to get off
her feet all day
She Works

at

Haaae.

Hicks—I anderstand Mrs. Bias has
learned how to keep her husband at
home. Wicks—Nonsense: Bias Is out
with “the boys" nearly every night.
Hicks—Too misunderstand me. I mean
tbe work she does at home keeps him.
She’s a dressmaker, yon know.—Phila-

and

Northeast Harbor.

a child of George W illens
brought here from Itleaboro for burial Sunday. May 30.
In the ball game played last Saturday
between the Ellsworth high and the

The remains of

and wife

were

academy team, the home team won.
Miss Simpson and Miss Esther Allen attended the high school graduation at

Stonington
A letter

last

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Another lot of new Laces and Embroideries at popular prices.
Pretty designs in Mechlin and Vais with^iusertions to match.

was

Her Fret Too.

closing his letter. Mr.

In

asm uu.

in

kept

for the

men

“A fish

rusts or

facts snd

own

;

Japan."

of

valuable

present importance
as the largest fresh water fish hatchery in
the United States, is sufficient answer as

in relation to

sunlight propagation of trout and salmon spawn— in the
fifth paragT Th is certainly interesting.
and entities him to a copy of the fisheries
us

LACES AND

GOOD CORSETS.

of

government
consult

;

Crosby, of j

_

X'ever

word of complaint do we hear of "Wane's
-t-pr .f
Better try a pair. Ask for them.
Prices fr-.u *1.00 to

a

Corsets”.

j

*:t.5o.

___

and Underwear.

Hosiery

We are sole agents for Lord Ac Taylor's Onyx hosiery and Merode
Vuderwear. Spring and summer Weights, in plain t
Lille or
Lace, In Black, White, and Tans.

idion,

j

Agents for the Ladies' Home Journal paper pattern.

j

M.

I
i

QALLERT.

|

COUNTY NEWS.
For yddiHonnl

County .V«w

atktr

m*

chicken pox

are

Kate L. Pray
official visit to the

an

interesting

has returned

from her
O. E. 8.,

wife,

building.

May

ill be remembered

as

teachers in the grammar

of the

past

school.

The graduation exercises of the Homesville grammar school were held Friday
afternoon. A Urge number of
parents
and friends were there to witness the

exercises, which

very fine. The
graduation class received very careful
training on their class parts from their
teacher, Mrs. Trask, who is s most efficient
teacher, and one whom all will he glad to
have in the school another year.
May 22.
j.
M.UUAVILLE.
DEATH

OF MRS.

LOUISA FROST.

to

our aged citixen, Mrs. Louisa
Froat,
who passed from this world to the great

beyond Tuesday morning.

She was a member of Free Will Baptist
church in this town for many years, snd s
persistent worker, although she had been
in feeble health for many years. Her true
Christian character was feit and appre-

ciated, not only by her own family and
neighbors, but by all who came within
he r iotluence. She did not hide the
talent,

but let her light shine forth.
She
was a life-long reaident of this
towu, the daughter of James Smith. She
died within a few rods of her birth puce
She was the mother of ten
children, of
whom five daughters and one son are UsShe
lew
Tee
ing.
also several grandchU-

dren,

three

sister

and

one

brother,

to

J

were &

22.

DEEK 18US-

were

•‘Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord.” This passage can be well applied

of Ern-pi At««^

f

was

one

aon

ill.

HANCOCK.
Memorial services will 1* i»!i
town hall, Sunday a fieri >n *1
*
under the auspices .tf \N in.
«.J*
council, J. O. if. A. M W.
BeckwiA".
wUl preside
Milton
worth, will deliver the memorial

the guest of
Mrs. Lyman Somes Friday of last week.
Mrs. Blaisdeil. formerly Miss
Wooster,
w

quite

Emerson Ladd and wife were ct^
Bass Harbor Monday, » here Mrs- l*
lather is quite ill.

a

Harbor.
Marion Blaisdell

it

Herbert Cousins and wife

new steel
ing repairs.
ceiling and other carpentry arc under the
direction of A. L. Reynolds, of Northeast

Mrs.

devoted nw

obliging

Sunday visiting relative'

The interior of I'nioo church is receivThe erection of

lor mg.

23.

Ernest, little

church
school

a

kind and

SEAL HARBOR.

grand chapter,

the coming months at least all the
services will be held in the high

For
;

and

graphic account of the earthquake and
fire in San Francisco, has been received
from Gas P.
Hinckley, son of E. F.
Hinckley and wife. He was boarding on
delphia Ledger
Washington street, and lost all his belongings. He, with two others, went to
tssraillRt Pursuit.
130 miles from the fated city,
“Don’t be so sweeping in your judg- Newman,
I and to~nd employment at haying in the
ments. There’s that prominent man I
! alfalfa fields.
mentioned just now, who 1 am sure
has always pursued an upright life.”
A
most
enjoyable event was the
"That may be. but he’s never canght ••benefit” game for the B.-G. 8. A. baseball
op with it.”—Baltimore American.
team, which occurred Wednesday, May 18,
between the academy team and the “allSmrrsstle.
stars”. The “cast of character*” in the
First Medical Man—My practice has latter was as follows; Herbert Grindle.
doubled since I came to this town. p; Prin. Patten, c; James MorteUe, lb;
Second Medical Man—Oh, so you have Dr. McCurdy, 2b; Supi.
Co nary, 3b;
got another patient?
Judge Chase, as; Forrest Snow, rf; R. 8.
Osgood, U; Dr. Barrett, cf. The acadThe absent are like children—helpless emy team won by a score of 13 to 8.
?o defend themselves.—Reade.
M.
May A

May

Boulton.

at

a

monton, of EUaworth, officiating.

raging

here.
I
;

si*t«r,

Funeral services will be btid si b*z
home Thursday at 2 p. v. Kev.J. P-

80MEBVILLE.
Mettles snd

the loo* of

mourn

and

pagt*

week, returning Sunday.

containing

the Hurt and Patrician.
They fit
ordinary shoes at ttie price

the

Checks, Sateens, Dragoon Chiffons, Cotton Taffetas. Binghams and
all kind* of Wash dress goods.
In Woolen Dress Boods we are showing Serges, Henriettas,
Eolienne*,Poplins, Cashmeres, Mohairs and Veilings These Fabrics
are the stylish Fabrics for this season.
For Tailor-made walking and Shirtwaist Suits we have a fascinating assortment of new designs in Checks and Mannish Suitings.

was

here by the
Jerry W’escott,

DEPARTMENT.

In all Taried assortment* of shade*, color* and patterns. We hart
all the season’s fa rorites in our selections. White good, in sll
qualities and styles. Muslin* for graduating dresses.
Dimities, Lorraine

The degrees were worked on four ;
candidates, at the close of which a bountiful supper was served.

Reuben

Department.

Spring and Summer Dress Goods

Our New

at

Penobscot, Saturday

at

Cloak

our

Coverings

Our shoes for men. for very high grades, we offer the celebrated
makes, the G rail am. Stetson and Walkover. Everybody knows these
as being the best any manufacturer can produce.
The Walkover shoe for ladles we have added to our
already eg.
tensive line.
We make a specialty of children's shoes; if you have had
any
trouble in the wear of children's shoes try ours. We are the only dealers who carry a full and complete line of shoes for misses,
boys, and
small children.

of

D. C., spoke to the students
on “School Gardens”.
Prof. Tower, of t\
Cape Henry; among the bufRepublican caucus next Saturday to
of M., gave a very interesting talk on
that the government has ever attempted falo fish ilctiobos cyprineila) in the Mis- choose delegates to the convention June 5.
“Forestry”, and Prof. Gilbert, of U. of M.,
to fish. Boggy brook some years ago was sissippi river; among various species in
Schooner Lincoln, Uapt. Harry Wood,
fished for two seasons, but the channel the Alabama river; rivers and sounds of
spoke on the “Relation of the College to
is loading wood and hoopa for M.|K. LinAgriculture”. The talks on school gardens
was not closed and the fish had free access
North Carolina; Chesapeake, Delaware
neken for Rockland.
and forestry were profusely illustrated
to the spawning beds above.
Mann s and Hudson rivers, and also among variS.
May 23.
with stereopticon pictures, and tbe whole
brook has not been fished for more than ous species in the Great Lakes and tribufive years, and no obstructions have been taries. Has caught them in the Gulf of
evening was much enjoyed by those fortunate enough to be present.
placed across the channel or brook during St. Lawrence; east of Cape Breton Island; The Human B<»«1>*« Tireleaa Orsr*«*
this time by the government employes. seen them among the islands of the tiTest
Man baa within him a stationary cn- j
The county commissioners were in town
Mann's brook and Jellison's brook are Indies, and as far sooth as Buenos Ayres,
gtne called bis heart, which, with Its on Friday, Inspected the piece of State
natural trout brooks, but the government South America, but it is not necessary to
veins and arteries, constitutes a per
J road which was built last year, and also,
has never, to my knowledge, operated fish- go far from home to find them among feet
system of hydraulics. compared > together with a number of our citizens,
fishes that are of little commercial value
ing traps in the latter.
with which man’s best work Is clumsy, j made a trip to Arey’s w harf at Brooks“No complaint or request was ever made as food fish, or among fishes that are never Intricate And wasteful.
The lungs arc | villa urban a bearing was had on a petiagainst operating nets or other apparatus artificially propagated.
a working bellows, the most perfect
j tion w hich had been presented to them in
in Mann s brook, but the writer looked
j “Take a trip to Green lake with the dis- method of sanitary ventilation. The regard to establishing a ferry from that
upon the matter as an injustice to the tinguished complainant, and overhaul the stomach In a working vat of marvelous
point to North Casline. The various arsummer residents to fish this brook, as it
eel oeds. The eel (Anguilla ehrysypa ) is
perfection. The brain la a wondrous ; gumerits for and against such a ferry were
was the landing-place for their boats, etc.
the most prolific species in the lake: and condenser, and the skin Is a great
heard and duly considered, and a decision
The matter was talked over with Hon. after experimenting w ith both the salt
working evaporator, with reserve auto j: will probably be given in a few days.
George M. Bowers, commissioner of fish- j water and fresh water species (which ap- matic appliances, ready for extra work I May 2e.
G.
eries. and the writer given to understand parently are identically the samel for
in moments of need.
All these are In *
that everything possible should be done to about thirty years, they are to
BLCEHUJL
my mind action at all times, day and night, tire- j
stock Green lake waters without giving the moat mysteriously propagated fish in less, unceasing, self winding and reMiss Edytbe Adams spent last week in
offense to any summer resident. So faith- the world,
but one will find ‘racers’ pairing, for seventy years or more.
Boston.
fully have these instructions been carried among them, nevertheless..*’
Mrs. Ellen Peters has gone to Waldoout t hat no person has just cause for comDramatic D*atfca.
Supt. Race, with characteristic modesty.
boro on a visit to her son.
plaint. Great brook is the natural spaw n- ; parses very lightly over the charge that
What is a dramatic death? Of course
Mr*. Dow, who went to Portland last
ing ground of the land-locked salmon, “the employee* at the hatchery are not the most dramatic death ever recorded
and more than seven-eighths of all sp&wn
competent tor the work they are supposed was that of I’lacut. who dropped dead week on business, is home.
roueow in cireen rase w-aters nave seen
while paying a bill. Then there was
to do/' saying simply that “in justice to the
There will be anion services Memorial
collected in this immediate vicinity, it j foreman, fish culturist and
laborers, it can the death of Fabius, who was choked ; Sunday morning in the Baptist church.
be
may
interesting to the distinguished be said that on account of tbeir long and by a hair in some milk; that of Louis
Dr. E. J. Hinckley, of Bar Harbor, and
complainant to know that the federal | practical experience in fish cultural work VI who met his doom because a pig Lester
Hinckley, of Boston, spent Sunday
T

vicinity

only tributaries

owns and controls this brook,
it has not seemed necessary to

SHOE

special shoes for women,
better, they wear better than
they are better.

Mrs. Rose Dodge, of Bar Harbor, visited who has been seriously ill for some days.
her aunt. Mrs. Jonathan Rich, one day i
About twenty-two members of the 8. K.
last week.
Whiting chapter. Eastern Star, visited
L.
tL
May

j night.

the line of Curtains, Portieres, Couch
and Draperies.

Our

the interior of his store.

illness of his mother, Mrs.

anti

ate cost

their

Fred Wescott, of Haverhill, Maas.,

to work.

in

We Hit it this Season in

George Lufkin, of Bangor, proprietor of
the Lufkin stores, was in town several
days last week painting and otherwise im- j
proving

Stetson, who has been at Eben
Clark’s all winter, ha* gone to Stoningtoa

Wilton, Brussels
is Extensive and
Rugs
Large
Tapestry,

The Tourist ('oat is taking the lead among the young
people, the
short among the older. Every suit. Skirt and Coat is ,<■. iginal and die.
a
model
as
it
was
made for you. It will need
tinctively
though
no
special effort on our part to get you to appreciate w, at we hare Ur
you in the matter of stylish, rich-lookingjoutside garments at

the home of Levi Colson.

Frank

anj

at the present

moder-

son

Joseph Wallace,

housekeepers

Line of Ax minster,

Everything

families, S
arrived last week and have opened their
cottage for the summer.
;
Castine's population increased last week
to the extent of two—a ten-pound boy at
the home of

cheaper than

EXTENSIVE.

Oaatine Water Co.

Pittsburg,

Stoningtoa over Sunday,
The ladies’ aid society will meet at the
home of Mrs. Louis ChafVey Friday at 1.3b.
Rev. J. A. Lawrence and wife spent
days of this week at Southwest

expressed by the gentleout of place to say, I
privilege to make an

views

it

found

waters

the

1

Mrs. W. G. Sargent, who baa been quite
seriously ill lor some days with grip, is
in

to

sell goods

handsome.
Itug if you buy of us.
Our line of CARPETINGS, STRAW MATTINGS. FLOOR OIL
CLOTHS, UNOLEUnS, ART SQUARES and CARPETINGS K

cove.

reported to be improving.
The ocean-going tug He nape came
Sunday and took on her supply of

especially interesting

we

Reputation.

We will save you ♦5.00 on each

cm

three

very much

investigation of the coastal fisheries from
to Texas, and also very many of
the
other
important fisheries of the
U nited States for the federal government.
It can be said without fear of proof to the
contrary, that this emaciated freak is

reply to tbese statements so pi. Kace
says: “It has been the policy of the bureau of fisheries to make liberal plants in
Green lake in addition to returning to its

are

Our

Mrs. Frank Coombs was delegate to the
grand lodge of the Eastern Star at
Houlton last week.

home from

j

stripped

hich have been

Eastport

in

Great brook

CONS I DURING QUALITY

Miss Madge Abbott arrived last Saturday and will get her house ready for summer occupants.
Mrs. G. Edward TUdcn and daughter
arrived last week, and opened their bouse
lor the summer.
The senior class of the normal school
held a picnic Saturday afternoon at

Wordsworth

fish

are

may not be
that it has been my

left open and the fish allowed to go up and spawn, it would be another matter, but, as I have said, they

and

EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND.

quite

ho has been

w

days,

home.

j lake?_

115,982

other* who believe that the

are

man,

were

don't leave any of

owners

number of

a

Mr*.

are person* who go Halting
kick at times, regardless of their
success or the condition of the weather.
"The second question is, what injury is
the Green lake hatchery to the summer

cottagers and property

exact.

that there

from the

few of

a

ill for

hich have been

this

warmth

no

only

I

2^24.587

of spaw n and pat back into the lake, but
this is a mistake-once a racer, always a
As my personal knowledge of
racer.

spawn.
other fish or does

The spawn is eaten by
not hatch because there is

*.437

2.1

of

lay their

to

j Stste, for there

the

saiae

special interest to fishermen. He says:
"It caul be said in justice to the gentleman

enough for the fish to lay the spawn on with
any hope of it* hatching, is covered with
the hatchery nets so that the fish can't get
beds without being
on the spawning
caught and stripped of their spawn. As a
result of this the mature fish

the

spswning purposes,
thing bolds good in all waters of

of days, but is much improved.

M iss Aggie Perk ins,

in the pond
Ben Gott has been appointed church
stripped of spawn and i
for the ensuing year.
janitor
put back in the lake. In regard to racers,
Jacob
Kelley and son Howard were
which
is
Mr. Race|give* some information
w

bed which

which

1 in Green lake for

ber

that will

frequently caught

every natural spawning bed of trout
and salmon on the lake. I will show you

on

where every sand and
the sun strikes, and

fish have been captured
for spawning purpose* in one season than
the total take in Green lake waters during the past eleven years. If for imaginary grievances, fish are not to be taken
more
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THE BEST REPUTATION
A STORE CAN POSSIBLY HAVE
IS TO GIVE HONEST VALUE ON

J. B. Roberta, a regular summer resident, was in town over Sunday.
Sewatl Perkins has been ill for a num-

the

with

connection

■m:

J. S. Snow left this morning for Rockland on business for the town.

The Bangor man make* the assertion
Alva Rich ha* had a telephone put into
that the so-called “racers”, or thin fish 1 his blacksmith shop.

there have their nets set
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Mrs. Myrtle Whitney and son Charles
arrived last week, and are spending a few
C. H.
with the work here, and Commissioner
will present the 1 days with Mrs. Whitney's parents,
The sidewalk club
Bowers would gladly have planed 600,- drama “Old Acre Folks’*, at Fox s hall, Hooper and wife.
000 of the togue.ilake trout) fry in Green ;
Mrs. Jennie Hilt and daughter are in
Tuesday evening. May 29, after which
lake waters as be believed the introduc- I there will be a social dance. Music by town for a few days, the guests of Mrs.
tion of this species would be an improve- Wilson. Ice-cream and cake will be on Hill’s lather, Dea. Thomas Hale.
ment to said waters, but the cottagers at sale.
Mrs. J. P. Hatch, who has spent the
the lake did not want them planted, and
H.
May 22.
winter in Salem, Mass., w ith berdaughso stated in a letter on tile in this office.’’
ter Miriam, returned last week tor the
SOMETHING ABOCT “RACERS”.
TREMONT.
summer.

about three years before
the w riter assumed charge, and it is believed that there was only one summer
cottage at the lake when the government
commenced operations.”
The Bangor cottager says: “You come
was

upon the waters of other
spawn, as the product of the
hatchery would probably ha shipped out
of the State.
“At some of the suxdiary collecting stations

additional (team* Soa

oCre

CA8TXNE.

states for its

days.
“The State hatchery at Cold Stream
Benjamin Willey
colpond was operated as an auxiliary
; Northeast Harbor,
lecting station tor two years in connection | plcyment.

have been

The

■or

to

plant.’’

summer

plant.

compelled

“The Iry resulting from the trout and
Herman Jordan and wife are visiting
salmon eggs collected last tall are still in I friend* in Bar Harbor.
last
ol
cent,
the hatchery. It only IS per
Mrs. George Rankin and daughter Mark
fall's collection is returned, the total are
I
visiting relative* in Last brook.
tbe
number pianted will have exceeded
Miss
Ethel Jellison and Miss Bernicv
has
total collection of spew n. The writer
j Lord, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday in town.
already received instructions regarding
Walter Colby, who is employed by the
the disposition of stock c.n hand, and
few
Green lake waters will receive a liberal ! telephone company, i» in town fora

cottages preceded the hatchery at the lake,
and that good fishing was enjoyed until
the hatchery came in and spoiled it, Supt.
Race says :
“1 believe I have spent more hours at
Green lake than any member of that
summer colony.
During this time the

made to the entire

government

was

depend wholly

1*5.1Q0

stock (SOS females).-.

spawning beds in the lake and its tributaries. hatching the spawn in the hatch-

State if the

aosmtsfmtttt

COUNTY NEWS.

from time to time, to one of
the other stations, but the plant is h-re to
stay, and it would be a great loss to the

transferred,

the government has also planted a brood
stock of brook trout and land-locked salthe
at
The trout were reared
mon.
8UPT. RACE REPLIES TO A BAN- hatchery from spawn collected in other
waters than Green lake; from this stock
GOR CRITIC.
1,200,000 eggs were acquired before they
The eggs from the dowere liberated.
WHAT THE HATCHERY 18 DOING—ITS
land-locked salmon were not
mesticated
VALUE TO THE STATS—SOMETHING
as good as those taken from the wild fish,
ABOUT “RACERS’*.
due it is believed to a lack of sufficient
food in the artificial ponds. The
In an article relating to the government vegetable
total plant of artificially reared adult fish
fish hatchery at Green Lake in The Amer- has exceeded the take of wild fish for
ican last week, very brief reference was
spawning purposes by more than 11,000.
made to an article printed in the Bangor “Total number of eggs acquired

GREEN LAKE HATCHERY.
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age. He had been in failing
«
the pant two years. He leave*
one aon—Emery W.
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Readfield Corner, Me, April/'
Dear Sir*:—
-n. ki
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m toy side lor
^
I commenced to 111 j
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I don’t feel
in its praise.
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enough
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MRS. EDITH A.
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There's always a cause
i
Usually in the digestiveon-.
thy bowel action the
“L. F." Atwood’s Bitter*
thy bowel*.
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